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Abstract
The global proliferation of combustion systems has driven a need for improvements
in combustion efficiency to reduce the financial and environmental impact associated
with this growth. Combustion diagnostics is a vast field of research dedicated to that
effort, and turbulence is one of the fundamental problems. The nature of turbulence
and its influence on chemistry, radiation, and flow dynamics makes its study important
for practical and academic reasons, yet also highly challenging. Recent advances in
computational models to simulate turbulent, reactive flow fields have outpaced the ability
to collect highly constraining data—throughout the entire flow field—for validating and
improving such models. In particular, the ability to quantify in three dimensions both
the mean scalar fields (i.e. temperature & species concentrations) and their respective
fluctuation statistics via hyperspectral imaging would be a game-changing advancement
in combustion diagnostics, with high impact in both validation and improvement efforts
for computational combustion models. This research effort establishes imaging Fourier-
transform spectrometry (IFTS) as a valuable tool (which complements laser diagnostics)
for the study of turbulent combustion. Specifically, this effort (1) demonstrates that IFTS
can be used to quantitatively measure spatially resolved spectra from a canonical turbulent
flame; (2) establishes the utility of quantile spectra in first-ever quantitative comparisons
between measured and modeled turbulent radiation interaction (TRI); (3) develops a simple
onion-peeling-like spectral inversion methodology suitable for estimating radial scalar
distributions in axisymmetric, optically-thick flames; (4) builds understanding of quantile
spectra and demonstrates proof of concept for their use in estimating scalar fluctuation
statistics.
Measurements of a CH4/H2/N2 turbulent non-premixed jet flame (Purdue Flame A)
were acquired using a mid-IR IFTS. Spatially-resolved (128 × 192 pixels, 0.72 mm/pixel)
iv
mean radiance spectra were collected between 1800 cm−1 ≤ ν̃ ≤ 4500 cm−1 (2.22 μm ≤ λ ≤
5.55 μm) at moderate spectral resolution (δν̃ = 16 cm−1, δλ = 20 nm), spanning the visible
flame. Higher spectral resolution measurements (δν̃ = 0.25 cm−1, δλ = 0.3 nm) were also
captured on a smaller window (8×192) at 20, 40, and 60 diameters (D) above the jet exit and
reveal the rotational fine structure associated with various vibrational transitions in CH4,
CO2, CO, and H2O. The high-resolution spectra represent a 64-fold increase in resolution
compared to existing (non-imaged) point spectral measurements. Low-resolution 16 cm−1
mean spectra are validated against previously published point spectral measurements at
20 D, 40 D and 60 D with agreement to within 10 % at 40 D and 60 D, and a two-fold larger
discrepancy at 20 D. IFTS-measured turbulence integral length scales of 5.7 mm, 11.7 mm
and 15.7 mm are reported at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D, respectively, and are within 14 % of
published narrowband infrared (IR) values. Low-resolution quantile spectra are used to
estimate the root mean square (RMS) spectrum which compares favorably to directly-
measured RMS point spectral measurements.
An existing time and space series (TASS) flame model is implemented and expanded
to preserve correlations between multiple species which produce emissions within the IFTS
bandpass. A multi-layer radiance model is developed—which incorporates the latest high-
temperature spectroscopic databases—for simulating instantaneous flame emissions via
TASS model outputs. High-resolution, on-axis comparisons between the simulated and
IFTS measured time-averaged spectra are excellent. The mean relative error between data
and simulation is 17.4 %, 18.6 % and 13.5 % at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D, respectively. A simple
onion-peeling-inspired inversion method which removes optically-thin requirements is
developed to handle scalar retrievals from broadband spectra. With no a priori knowledge
of the flame scalar field, the inversion algorithm successfully retrieves temperature and
CO2 profiles for stationary (i.e., non-turbulent) simulated spectra with mean relative errors
(RMS/peak) of 2.4 % and 10.4 % for temperature and CO2, respectively.
v
Quantile spectra from an ensemble of simulated turbulent flame emissions are inverted 
at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D with relative fit errors (RMS/mean) between 1.5 % to 2.5 % for the 
diametric path, and between 2.3 % to 4.0 % for a representative off axis path (r/x = 0.0625). 
Temperatures retrieved from the q = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 quantiles afford estimates of the 
non-dimensional quantity, (TRMS/Tmean), which are within 18 %, 8 % and 7 % of simulation 
inputs at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D, respectively. Spectral fits of measured Purdue Flame A 
exhibited larger systematic errors, with RMS fit residuals between 10-15 μW/(cm2srcm−1) 
at the three heights, which are 3-5 times larger than the measurement noise. Retrieved 
quantile temperature profiles are near 1900 K and indistinguishable from r = 0 to r = 
3.6 cm, but show an increase in separation from r = 3.6 cm to flame edge, consistent with 
the turbulent behavior expected in this region. Retrieved CO2 quantile concentrations are 
well separated across all radii. Systematic errors and flame opacity limited the accuracy of 
spectral retrievals near flame center. Inversions on simulated turbulent spectra suggest 
radial estimation of scalar fluctuation statistics may be possible using quantile spectra and 
justify a full-scale research effort to explore this exciting possibility.
vi
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DEVELOPMENT OF IMAGING FOURIER-TRANSFORM SPECTROSCOPY FOR
THE CHARACTERIZATION OF TURBULENT JET FLAMES
I. Introduction
W
ith an ever-expanding population and a global reliance on combustion systems
for energy, transportation, and military needs it is now, more than ever, vital
to maximize the efficiency of these systems. From the global effects of pollution due
to the propagation of combustion to the massive costs of developing more advanced
propulsion systems, diagnostic tools capable of understanding and interpreting combustion
behavior are vital to the community. Combustion diagnostics is a field of long-standing
interest with many resources continually dedicated to its study. Techniques such as Raman
scattering, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF),
Fourier-transform spectrometry (FTS), and traditional IR imaging have all been brought
to bear on the subject [20, 38]. Turbulence has significant effects on combustion processes
such as turbulence-chemistry interactions, turbulence-radiation interaction (TRI), scalar
dissipation, transport, and mixing.
IFTS have recently become commercially available, and their ability to capture images
with high spectral resolution across a wide band-pass makes them particularly attractive
for combustion diagnostics since hyperspectral images contain information about the
three-dimensional (3D) temperature and species scalar fields. However, these systems
are designed for studying static scenes, and the impact of turbulent intensity fluctuations
must be understood in order to make them useful for combustion diagnostics. This
work adapts the unique strengths of IFTS to the characterization of combustion flames
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by understanding the impact of—and benefiting from—the intensity fluctuations which
encode key information about the turbulence.
1.1 Historical perspective
The following summary of the various Symposia on Combustion conducted by the
Combustion Institute is presented to fully appreciate the study of combustion, combustion
diagnostics, and turbulent flames (and the various methods applied to their study) as they
have evolved since the foundation of the Institute. A more complete and technical literature
review is found in Chapter 2.
The now recognized first and second Symposia on Combustion occurred in 1928 and
1937 respectively, prior to the incorporation of the Combustion Institute. These early
meetings focused on radiant energy from flames, temperature measurement, diffusion
flames, ignition, and the mechanisms of combustion. It was not until after the Second
World War that a third symposium would occur, the first to dedicate a full week to
combustion and to be published in a single volume. The World War greatly emphasized
the practical significance of combustion research and it could easily be claimed the field
of combustion diagnostics was already underway. Published in 1948, the proceedings
from this third meeting already contained a session dedicated to Flame Spectroscopy and
Radiation, emphasizing the applicability of spectroscopy to combustion study from the
outset. Techniques and topics such as sodium line reversal, IR brightness thermometry, and
temperature dependence of the intensity distribution of ro-vibrational lines were already
being presented. By the fourth symposium in 1952, attendance was well above 700 with
14 countries from around the world in attendance. The universal desire to study and
understand the various aspects of combustion could not be denied. This symposium was
the first to contain a session on turbulent flames and even hosted a round table discussion
specifically about combustion in turbulent flames.
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Two years later, in 1954, The Combustion Institute was incorporated as a non-profit
professional society. The fifth symposium that same year focused on combustion in engines
and combustion kinetics, but did contain a session dedicated to flame spectra. It is worth
noting the foundation of The Combustion Institute—laid in the first four symposiums prior
to the official formation of the Institute itself—contains the topics still heavily studied and
emphasized today: the interaction of combustion and turbulence, and turbulent flames. It is
also no coincidence spectroscopic methods are present in that same foundation, and—as the
techniques mature through the years to come—spectroscopy remains a major contributor
to combustion diagnostics.
The symposia continued over the next ten years, with a stress on combustion theory
as it pertained to propulsion development and high speed flight into the 1960s. Both
laminar and turbulent flames continued to be of interest as they related to combustion and
were heavily studied. Spectroscopic study was represented well with separated sessions
on spectroscopy of flames, combustion spectroscopy, and high temperature spectroscopy
containing topics such as: emission and absorption spectra of flat flames (from a quartz
spectrograph), chemiluminescence in hydrogen flames, and mass spectrometry. As the
1970’s began, pollution was an influential topic with regard to the study and understanding
of combustion, but the study of turbulence as it pertained to flames and the combustion
process continued. While pollution is an obvious area of study even today, the greatest
influence to emerge from that decade was the arrival of the laser as a diagnostic tool.
Transitioning from the 1970s into the mid-1980s, the various forms of laser driven
spectroscopy began to become more prevalent. While this laser driven focus remained
through the 1980s (and truly the decades to follow), there are other items of specific
interest which occured in that decade. In 1984, at the 20th Symposium (International)
on Combustion, a session entitled Combustion Diagnostics was convened for the first time.
Truly the study of combustion and flames via various methods over the previous decades
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can be considered combustion diagnostics, but it is of interesting historical note to see a
session specific to the topic not occur until the 20th Symposium. At the next symposium
another combustion diagnostics session was convened where an emission and transmission
Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic method for in situ combustion diagnostics
was presented. This work, done by Solomon et al. at a time when the laser had taken
center stage, did an excellent job of applying FTIR to a method previously applied using
dispersive infrared. It stands out as a reminder of the applicability of FTIR to combustion
diagnostics [65].
The next decade was influenced by laser-based diagnostic methods as they continue to
impress with their utility and results well into the 1990s. However, the 26th Symposium in
1996 was not focused on methods but on a specific challenge. After twenty-six symposia
spanning nearly sixty years, combustion was the primary topic for the first time. While
it was consistently a topic of various sessions and papers, the “elephant in the room” was
not truly confronted until the mid-1990s. In his plenary lecture at that symposium, Bray
described turbulence as “the most serious bottleneck between combustion science and its
application” [10]. It is likely not a coincidence the International Workshop on Measurement
and Computation of Turbulent Nonpremixed Flames met for the first time that same year
with a goal of establishing experimental datasets on turbulent flames for the purpose of
validating state-of-the-art combustion models [75]. The emphasis on the study of turbulent
combustion from that point forward is evident in the various symposia, with the various
flames and datasets established by the International Workshop surfacing frequently.
Through the 2000s, the success and availability of laser methods and equipment ensure
the laser remained prevalent. During this decade the once single session on combustion
diagnostics branched out into several different sessions specific to the particular type of
diagnostic method. Separate diagnostic sessions dedicated to subtopics such as absorption,
emission, nonlinear, LIF, Raman and coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS),
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and scattering were now the norm. In this time, a few non-laser based combustion
diagnostic techniques did emerge. Of particular note was the work accomplished by Purdue
University in a series of studies (reviewed in detail later in this document) using an IR
imager and a non-imaging fast IR array spectrometer (FIAS) [54, 55, 78–81] to study
various flames of interest. These more recent works did much to demonstrate the role
such nonintrusive, passive methods still have in the current field of turbulent combustion
study.
A historical understanding of the topics presented at the various Combustion Institute
symposia cannot be considered an all inclusive account of combustion and all of the
techniques available for its study in general. However, it reveals the overarching areas of
greatest (or least) development and common techniques. This understanding allows one to
get a “finger on the pulse” of the combustion community. Several fundamental conclusions
can be drawn from this historical perspective: combustion research has always been, and
remains, a staple scientific field; the “serious bottleneck” that is turbulence presents drastic
challenges to the community to this day; combustion diagnostics itself has emerged as a
stand-alone area of interest; and the laser has largely dominated the last thirty years of
diagnostic methods. Combined, these ideas speak to the relevance and novelty of this
research effort.
1.2 Research objectives and methodology
A method for turbulent flow field analysis which uses a portable, nonintrusive
instrument, while still achieving accurate scalar estimates (to include the relevant turbulent
statistics) would prove to be extraordinarily useful. Due to the spatial information
provided by the focal plane array (FPA), IFTS can go beyond the normal FTS result of
temperature and species identification (and concentration estimation) in a small subsection
of a plume. The FPA provides a spatial analysis capability which lends itself well to
flow field visualization. The generation of an interferogram at every pixel allows for
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analysis across a wide spectral band throughout a large area of the flow field. The
corresponding spatially-resolved spectra can be used in conjunction with appropriate
inversion methods to understand two-dimensional (2D) (or 3D when symmetry and/or
tomographic methods are used) variations in the underlying scalar fields (i.e., temperature
and species concentrations). In addition, the combination of interferometer and IR imager
ensures the fluctuations in intensity occurring during the capture of an interferogram–
information lost using a traditional FTS–are retained. This unique characteristic of
IFTS ensures information about the turbulent intensity fluctuations and their spatial and
temporal correlations are captured. This research effort leverages this unique information
to estimate key turbulent length and time scales. Moreover, it permits sorting an ensemble
of IFTS measurements into quantile interferograms, and this work demonstrates that the
corresponding quantile spectra can be used to estimate temperature fluctuation statistics
throughout the flame.
While individual efforts have been made to remotely analyze these types of sources via
either high-speed IR cameras or non-imaging spectrometers [54, 70, 78], IFTS joins both
technologies within a single instrument, thereby providing a unique means of studying
combustion. The major goal of this work leverages this unique capability and is two-fold:
(1) to demonstrate the utility of IFTS as a viable passive combustion diagnostic which is
complementary to the suite of laser-based methods in current use; (2) explore the possibility
of estimating scalar fields and their associated fluctuation statistics via quantile spectra.
To realize this goal, the following research objectives are identified and pursued in this
dissertation effort:
1. Enable the forward spectral modeling of an inhomogeneous flame. This will be
accomplished by developing a multilayer spectral model which incorporates the
latest high-temperature spectroscopy databases.
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2. Simulate realistic instantaneous scalar fields of an inhomogeneous turbulent flame.
This will entail implementing and extending TASS, and coupling it with existing
simultaneous scalar measurements.
3. Gain an understanding of the information content in quantile spectra. This will
be achieved by simulating an ensemble of instantaneous, LOS spectra for various
locations in the modeled flame.
4. Estimate scalar profiles from LOS spectra of a non-optically-thick axisymmetric flame.
This will require the development of a spectral inversion method unencumbered by
optically-thin requirements.
5. Explore the possibility of estimating the fluctuation statistics of the scalar fields. This
will be accomplished by applying the spectral inversion method to both simulated and
measured quantile spectra.
The experimental measurements in this work were taken at the Purdue combustion
research laboratory. The turbulent nonpremixed flame (TNF) source was intended
to replicate canonical Flame DLR A (Flame A) from the International Workshop on
Measurement and Computation of TNF (described in more detail in Chapters 2 and 3).
Planned on-site measurements of the Workshop Flame A housed at the Sandia Laboratories
Combustion Research Facility (CRF) were later cancelled by the CRF, and the Purdue
dataset became the only experimental measurements available. Despite its intention of
being a “preliminary” data set, validation efforts using existing point spectral and narrow-
band IR camera measurements demonstrate that it is a high-quality dataset. However,
there were some issues with the data acquisition computer during the experiment (see
Chapter 3 and Appendix A) which precluded the capture of an ideal number of datasets
for the statistical nature of this study. The limited availability of experimental IFTS
Flame A measurements dictated a very pragmatic approach be taken toward the timely
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accomplishment of this work. The methodology was centered around four phases of
research:
• Validate: IFTS measurements of Purdue Flame A are compared to previous spectral
and IR imagery measurements of Sandia Flame A. This provides an experimental
link between the two flames and validates the Purdue Flame A measurements.
• Simulate: A forward multilayer radiance model is developed and combined with
a stochastic TASS model of turbulent flames to allow for the simulation of
instantaneous radiances. Simulated Flame A spectra are important to this work
for two reasons. First, a larger number of samples is desirable to properly capture
the statistics associated with the turbulence and simulating spectra allows control
of the sample size. Second—and more importantly—this is a first-ever attempt to
apply IFTS to turbulent flames. As such, simulations can be used to understand
the influence of TRI as they pertain to IFTS measurements and the interpretation
of quantile spectra. Simulated spectra provide an avenue for analysis which is
completely verifiable against the input results. In addition, leveraging simulations
removes the possibility of any systematic error, allowing for complete focus on the
analysis method and results.
• Analyze: Two methods of analysis are uniquely applied in this work: quantile
interferometric analysis and an onion-peeling inspired inversion method for turbulent
flames. The two are developed and improved upon via analysis of simulated spectra
until suitable comparisons with the known input data is reached.
• Apply: Finally, the simulation verified turbulent flame analysis methods are applied
to the experimental IFTS measurements of Purdue Flame A.
It should be pointed out the computational effort involved with the spectral simulations
and inversions is very high. Care had to be taken in the scoping of parametric studies as
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they pertained to this work. In some cases, additional simulations and inversions of spectral
data were impractical to perform. For example, while inversions of the 16 cm−1 data at a
single quantile and single flame height could be achieved in approximately 6 hrs , it would
take approximately 16 days to perform the same inversion using the 0.25 cm−1 data due to
the 64-fold increase in spectral resolution.
1.3 Document outline
Each chapter in this dissertation contains an introductory paragraph which outlines the
particular sections and goals of each. A broad overview of the entire work is provided here
to paint a complete picture of the document and an understanding of the manner in which
it is organized.
A background chapter follows this introductory chapter, containing both a literature
review and discussion of theory. The review focuses on various works as they apply to
diagnostic techniques, Flame A diagnostics, quantile analysis, and the available inversion
methods. The theory discussion lays out the relevant theory in regards to radiative
transfer, interferometric behavior, modeling and simulation of a turbulent flame, quantile
interferogram analysis for turbulent flames, and a unique inversion method developed for
this work.
The primary results of this work are presented in Chapters 3 through 5. Chapter 3
presents a journal article in its entirety as published in Optics Letters (Volume 39, Issue 8,
Page 2350). This article supports the validation phase of the methodology and contains
the published description of the Purdue Flame A experiment, describes the impact of
turbulence on interferogram formation, and favorably compares time-averaged results of
IFTS measured spectra and imagery to previously published FIAS Flame A measurements.
Chapter 4 contains a manuscript draft being prepared for submission to the Journal of
Quantitative Spectroscopy and Heat Transfer. The article is presented in its entirety to
include the supporting theory and results, and it supports both validation and simulation
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methodology components. It reports IFTS measured flame characteristics, demonstrates
the utility of high-resolution IFTS spectra for spectral model and database validation, and
compares low-resolution quantile spectra for several cases. Chapter 5 is written in the
more traditional style of a dissertation chapter. It is a results driven chapter which focuses
on analysis and application. Here, a straightforward inversion method developed for this
work is applied to simulated and IFTS acquired spectra. Scalar profiles are first retrieved
for a simulated stationary (i.e., non-turbulent) flame to test the inversion method. Then,
inversions are performed on quantile-sorted spectra from a simulated turbulent flame, and
this is repeated on the measured Flame A quantile spectra. In addition, a method for linking
quantile scalar fit results to the scalar statistics is demonstrated.
After the conclusion in Chapter 6, several supporting appendices are included. Each of
the three primary results chapters have a complementary appendix with additional figures
and discussion. In particular, the choice to present Chapters 3 and 4 in article format
forced a precise selection of figures, and the excluded—but applicable—material is found
in their respective appendices. Appendix D is a published journal article in the International
Journal of Energetic Materials and Chemical Propulsion (Volume 12, 2013, Issue 1,
pages 15-26) [59], which presents the first demonstration of IFTS for turbulent flow field
diagnostics and introduces the quantile spectra concept. As a coauthor for this paper I acted
as an editor and contributed experimental data and analysis. Finally, Appendix E contains
a conference proceeding in its entirety [32]. This proceeding summarizes analysis of a
turbofan engine exhaust via the Hyper-Cam and further supports the validation component
of the methodology. The effort was an early attempt to demonstrate the feasibility of IFTS
as a combustion diagnostics tool. It presents temperature estimates and species volume
mixing fractions (computed assuming a homogeneous flow) and leverages interferometric
imagery to estimate the velocity of a turbulent feature.
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II. Background
I
n this chapter a review of relevant literature with regard to general combustion diagnostic
techniques and those specific to Flame A are presented. A complete discussion of the
applicable theory behind this work then follows. The radiative transfer, interferometric
behavior, modeling and simulation of Flame A, and methods of spectral analysis are
described in detail.
2.1 Literature Review
2.1.1 Diagnostic techniques.
Turbulence is an inherent part of combustion, and a viable diagnostic method must
account for the associated analytical complications it introduces. The different strengths
and weaknesses of the various diagnostic methods typically dictate when they are viable.
The laser, under various experimental configurations, is capable of estimating scalars
and turbulent statistics, and it is capable of imaging as well [20, 38, 74]. Both LIF and
PLIF have met great success and grown in popularity. They are capable of point and
planar imaging of trace species with high spectral resolution and high signal to noise.
However, multiple laser sources are typically required and the methods can result in
higher than desirable uncertainty [15, 37, 38, 56]. The application of laser absorption
spectrometry (LAS) has had success and it is an extremely capable method. Trace species
are detectable via LAS at a high temporal and spectral resolution, although the technique
offers no spatial capability without moving the flame or laser, or using multiple lasers in an
experiment [41, 47]. While complicated, CARS is also a common and well proven laser-
based technique. As an active interrogation technique, CARS is also able to interrogate
trace species, and is capable of highly accurate temperature estimations. This technique
requires the application of three lasers in a given experiment, which complicates setup
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and limits portability considerably [21, 38]. The complexities of these various laser-based
methods may not be desirable in some diagnostic situations, and perhaps presents a reason
to pursue other complementary methods which may–at times–offer advantages otherwise
not available. Portability and fast experimental setup are not two attributes typically
associated with laser diagnostics. They most often involve a large experimental footprint,
a need for careful alignment of optics, and the use of hazardous chemicals. In addition, the
source itself may have limited optical ports which inhibit any active interrogation.
Less complex, nonintrusive radiant emission diagnostic methods have also been shown
to be capable options [38]. Flow fields have been well studied with infrared particle
imaging velocimetry (IRPIV) [13], but the reach of IR imaging techniques extends well
beyond only flow field imaging. Various IR studies have been accomplished using the
popular IR imaging diagnostic method, several of which are discussed in much detail in the
Flame A diagnostics review to follow [6, 18, 35, 53–55]. The long standing presence of
FTIR spectroscopy in the combustion diagnostics literature indicates the soundness of the
technique [11, 26, 65], and its presence in more recent works demonstrates a method which
is highly desirable even today. Several of these recent works are also described in more
detail in the Flame A diagnostics review [5, 78–81]. Similarly, due to its wide spectral
band and high spectral resolution, FTS is an effective remote optical sensing technique
[65, 76, 78]. Clearly a less experimentally complex diagnostic option to the laser-based
techniques has a place. But individually, the various radiant emission diagnostic methods
may not produce the complete description desired (or required) of the source. In the case of
traditional FTS, the spectrum can divulge useful temperature and species information, but
the narrow field of view can make a description of the entire source difficult. The spatial
component of an IR imager obviously overcomes that limitation and provides an excellent
map of a plume and the turbulent statistics, but is then hampered by the lack of in-depth
spectral information.
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IFTS is a powerful combination of these passive techniques and the combination of
interferometer and IR FPA overcomes some of their individual inherent weaknesses. A
highly resolved spectrum at a given pixel provides the opportunity for the strengths of
traditional FTS or FTIR to be applied, while the FPA provides this analysis across an
entire image. In addition, this entire process is enhanced by the capture of the turbulent
fluctuations in each interferogram. The emerging technology of IFTS has been successfully
applied in a number of experiments [27, 28, 30, 43, 57, 71]. However, until now the sources
were assumed homogeneous, and in several cases optically thin [28, 30, 43].
2.1.2 Flame A diagnostics.
The International Workshop on Measurement and Computation of TNF was estab-
lished to promote collaborative study of well documented and repeatable flames. The pri-
mary focus of this work (Flame A) is a product of this collaboration. The flame conditions
were repeated and measured via IFTS at the Purdue University Turbulent Combustion Lab-
oratory, and simulations were generated using data from the Workshop flame internet li-
brary [75]. This review focuses on works which study Flame A, but includes studies across
the flame series.
The Flame A temperature and species data available for testing and validation is ini-
tially presented by Bergmann et al. (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt (German
Aerospace Center) (DLR) Stuttgart) in their application of several techniques to charac-
terize the flame [2]. The flame is investigated with single-pulse pointwise spontaneous
Raman/Raleigh scattering for temperature and major species determination, 2D Rayleigh
scattering for instantaneous temperature distributions and 2D LIF measurements of OH,
CH4, and NO for flame structure visualization. Raman radial profile measurements were
performed at 5 D, 10 D, 20 D, 40 D, 60 D and 80 D, where D is the flame exit tube diam-
eter. An axial profile was also measured for 2.5 D ≤ x ≤ 100 D. At each location, joint
probability distribution function (PDF)s of temperature and species concentrations were
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deduced based on 400 single-pulse measurements. The maximum mean flame temperature
was found to be 1926 K, which was at the flame axis at 60 D. Near nozzle exit (5 D) the
reaction zone is cylindrical with a center axial temperature near ambient and a maximum
mean temperature of 1634 K approximately 8 mm off axis. The effects of differential diffu-
sion are discussed, which specifically describe the behavior of H2 and CH4 and their impact
on burnt gas composition. In addition, measured temperature and H2O, CO2, and CO mole
fractions (data is also available for CH4, H2O, N2, and O2) versus mixing fraction at 5 D
and 40 D are presented (data for the additional heights is also available). These results are
compared to calculated adiabatic equilibrium values, a strained laminar counterflow diffu-
sion flame calculation including differential diffusion, and a calculation without diffusion.
The results of H2O compare best with the calculation which includes diffusion, while the
CO2 measured values lie somewhere between the calculations with and without diffusion.
The CO data exhibits a great deal of scatter which the authors attribute to low signal inten-
sities and the correction of cross talk (between Raman channels). Although not presented,
the additional species are described as being in good agreement with both strained lami-
nar counterflow diffusion flame calculations, with and without diffusion. The dataset from
this work is intended to be a reliable basis for mathematical flame calculations and has
been made available for this purpose. This data is used as the foundation for the spectral
simulations presented in this work.
The complementary Sandia study of Flame A by Barlow et al. is presented in an
additional paper [46]. The joint PDFs of temperature, mixture fraction, and major (CH4,
H2, O2, N2, H2O, CO2, CO) and minor (OH, NO) species mass fractions are calculated. The
experimental methods and results between Sandia and DLR are compared and evaluated.
The two datasets agree well and any deviations are within experimental errors. While not
completely quantified, the observed deviations were attributed to non-identical flame and
environmental conditions. Ultimately, the redundant measurements from different facilities
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compared in this paper provide a useful check on the repeatability of flame conditions and
scalar measurements.
The available Flame A flow field velocity data is documented by Schneider et al. in
their study of hydrocarbon-fueled jet flames which vary in gas composition and jet exit
Reynolds number (Flame A is referred to as DLR flame in their work) [64]. A two-
component fiber-optic laser Doppler anemometer is used to characterize the flow field.
The paper itself is brief and is only representative of the results available in their entirety
upon download. The complete dataset contains radial distributions of mean axial and
radial velocity components, Reynolds stress components, and turbulent kinetic energies.
Measurements are taken in areas complementary to the scalar measurements: 0.125 D, 5 D,
10 D, 20 D, 40 D, 60 D and 80 D. Only an example of radial distributions in the far field
at 40 D is presented. The flame exhibits the expected self-similar behavior at this location,
and the authors indicate this behavior is observed downstream as well. Although the data
is not shown in the paper, the mean radial velocities are discussed and described as 7 %
below the corresponding axial velocities.
Frank et al. study a range of fuel mixtures in their work on radiation and NO formation
in TNF, and Flame A is included in the analysis [25]. The work is intended to provide a
basis for developing a realistic radiation submodel that incorporates absorption by CO2 as
it pertains to the formation of NO. Radiant fractions (ratio of total radiated power to power
released in the combustion reaction) were measured for 12 different flames. Calculations
of radiant fraction were then computed and compared for several of the flames: the pure H2
flames, the helium-diluted H2 flames, and Flame D of the CH4/air series. The calculations
were based on an optically thin assumption. Results were good for the diluted hydrogen
flames and fairly reasonable for the pure hydrogen flames. In the CH4/air flame radiant
fractions were over predicted by more than a factor of 2. The authors assert that absorption
by CO2 is the driving factor for this discrepancy. Additional calculations using RADCAL
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were performed to compare emission/absorption to emission-only predictions. Results
showed the optically thin assumption as being adequate for hydrogen flames, but not in
the case of the methane flame. The emission only model predicts 39 % higher total radiated
power than the emission/absorption model, indicating the importance of absorption with
the CH4/air flame.
The Sandia flame series is investigated by Zheng et al. (Purdue University) using
FIAS in a number of papers. The FIAS has a spectral resolution which varies from 20 nm
to 44 nm (a resolution on the order of the 16 cm−1 seen in this work), a spatial resolution
between 2 mm and 4 mm, and a sampling rate of 6250 Hz [78–81]. This group investigates
the spectral radiation intensities of Flame A at three heights (20 D, 40 D and 60 D) for
diametric and chord-like paths at various distances off axis [81]. They employ stochastic
TASS analysis to simulate the instantaneous scalar properties for the radiation paths and
to compute the RMS spectral radiation intensities (using integration of the equation of
radiation transfer for non-homogeneous paths and arbitrary optical thickness). In addition,
they examine three different interpretations of integral length scale to include one involving
a tomography-like determination. The TASS analysis give excellent estimates of mean and
RMS spectral radiation intensities, and the group emphasize the importance of investigating
LOS radiation from paths off axis for TRI understanding. The TASS method is described
in more detail within the theory discussion below.
Zheng et al. examine the entire TNF Workshop flame series in a separate work
[78]. Similar methods of analysis are applied as with the initial Flame A experiment,
but additional flames are now studied and at three additional heights. In this study it is
found the effects of TRI are not significant for regions near flame axis, and it is asserted
a mean property approach for loss calculations is adequate. In the regions off axis,
where TRI effects are significant, the TASS analysis method again proves successful. A
follow-up study of the partially premixed methane/air turbulent flames seeks to provide
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deeper information regarding the influence of TRI [79]. In this work the mean, RMS,
PDF, power spectral density (PSD), and autocorrelation coefficient (ρ) are derived from
previous measured and simulated LOS intensities. The PDFs of the intensity fluctuations
of all three flames provide similar results. The diametric paths result in symmetric PDFs
nearly Gaussian in shape; however, away from flame axis the PDFs are skewed due to
intermittency.
In his dissertation entitled Quantitative Experimental and Model-Based Imaging of
Infrared Radiation Intensity from Turbulent Reacting Flows, Rankin (Purdue University)
builds on the TNF analysis accomplished by Zheng [53, 54]. Rankin uses an imaging IR
camera (FLIR Phoenix) with an InSb detector to capture data from two of the Sandia flames
(to include Flame A) for comparison with simulation and PDF method results. The high
speed imagery is acquired using three bandpass filters (2.58 ± 0.03, 2.77 ± 0.12, 4.34 ±
0.10 μm). The results are compared with the measurements acquired at Purdue where
an experimental arrangement was established to duplicate the Sandia flame configuration
(without the slow coflow) and are found to be in excellent quantitative agreement. The
good agreement between Purdue and Sandia flame configurations is important to the study
in this work as spectral measurements of the Purdue Flame A via IFTS are compared to
Sandia-based spectra.
2.1.3 Quantile analysis.
The quantile analysis approach to overcoming scene change artifacts has been
used previously with IFTS studies of turbulent sources [43, 71]. This statistics-based
method leverages the direct current (constant signal) (DC) component of the intensity
and statistically sorts the interferograms prior to the Fourier transform. By considering
a temperature-fluctuating blackbody as a simple model for a turbulent plume, Tremblay et
al define quantile interferograms and demonstrate that their corresponding spectra preserve
the underlying temperature statistics. The approach relies on the fact that increases in
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temperature produce corresponding increases in spectral radiance at all frequencies. This
ensures that the interferogram (AC+DC) for a higher temperature blackbody will be
greater than the interferogram for a lower temperature blackbody at all OPDs. Collecting
an ensemble of measurements at each OPD permits sorting into various quantiles and
constructing the corresponding quantile interferograms, with the DC level ensuring that
higher quantiles map to higher temperatures. This relation only holds for an ensemble
of interferometric measurements consisting of both the unmodulated (DC) and modulated
(AC) components, like those recorded by IFTS and not like most traditional, AC-coupled
FTS systems. Evaluating the median (q = 0.5) at each optical path difference (OPD)
allows for construction of a “median” interferogram, and a similar procedure can be used
to construct interferograms corresponding to arbitrary quantiles. These interferograms lead
to spectra which represent the true initial temperature conditions [43, 71].
2.1.4 Inversion methods.
The terms tomography, tomographic reconstruction, deconvolution, and inversion are
used nearly interchangeably in much of the literature. For the sake of continuity and to
simplify discussion, this review will use the term inversion as it applies to any technique or
method referenced in the cited source. The different inversion techniques have been applied
to both simulated and experimental data with varying levels of success. The review of the
inversion techniques to follow does not provide the details of performing each method,
but instead focuses on the strengths and weaknesses of each, and some results of their
application. The straight-forward onion-peeling inspired method employed in this work
(and described in the Theory section to follow) was specifically implemented to avoid many
of the complications found in this review. Most of the methods found in this review rely
on the requirement for an optically source. When a source is not optically thin, photons at
certain wavelengths can get trapped within the source and do not reach the detector. This
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complicates the inversion of LOS intensity data, and makes understand behavior near the
center of the source difficult.
In his review of one-dimensional inversion techniques, Dasch compares Abel, onion-
peeling, and filtered back projection (FBP) methods [16]. These are deemed applicable
to LOS absorption, beam deflection, or emission (with negligible absorption) data.
Specifically, they are applicable to the diagnostics of flames where there is cylindrical
symmetry, but the requirement for an optically thin source is significant. The methods
were found to be very similar when the projection data were sampled at equal spacing.
Onion-peeling was found to be very similar to an Abel inversion using a two-point
interpolation, and the FBP methods were similar to a three-point Abel inversion. All
three methods seemed susceptible to noise, with the onion-peeling method being twice
as noisy as the three-point Abel inversion. The FBP methods (both Ramachandran-
Lakshminarayanan and Shepp-Logan) were much more computationally constly than the
three-point Abel inversion while still generating slightly more noise. Based on ease of
calculation, robustness, and noise, Dasch recommends the three-point Abel inversion;
however, he does cite instances in which the onion-peeling method may provide an exact
solution.
Posner et al. used an Abel inversion technique to perform temperature field
measurements of small, nonpremixed flames [52]. They investigated both an electric field
controlled capillary flame and a burning droplet stream. The three-point Abel inversion
method was first verified using an arbitrary radial field distribution (a combination of step,
Gaussian, and Lorentzian functions). The original function, simulated LOS integration,
and final inversion were all presented. The final inversion compared very well to the
original (simulated) distribution, with some expected error near the step function (due
to discontinuous derivatives). The group went on to apply the Abel method to their
holographic interferometry technique and compared their results with CARS data, with
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good agreement away from the flame front in the case of the capillary flame, but not
with the burning droplet stream. The very small droplet stream geometry posed problems
specifically for the holographic interferometry technique. The three-point Abel inversion
method itself properly inverted the LOS data and seemed appropriate for the small
(optically thin) source and interferometric function.
Hall et al. used an emission-absorption method in their temperature measurement of
a sooting flame [29]. The authors fully recognized the use of inversion in temperature
measurements as being based on optically thin sources, but they proposed corrections
for the method provided the thickness not become too extreme. It should be pointed
out their work primarily focused on spatially uniform absorption coefficient profiles. To
account for the self-absorption factor in a less than optically thin flame the group used
a heuristic method which they openly admitted may or may not have a rigorous basis,
but it gave good results in reconstruction of synthetic spectra. As with Posner et al.,
Hall et al. performed a number of computer-based experiments to test the reconstruction
algorithm, and they highly recommended such inversions of synthetic spectra be carried out
by anyone interested in applying the technique. The group ultimately used the FBP method
discussed by Dasch, and they noted the onion-peeling method was found to definitely
amplify experimental errors.
Solomon et al. applied an IR emission/transmission spectroscopy technique to
measure concentration and temperature of gases and soot particles in reacting flows [4].
They presented several examples to include a coannular laminar ethylene diffusion flame.
Experimentally they measured both transmissivity and emissivity with a non-imaging FTIR
spectrometer. The group did not specify what inversion technique was used to reconstruct
the spatially resolved data, but their method of analysis which used a quantity called the
normalized radiance is of interest. A Planck blackbody function was fit to the normalized
radiance for determination of temperature with excellent results. Hall et al. referenced
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this Planck function technique in the paper discussed above. Deriving temperature by
measuring the Planck function is highly desirable due to the sensitive dependence of the
function on temperature (T 4) [29].
In their paper on IR band model techniques Brewer et al. look at a radiating
combustion source which is inhomogeneous (but cylindrically symmetric) and not optically
thin [11]. They specifically cited the Abel inversion technique as being applicable only
when self-absorption was negligible or, when self-absorption did occur, both radiance and
transmittance measurements were made with the transmittances expressed by the Beer-
Lambert absorption law. The IR band model technique required the measurement of
both radiance and transmittance at a fixed wavelength in an IR band over adjacent paths
through the source. The model consisted of a random band model with constant line
widths and a delta function distribution for line strengths. No a priori knowledge of the
temperature profile or concentration profile was required using this technique. However, in
their experiment absorption measurements were made by observing the attenuation of the
modulated source located behind the burner. A significant point made by the group was to
emphasize the behavior of the band radiation transmission. They specifically asserted the
transmission through combustion gases does not obey Beers law, which was what removed
the option to scan laterally and invert to radial positions (as with the Abel method).
Blunck et al. employed an onion-peeling inversion combined with thin filament
pyrometry (TFP) and the RADCAL narrow-band model to achieve good estimates of
temperature and water vapor mole fractions in an unsteady nonpremixed hydrogen flame
[6]. Ma et al. used LAS and a hyperspectral laser source to interrogate a H2/air flame
[41]. The measurements were inverted and compared reasonably well with previous CARS
measurements.
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2.2 Theory
The following section is a pedagogical discussion of the fundamental theory
underpinning the turbulent flame analysis found in this work. The primary topics
are radiative transfer, interferometric measurements of turbulent flames, TASS analysis,
modeling flame spectral radiance, quantile interferogram analysis, and an onion-peeling
inspired inversion technique. Radiative transfer theory is described first from homogeneous
participating media and then considered in the presence of a multilayer flame. The equation
for the instantaneous radiance generated by a multilayer flame is then considered in a time-
averaged sense. The issue of instantaneous versus time-averaged radiance leads to the
discussion of the interferogram, its response to the stochastically fluctuating radiance, and
the turbulent statistics inherent within a single interferogram, as well as an ensemble of
interferograms. The discussion then turns to the modeling of the flame and subsequent
simulations of instrument response to be used in analysis. The TASS model was developed
elsewhere but is leveraged in this work, therefore a succinct description of the model—and
the modifications made—is warranted. The TASS model is driven by the temporal and
spatial correlations found in the high-speed imagery. The calculation of these correlations
is presented with the TASS model description. The TASS flame realizations drive the
simulation of instantaneous radiances. In turn, these spectra are the foundation of the
interferogram simulations. Thus, the TASS description leads to a discussion on the method
used in generating the interferograms for analysis. The quantile analysis method for
leveraging interferometric turbulent effects is then described, with a final description of the
complete method when combined with a straight-forward onion peeling inspired inversion
technique.
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2.2.1 Radiative transfer.
Following Modest [48], the equation of transfer in participating media (to include
emission, absorption, and scattering) is
dL
dα
+ L = S (α, ŝ), (2.1)
where L is the spectral radiant intensity, α is the optical thickness (called τ in Modest, but
that term is reserved for transmittance, τ = e−α, in this document), and S (α, ŝ) is the source
function for spectral radiant intensity from the ŝ direction. All three of these components
are wavelength dependent. The source function is a combination of two terms which
account for the augmentation due to emission (under conditions of local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE)) and scattering:
S (α, ŝ) = (1 − ω) LBB + ω
4π
∫
4π
L (ŝi)Φ(ŝi, ŝ) dΩi, (2.2)
where ω is the single scattering albedo, and Φ(ŝi, ŝ) is the scattering phase function.
Scattering is often ignored with combustion sources [48], and in this study of a non-sooting
flame, where ω  1, it is as well. The source function then reduces to the equation for a
blackbody, LBB(T ) = 2 h c
2 ν̃3
exp[ h c ν̃kb T
]−1 , at a specific temperature (where h is Planck’s constant, c
is the speed of light, ν̃ is wavenumber, and kb is Boltzmann’s constant). Equation 2.1 then
becomes
dL
dα
+ L = LBB (T ), (2.3)
and can be solved by using the integrating factor e−α, with solution (for a homogeneous
layer):
L (α) = L0 e−α + (1 − e−α) LBB (T ). (2.4)
The first term on the right side of Equation 2.4 represents the spectral radiance due to the
background, which decays as it transmits through the medium and is the expected Beer’s
law behavior. The second term is the contribution from the local emission which upon
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inspection is simply the emissivity, ε, when expressed as one minus the transmissivity
(1 − e−α = 1 − τ = ε) and the equivalent Planckian blackbody radiation distribution at a
given temperature. This allows Equation 2.4 to be re-expressed as
L (ν̃) = L0 e−α + ε LBB(T ), (2.5)
where the the radiance is now intentionally described as a function of wavenumber and not
α. The α term in the exponent of the transmissivity is itself a function of wavenumber,
pathlength, species concentration, and temperature. In addition, this term incorporates the
molecular properties of the gas which allows for species and temperature estimation (via
spectral analysis) as described in the following discussion.
From the perspective of any given pixel in the IFTS, the radiance integrated over all
wavenumbers is interpreted as
L (ν̃) =
∫
τ(ν̃′) LS (ν̃) ILS (ν̃ − ν̃′) dν̃ ′ (2.6)
where τ is the LOS transmittance through the atmosphere, ILS (ν̃ − ν̃′) is the convolution
with the instrument’s line shape function and accounts for the instrument spectral
resolution, and LS (ν̃) is the apparent radiance from the source. When the source is
homogenous the radiance can typically be described in the manner of Equation 2.5, which
includes the assumptions of LTE and negligible scattering. The model is simplified further
by also assuming background radiation and atmospheric self-emission can be ignored [27].
This removes the L0 term and reduces the source radiance to a product of the atmospheric
transmittance, the emissivity of the source, and a Planck function, LS (ν̃) = τ(ν̃) ε(ν̃) LBB(T ).
As already described, the emissivity may be expressed as
ε (ν̃) = 1 − exp
(
−α (ν̃, l, ξ, T )
)
= 1 − exp
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝−Nl
∑
i
q(ξ)i σi (ν̃, T )
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ τp, (2.7)
where α is now explicitly represented as a function of plume geometry, l, species
concentration (expressed as volume mixing fraction), ξ, and temperature, T . Here, species
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concentration is expressed as a vector to emphasize there are a number of relevant species
represented. The right side of the equation, completely expresses α as a sum over the
relevant species. The total gas density, N, is given by PkBT via the ideal gas law, q (ξ)i is
the column density (a function of the ith species concentration, ξi), σi is the absorption
cross-section, and τp is the transmittance of the particulate matter (if applicable). The
absorption cross-section is the spectroscopic term which ties in the molecular properties of
the gas. The physical interpretation is that of the “effective area” presented by a molecule
to a stream of photons [3], but when expressed as the product of the spectral line intensity
and line shape function,
σi, j (ν̃, T ) =
∑
j
S i, j (T ) fi, j (ν̃ − ν̃ j, T ), (2.8)
it is more spectroscopically applicable. The spectral lines represent transitions between
specific energy levels within a molecule. Due to the spacing between levels, spectral lines
in the IR typically correspond to vibrational or ro-vibrational transitions. No transition is
measured exactly, and the line shape function, fi, j(ν̃ − ν̃ j, T ), accounts for the shifting and
broadening of spectral lines due to collisions and other physical processes. The spectral line
intensity term, S i, j, contains the spectral properties as they relate to the various molecular
energy level transitions. It is driven by the population of the upper state and the probability
of transition between the upper and lower state. The state populations are a function of
temperature and governed by Boltzmann statistics (and non-linear), while the probability
of transition is related to the Einstein coefficients and the transition-moment [3, 48].
In the present work, Equation 2.8 is computed directly in accordance with Rothman et
al. [63]. LTE is assumed for the population Boltzmann statistics. The Voigt profile is used
for the line shape, and a constant pressure is assumed throughout the flame. In computing
the profile, only broadening rates for dry air are used, and the line mixing and continuum
effects on the line shape are ignored. To reduce spectral simulation and fit computation
time, cross-sections for each species are pre-computed between 300 K and 3000 K at 50 K
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intervals. A quadratic interpolation is used to account for temperatures between those
pre-computed points. The High-Temperature (HITEMP) spectroscopic database provides
parameters for the computation of the H2O and CO cross-sections, the High-Resolution
Transmission (HITRAN) database provides for the CH4, and the CDSD-4000 database
provides for the CO2. The HITEMP database incorporates CO2 lines from the more dated
CDSD-1000 database[68], therefore the more recent CDSD-4000 with additional lines is
used [61, 67]. This database has shown some discrepancies at higher temperatures, but
is still an improvement when compared to purely HITEMP generated spectra [1]. The
HITRAN database used to provide the CH4 parameters is not ideal for Flame A temperature
conditions and does not contain the necessary hot bands to predict lines above 600 K
[50, 60]. An expanded database (up to 2000 K) more suitable for this work has been found
in the literature [50], but attempts to contact the authors have been unsuccessful. Therefore,
the HITRAN database is used in this work despite the known disparity.
The flame observed in this work is both turbulent and inhomogenous. Both of
which can complicate the interpretation of the spectrum and thus the three-dimensional
temperature and species estimation from two-dimensional imagery. Figure 2.1, Panel A
depicts the path of photons as they are born and pass through the additional layers of an
arbitrary axisymmetric flame. A photon born at the rear of the flame in layer i is impacted
by the transmissivity of the remaining layers between it and the detector. The representation
of the instantaneous radiance due to these photons at time, k, is
Lk(ν̃) =
n∑
i=1
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
1 − τ
(
ν̃, Ti,k, ξi,k
))
LBB(ν̃, Ti,k) ×
n∏
j=i+1
τ
(
ν̃, T j,k, ξ j,k
)⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (2.9)
where, at instant k, the radiance of the ith layer is a product of the emissivity and the
Planckian function at that layer. Where, as with Equation 2.7, the species concentration,
ξi,k, is again expressed as a vector to designate all the relevant species in the ith layer. As
it passes through the flame, the radiance contribution from the ith layer is then attenuated
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Figure 2.1: Panel A: Simple overhead rendering of an axisymmetric inhomogeneous flame
in which each layer contains a unique temperature and species concentration. Panel B:
Sample spatial and temporal turbulent flame temperature profiles for diametric paths.
by the remaining n − i layers, each with its own unique instantaneous temperature and
species values. The radiance at each layer is generated, attenuated and summed in this
manner until the radiance contribution from all photons at all n layers is accounted for at
instant k. Clearly the radiance is dependent upon the particular instantaneous profiles of
the temperature and species across the layers of the flame, and these scalar profiles are
impacted by turbulence.
To take any arbitrary time step, t, and interpret the radiance contribution from Lk+t(ν̃)
a new series of temperature and species profiles must now be considered. Figure 2.1,
Panel B presents a series of sample instantaneous temperature profiles across the flame.
At time k the temperature at any given layer has some degree of spatial dependence upon
the temperature in neighboring layers, driven by the turbulent length scales inherent in the
flame. At time k+1 the temperature profile is subject to the same spatial constraints as well
as some degree of temporal dependence upon the profile from time k, driven by the flames
turbulent temporal scales. The calculation of these time and length scales is presented in
the TASS analysis discussion further below, but an appreciation for the link between the
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stochastic turbulent fluctuations, the scalar profiles, and the flame’s radiance is essential to
now consider an averaged flame radiance.
The instantaneous radiance is itself a path-integrated quantity, the corresponding mean
radiance, L(ν̃), from N flame configurations is then both path-integrated and time-averaged
and described as,
L(ν̃) =
N∑
k=1
Lk(ν̃) P
(
Tk, ξk
)
. (2.10)
Here, P
(
Tk, ξk
)
is a normalized joint probability distribution which weights the likelihood
of scalar profiles in the flame and thus the associated Lk(ν̃). Temperature is a vector
representing a single temperature for each layer, and concentration is a matrix representing
the vector of relevant species for each layer. Recall the non-linearity of radiance in response
to temperature and species. This ensures the mean radiance is not simply the radiance of the
mean scalar values, i.e. L(ν̃)  Lk
(
ν̃, T , ξ
)
. Therefore, estimations of scalar quantities and
the extraction of any turbulent statistics are complicated by both the inhomogeneous path
and the averaging over the fluctuations in the radiance. With a firm grasp of the radiance
generated at the flame, a discussion of the interferometric response to the scene radiance
now follows.
2.2.2 Interferometric behavior.
Fourier-transform spectroscopy is the study of spectra resulting from detected source
rays after they have been passed through an interferometer and mathematically manipulated
via Fourier-transform. Figure 2.2, Panel A depicts a Michelson interferometer and the
standard path a beam would take to the detector. The incident source ray is split at a
beamsplitter; the two rays of equal intensity travel separate paths and are then recombined
and measured at the detector. Due to the movable reflector, Ray 2 encounters an OPD and is
forced in and out of phase with Ray 1. This results in an interference pattern at the detector
and an interferogram of the type seen at the top of Panel B (gray).
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Figure 2.2: Left: The FPA captures broadband infrared images at regular OPDs as the
Michelson sweeps, generating an interference pattern. Right: The interferogram (gray)—
upon Fourier-transform—produces a recognizable source spectrum (black).
For a source with many frequencies, the interferogram is a superposition of interfering
cosine waves of different wavelengths. The signal spike seen at the center of the
interferogram corresponds to the point of zero OPD, where the movable mirror is at a
location which has Rays 1 and 2 traveling the same pathlength—constructively interfering.
A traditional FTS would obtain a single interferogram (and thus, a single spectrum) upon
a complete scan of the mirror. An imaging FTS disperses the scene onto a FPA which
results in an interferogram at each pixel. This combination of traditional IR camera and
spectrometer provides a spatially resolved spectral understanding of a scene and opens
doors to analysis traditionally not available. The complete equation for an interferogram
I(x) produced at pixel i, j by a Michelson-based IFTS is
Ii, j(x) =
∫ ∞
0
(1 + cos (2πν̃vt)) Gi, j(ν̃)
(
LSi, j(ν̃, t) + L
I
i, j(ν̃)
)
dν̃, (2.11)
where x is the OPD (determined by x = vt, with mirror scan velocity, v, and time, t), Gi, j(ν̃)
is the spectrally-dependent response of the instrument, LSi, j is the spectral radiance from the
scene, and LIi, j is the spectral radiance from the instrument’s thermally generated photons.
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The Fourier-transform of Equation 2.11 leads to the spectral representation of the intensity
seen in Figure 2.2, Panel B (black) with the expected spectral features from any associated
species.
In non-imaging FTS, the detector is typically AC-coupled. For a stationary scene,
only the alternating current (modulated signal) (AC) (modulated) piece offers any useful
information about the scene and the DC (constant) offset can be subtracted out. However,
if the source is unsteady the fluctuations in the DC offset can cause significant fluctuations
during the formation of the interferograms. To emphasize this point, Equation 2.11 can be
alternately expressed as (ignoring instrument effects since they are accounted for during
calibration):
I(xk) =
∫ ∞
0
(1 + cos (2πν̃xk)) Lk(ν̃, T, ξ ) dν̃ = IDCk + I
AC(xk), (2.12)
where k now designates time-changing components, IDCk is the constant, spectrally-
integrated signal, and IAC(xk) is the modulated component associated with the change in
OPD. Stochastic fluctuations in Lsk drive variations in the I
DC
k offset.
This can be seen in Panel A of Figure 2.3, where the gray interferogram has been
formed via a single sweep of the Michelson mirror. The stochastic fluctuations in the
turbulent scene have severely disrupted the interferogram, and the resultant gray spectrum
(the fast Fourier-transform (FFT) of the absolute value of the single interferogram) in Panel
B appears to be difficult—if not impossible—to interpret. These fluctuations due to IDCk
cannot simply be subtracted (as in the steady source case), but the impact of the fluctuations
can be reduced by averaging over a number of interferograms. This is evidenced by the
“cleaner” overlaid black interferogram and spectrum, here presented as the absolute value
of the FFT of the mean interferogram. An expression for this time-averaged interferogram,
I(xk), will be of the same form as Equation 2.12, but now with a dependence on a time-
averaged scene radiance, LS (ν̃), and a now constant IDC term with no k dependence.
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Figure 2.3: Top: A single interferogram (gray) impacted by fluctuations in LSk . Mean
interferogram (black) averaged over many sweeps of the Michelson mirror. Bottom: The
associated spectra with the single (gray) and mean (black) interferograms.
This time-averaging is useful when it is necessary to interpret a well resolved spectrum
(as demonstrated by the expanded inset CO spectrum seen in Figure 2.3, Panel B), and in
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the case of a steady source it can greatly increase the signal to noise, but in the case of
the turbulent scene information is lost in this averaging. Notice the fluctuations in the
single scan spectrum that are found below the start of the detector’s spectral response
near 1800 cm−1. Wavenumber and frequency are related via the Michelson mirror sweep
speed, f = vν̃. Those fluctuations at frequencies below 1800 cm−1 are equivalent to radiant
intensity fluctuations at frequencies unassociated with the spectral information encoded by
the Michelson. These fluctuations contain information about P
(
Tk, ξk
)
and therefore the
associated scalar profiles found in the flame. The heart of this work is to isolate the method
to best detangle this turbulent “noise” and recover the scalar estimates and their associated
statistics.
To best achieve this, an appropriate model of the scene radiance is required. The
following discussion describes the theory behind the modeling and simulation of Flame A
and the techniques used in the analysis of those simulations.
2.2.3 Modeling and simulation of a turbulent flame.
Instantaneous flame profiles are modeled following the TASS method described by
Box, et al. [8] and applied to turbulent flames by Zheng [81] and Rankin [53]. In those
works, all scalars were modeled following the TASS method; however, in the present
work the TASS method is used solely to model the temperature profiles in the flame. The
associated species concentrations are then selected based upon their individual correlation
with temperature as determined by the DLR experimental data. The legacy and merits of
TASS have been discussed in the literature review above, here the focus is on the modeling
method itself.
As an overview, TASS employs Gaussian statistics to determine spatially and
temporally correlated values while allowing for a weighted randomness to influence each
successive selection. The Gaussian values are then mapped back to the non-Gaussian
scalars and an instantaneous flame profile is realized [53, 81]. Two pieces are of primary
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input to the model: the legacy DLR experimental data (and the inherent statistics) provide
the foundation for the mapped values at each point, and the imagery from the current work
provides the spatial and temporal length scales needed to properly correlate each selection.
For a normalized Gaussian variable—with a mean of zero and standard deviation of
one—the realization at location, i, and instant, k, is described as
ζ(i, k) = φ1 ζ(i, k − Δk) + φ2 ζ(i − Δi, k) + a(i, k), (2.13)
where a(i, k) is a random shock, ζ(i, k − Δk) and ζ(i − Δi, k) are the most recent temporal
and closest spatial values of ζ respectively. φ1 and φ2 are intermediate model parameters
which weight the influence of the two nearest temporal and spatial values relative to the
random shock. The weighting is based on the correlation length and time scales, l and τ,
respectively, and given by:
φ1 =
ρ(Δk) − ρ(Δi)ρ(Δi,Δk)
1 − ρ2(Δi,Δk) (2.14)
and
φ2 =
ρ(Δi) − ρ(Δk)ρ(Δi,Δk)
1 − ρ2(Δi,Δk) . (2.15)
The temporal ρ(Δk) and spatial ρ(Δi) autocorrelations are treated as functions of
exponential decay and modeled as
ρ(Δi) = exp
(−Δi
l
)
, (2.16)
and
ρ(Δk) = exp
(−Δk
τ
)
. (2.17)
The integral length and time scales are calculated from the imagery (described further
below). Instances of high spatial correlation occur when l is greater than Δi, and
equivalently high temporal correlation occurs when τ is greater than Δk. The cross-
correlation function, ρ(Δi,Δk) is simply modeled as the product of the two autocorrelation
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functions. The random perturbation from Equation 2.13 is from a Gaussian distribution
with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of
σa = 1 − φ1 ρ(Δk) − φ2 ρ(Δi). (2.18)
A brief discussion of these equations and their behavior under certain conditions is
warranted. The intermediate model parameters (φ1, φ2, and a) drive Equation 2.13 and
are themselves influenced by the autocorrelation functions. When there is high spatial
correlation (Δi  l) but little temporal correlation (Δk  τ) Equation 2.14 goes to zero
and Equation 2.15 goes to one. This then removes the impact of φ1 in Equation 2.18,
and the “randomness” impact of variable a—described by the spread of σa—while still
reduced by φ2 is greater than it would be if the system were both spatially and temporally
correlated. The absence of φ1 in Equation 2.13 removes the influence of the most recent
temporal value of ζ, leaving only the spatial neighbor—weighted by φ2—and the spatially
influenced random shock. A reversal of these example correlation conditions results in a
reversal of the impact to Equation 2.13: A large temporal correlation (Δk  τ) and small
spatial correlation (Δi  l) removes φ2 and thus any influence from spatial neighbors. A
physical flame will no doubt have some sort of combined spatial and temporal correlation,
but examination of each extreme provides clarity to the behavior of the model parameters.
After a Gaussian variable has been assigned via Equation 2.13 at location, i, and
instant, k, it is then mapped to the scalar realization (in this case, temperature). This simple
mapping procedure occurs between the TASS generated Gaussian cumulative probability
distribution function (CPDF) and the experimentally determined non-Gaussian scalar
CPDF as seen in Figure 2.4, Panel A. Here, the Gaussian value, ζ, is specific to a location
on the continuous interval (0, 1) CPDF, Φ(ζ). The mapping between the Gaussian CPDF
to the non-Gaussian CPDF (continuous on the same interval), F(T ), is straightforward
and provides a realization of a temperature, T , at location, i, and instant, k [33, 81]. The
temperature CPDF comes directly from the Flame A measurements available in the DLR
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experimental archive [75]. A value for ζ is generated and mapped at each location in the
flame, forming a complete temperature instantaneous profile. This process is repeated for
additional time steps until the desired number of flame profile realizations is met. Figure
2.1, Panel B, is a TASS generated model of n layers of Flame A at 40 D from arbitrary
times kinitial to k f inal. To complete the flame model the species concentrations associated
with each temperature at a given i, k must be chosen.
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Figure 2.4: Pane A: Mapping of the non-Gaussian realization, T (i, k) [75], from the
Gaussian random variable, ζ(i, k). Panel B: (left) Sample of correlation between
temperature and H2O at 60 D, r = 0. (right) A species concentration is randomly selected
from a narrow subset about the TASS generated temperature realization.
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The DLR archive data contains simultaneous scalar measurements. This library—
and the strong correlation between temperature and species—provides a simple method to
generate physically viable concentration values for a given TASS generated temperature.
Figure 2.4, Panel B, is a sample scatter plot of temperature versus H2O (40 D, r = 0)
from the DLR data [75]. After down-selecting the range of available species to a smaller
window (ΔT = 2%) about the TASS generated temperature, an experimentally determined
concentration is randomly chosen from the smaller subset of species concentration values.
This pairing is accomplished for each species for all layers and time steps, effectively
assembling a complete scalar model of Flame A stemming from the archived DLR data and
driven by the integral time and length scales derived from the imagery acquired in this work.
This method is a simplification brought about by the requirement to efficiently manage
computational time and resources, but it is believed to be a reasonable approximation to
the flame and suitable for analysis.
Turbulence at higher Reynolds number is typically separated into three main scales.
It can be viewed as a cascade of the energy from the larger integral length scales, down
to the mid-range Taylor microscale, and finally to the smallest Kolmogorov scale. The
integral length scale is associated with the turbulent mixing and transport, and it is strongly
influenced by the geometry of the flow [51]. The integral length and time scales used as
inputs to the TASS model and reported in Chapter 4 and Appendix B of this work were
calculated in the following manner [51]:
l =
∫ ∞
0
ρ(Δi) di, (2.19)
and
τ =
∫ ∞
0
ρ(Δk) dk, (2.20)
where the autocorrelation functions (ρ(Δi) and ρ(Δk)) are experimentally determined
directly from the broadband intensity fluctuations in the DC imagery. These fluctuations
are isolated by low-pass filtering the interferograms to remove any signal above the spectral
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response beginning near 1800 cm−1, essentially converting the signal to that of a broadband
IR camera. The exact methods and equations used to calculate ρ(Δi), ρ(Δk), and other flame
properties (PDF and PSD) are described in more detail in Chapter 4. Here it is important to
emphasize the link between the IFTS imagery and the TASS model. The degrees of spatial
and temporal correlation defined by Equations 2.16 and 2.17 form the foundation of the
TASS model and the integral length and time scales driving those equations are derived
directly from the IFTS experimental data.
l
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Figure 2.5: The flame modeling and spectral simulation process. Inset: The TASS
modeling process.
The complete process for modeling Flame A and simulating the associated spectra
is summarized in Figure 2.5. First, the autocorrelation functions are estimated from the
IFTS data. These are then converted to integral time and length scales via Equations 2.19
and 2.20. Second, these results are input into the TASS model, as seen in the Figure 2.5
inset box. Equations 2.16 and 2.17 are used to calculate the intermediate TASS parameters
φ1, φ2, and a(i, k) at each location, i, and instant, k. These parameters yield Gaussian
variables via Equation 2.13 that map to temperature values found in the non-Gaussian DLR
measurement data. A complete spatial and temporal flame temperature model exists after
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step two. Third, each temperature is associated with the remaining species scalars using
the simple correlation method described above. At this point a temporally and spatially
correlated profile of Flame A exists for any chosen number of time steps. Finally, the
instantaneous profiles are are used to simulate an instantaneous LOS flame spectrum via
Equations 2.8 and 2.9. A unique spectrum will exist at each LOS for each instantaneous
configuration of the flame.
2.2.4 Quantile interferogram analysis for turbulent flames.
Tremblay’s work in establishing quantile interferograms considered a blackbody
radiator with a fluctuating temperature as a simple model of a turbulent source. While this
model is unrealistic for quantitative plume modeling, the concept of quantile interferograms
is still useful. When averaging over all interferograms—or equivalently all spectra—every
instantaneous flame configuration is weighted in accordance with its likelihood. In a
quantile interferogram, only those flame configurations which produce the same integrated
quantile intensity (IDCq ) are “averaged”. In this section, this idea will be made more precise,
and additional complications associated with LOS averaging will be discussed. For a TNF
source, a single spectrally integrated intensity value can be achieved by more than one
configuration of Lk(ν̃, T, ξ ). This is driven by two primary factors. First, the various layers
and different pathlengths through each of those layers (driven by the radial plume geometry)
impact the spectral contribution from any scalar along a given LOS. For example, a higher
temperature at one location, but with little pathlength contribution along the LOS, can
contribute less to the total intensity than a lower temperature but a larger pathlength. The
2D imaging of a 3D source introduces such unavoidable complications. Second, even for
a single layer source, the scalars can be combined in more than one manner to produce
distinct spectra which share the same spectrally integrated value. This is ensured by the
2 μm to 5 μm range of the IFTS and the number of species with a spectral presence in that
band.
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Despite this break down in the monotonic response of intensity, the spirit of the
quantile sorting method remains intact and may have utility in the analysis of turbulent
flames. A major effort of this dissertation is exploring this utility. Several observations
make this a reasonable approach. Temperature remains the most dominant driver of
radiance, and as such remains highly correlated to integrated intensity even in these flame
conditions. While not a monotonic relationship, the intensity response is still directly linked
to the temperature profile along any LOS. As will be illustrated, the positive correlation
between the two implies the fundamental concept of sorting by intensity to obtain quantile
spectra which describe the scalar field remains viable.
For a TNF, the equation for the radiance, Lq(ν̃), due to a particular integrated intensity
quantile, I DCq (the quantile equivalent of I
DC
k from Equation 2.12), is treated as
Lq(ν̃) =
N∑
k=1
Lk(ν̃) P
(
Tk, ξk | I DCq
)
, (2.21)
where the joint probability distribution governing the scalar profiles—which weighs the
likelihood of the associated Lk(ν̃)—is now a conditional event. Only the configurations
that give rise to I DCq are a part of this conditional distribution. This will be a much smaller
subset of Lk(ν̃) than the complete set giving rise to L(ν̃) in Equation 2.10.
In the present work, the integrated intensity will be sorted in the manner described
by Tremblay el al. [71]. However, it will not be assumed a single point can be drawn
from the sorted intensity and treated as a quantile spectra representative of the associated
quantile temperature (or concentrations). Here, a sampling of interferograms about the
intensity quantile will be drawn, and an Lq(ν̃)—an average over that smaller subset of
flame configurations—will be determined to represent a particular quantile. Figure 2.6
depicts a random distribution of (simulated) integrated intensity values (upper left) and the
equivalent sorted intensity profile (upper right). The 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 quantiles are
annotated on the sorted line where the dashed boxes represent a region over which spectra
would be drawn. The resultant Lq(ν̃) will be the spectra used to retrieve scalar profiles.
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Figure 2.6: Top: Unsorted (left) and sorted (right) intensity values along a given LOS.
Quantile locations are regions over which a spectral averaging would occur (dashed boxes).
Bottom: (left, gray) Instantaneous temperature profiles associated with flame conditions
leading to LOS found within the q = 0.50 bin. (left, black) Average temperature profile
from within the q = 0.50 bin. (right) Average temperature profiles from the separate
intensity sorted quantile bins.
The temperature profiles associated with the sorted intensities are shown in the lower
half of Figure 2.6. The mean 0.50 temperature profile (black, lower left) is shown with
a sampling of various instantaneous temperature profiles (gray) which—when combined
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with the additional scalar profiles—give rise to the integrated LOS intensities found within
the smaller 0.50 sort window. While fluctuations about the mean are evident, the standard
deviation within this smaller sorted window is much smaller than what would be found
from the deviations about the mean of the entire 6000 sample set. The comparison between
the mean temperature profiles from each intensity sorted quantile window (lower right)
establishes confidence in the fundamental concept of quantile spectra describing the scalar
fields. A clear separation between temperatures can be seen across the entire profile, a
direct result of the intensity quantile sort.
The complications introduced by a TNF such as inhomogeneity through multiple
layers and fluctuating scalar statistics along each LOS disrupt the pure monotonic
relationship between intensity and temperature exploited in Tremblay’s analysis. However,
since temperature is highly correlated with the major flame species concentration and with
the LOS integrated intensity, the quantile spectra will be used—with the radiative transfer
model—to explore their utility in the analysis of turbulent flames. First, the TASS flame
model just described will be assessed to quantify its agreement with both mean spectra and
with various quantile spectra. In principle, the quantile spectra provide a sensitive measure
of how well a given flame model represents TRI. Flame measurements and TASS models
will be compared to demonstrate the utility of quantile spectra for this purpose. Second,
quantile spectra will be directly interrogated with a spectral fitting model—described in
the next section—to assess the degree to which the fitted scalars at various quantiles are
correlated with their known statistical distributions.
2.2.5 Inversion method for a non-optically thin source.
The inversion method developed in this work is inspired by a standard onion-peeling
type method [16]. However, the implementation is iterative and removes the requirement
for an optically thin source. The method leverages the multiple LOS provided by IFTS,
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Figure 2.7: left: Geometry of the flame and LOS for a fit at an arbitrary layer, i. Fitting
began at the outer most layer and those results are used along the LOS. The adjacent LOS
spectra (red) are fit to the model and scalar estimates for layer i are acquired. right: Layer i
results are then used to refine estimates from layer i− 1. Here, multiple LOS (red) are used
in the refinement.
fits the entire spectrum to estimate scalars at each layer in the flame, and only requires
atmospheric parameters as a starting estimate of scalars.
The inversion algorithm begins at a LOS well outside the flame. The exact location
is determined by examining a radial plot of integrated intensity and selecting a point
beyond where the signal is obviously only due to background and/or noise. A starting
guess of atmospheric parameters is reasonable at this point, and no knowledge of the flame
conditions is required to begin. The algorithm fits a layer then moves inward to the next,
applying the results of that previous fit along the appropriate pathlength in the LOS at
the new location. With the exception of the center most layer, at least two LOS are fit
to retrieve scalar estimates. Initially, only the two adjacent LOS are simultaneously fit
at a layer. Multiple LOS are fit when the algorithm works back outward to refine previous
estimates. Figure 2.7 describes the geometry and the retrieval process for an arbitrary layer,
i. The left side of the figure depicts layer i being fit for the first time. Initial scalar estimates
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for the outer layers have been acquired as the process began at the outer edge and moved
inward. The red arrows designate the two LOS spectra fit for the initial scalar estimates at
layer i. Prior to moving inward to layer i + 1, the algorithm refines the results from layer
i − 1 by applying the newly acquired estimates from i. Notice this now provides additional
LOS for use in the fitting. The algorithm will continue this process of fitting, refining, and
moving outward until all of the layers from i − 1 to outer most layer have been refined.
It then steps to fitting i + 1. The initial guess passed into the model is either the scalar
estimates from the previous layer, or—if it is a refinement step—the estimates from the
previous fit at that layer.
The logic of the process is described more succinctly in Algorithm 1. Here, the inputs
are a matrix, S, of layers and atmospheric scalars, a vector, r, which contains the radial
sample points (equal to the number of layers in S), a vector, y, containing the LOS axis,
and the matrix, L, which contains the accompanying IFTS acquired (or simulated) spectra
at each LOS. The algorithm returns an S which contains retrieved scalar estimates at each
layer. The logic begins at line 1, where the fitting is declared to start at the outer most
layer and move inward to center. The number of iterations to perform a given fit loop are
defined in line 2. The fitting should continue for six iterations unless there is no change
(from the previous iteration) in any estimated temperature value greater than 5 K. The
refinement process—equivalent to the right side Figure 2.7—is handled by the loop over j
at line 3. This moves from the current inner layer, i, to the outer most. The scalar fit results
are retrieved at line 4. They are a result of fitting the multilayer radiative transfer model
simultaneously to the various LOS spectra applicable at this stage of the algorithm. This
process continues until the initial S has been filled with spectrally fit scalars from the outer
layer to center.
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Algorithm 1: INVERSION Onion-peeling inspired inversion method
Input: S (layers × scalars), r (layers), y (LOS axis), L (LOS spectra)
Output: An S matrix with spectrally fit scalar results at each layer
1 for i← layers down to 1 do
2 while any ΔT > 5 K and iter ≤ 6 do
// Fit current, inner most layer (i) then use results to
refine previous estimates at outer layers
3 for j← i up to layers do
// Fit applicable multiple LOS to retrieve or refine
scalar estimates at layer j
4 S ( j)← MultiLayerFit ( S,r, y, L )
5 return S
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III. Imaging Fourier-transform spectrometer measurements of a turbulent
non-premixed jet flame
T
he following is a published submission to Optics Letters presented in its entirety [31].
The focus is on documenting and summarizing the Purdue Flame A experiment,
describing the impact of turbulence on interferogram formation, and presenting time-
averaged imagery and spectra. The work is significant for the following reasons:
• It presents the first-ever high-resolution mid-infrared IFTS measurements of a
turbulent jet flame.
• It provides unprecedented spectral and spatial resolution of a well-studied, canonical
flame suitable for the verification and validation of combustion and radiation models.
• It presents a simple framework for understanding dynamic-scene interferometric
measurements. This is necessary as it may seem counter-intuitive to some
combustion diagnostics scientists that IFTS can be used to study turbulent flames.
• It compares IFTS measurements with existing non-imaging spectral measurements
of a similar flame, and the excellent agreement validates the use of IFTS for this and
future turbulent flame measurements.
This paper provides the foundation for the additional work found in Chapters 4 and 5
which examine the turbulent statistics and inhomogeneity of the flame. This brief article
establishes the experiment and links the Purdue Flame A results to those found in the Sandia
Flame A studies.
As the first author I was the primary contributor responsible for data capture, data
reduction and analysis, and the initial draft of the article. Dr. Kevin Gross contributed as
the primary editor and assisted with planning and organization. Dr. David Blunck acted as a
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secondary editor and provided guidance from the standpoint of the combustion community.
Dr. Brent Rankin acted as a secondary editor, but was also vital to the success of the
experiment. He was the point of contact at the Purdue University Turbulent Combustion
Laboratory and managed all the experimental set up and control of the flame being studied.
Finally, Dr. Jay Gore acted as a secondary editor and recommended reviewers for the article
upon submission. He also provided the personnel, materials, and funding for operation of
the flame during the experiment.
3.1 Abstract
This work presents recent measurements of a CH4/H2/N2 turbulent non-premixed jet
flame using an IFTS. Spatially-resolved (128 × 192 pixels, 0.72 mm/pixel) mean radiance
spectra were collected between 1800 cm−1 ≤ ν̃ ≤ 4500 cm−1 (2.22 μm ≤ λ ≤ 5.55 μm)
at moderate spectral resolution (δν̃ = 16 cm−1, δλ = 20 nm), spanning the visible flame.
Higher spectral resolution measurements (δν̃ = 0.25 cm−1, δλ = 0.3 nm) were also captured
on a smaller window (8 × 192) at 20, 40, and 60 diameters above the jet exit and reveal
the rotational fine structure associated with various vibrational transitions in CH4, CO2,
CO, and H2O. These new imaging measurements compare favorably with existing spectra
acquired at select flame locations, demonstrating the capability of IFTS for turbulent
combustion studies.
3.2 Introduction
Combustion diagnostics is a field of long standing interest with many resources
continually dedicated to its study. Turbulence has significant effects on combustion
processes such as turbulence-chemistry interactions, turbulence-radiation interactions,
scalar dissipation, transport, and mixing. Non-intrusive optical diagnostic methods have
been used to study combustion and all must consider the effects of turbulence. Laser-
based methods are highly effective and widely used due to their high spectral and temporal
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resolution [38]. Dispersive instruments [78, 79] and Fourier-transform spectrometers [65]
have been used with optical scanners to tomographically deconvolve temperature and
species concentrations. High-speed infrared cameras with various band-pass filters have
been used to map spatial variations in radiant intensity and relate these to various measures
of turbulence (e.g. integral length and time scales) [54] as well as the spatial distribution of
scalar values (e.g. temperature and mole fraction) [6].
An IFTS is a hyperspectral imager that combines a Michelson interferometer with
a staring infrared focal-plane array (FPA). There are several potential advantages of
this instrumentation for combustion diagnostics. High spectral resolution across a wide
bandpass enables identification of multiple species. Proper interpretation of the spectrum
can permit simultaneous determination of temperature and species concentrations [28].
High spectral resolution is also beneficial to tomographic reconstruction techniques [41].
High-speed broadband infrared imagery is collected during each interferometric scan. This
captures turbulence information and enables similar types of analysis already performed
using infrared cameras. IFTS provides a useful passive and non-intrusive technique for
studying combustion, and is particularly useful when (1) both high-speed imagery and
spatially-resolved spectra are required; (2) characterization of high-pressure systems is
required and collisional broadening effects become important; (3) more than one optical
port is not available, limiting the types of laser-based methods available for interrogation.
The present work presents the first IFTS measurements of a canonical turbulent jet flame.
The scope of this work includes a qualitative discussion of the spectral imagery and a
quantitative comparison with existing spectral measurements acquired at select locations in
a similar flame. The impact of turbulent intensity fluctuations on interferogram formation
is also described. Quantitative interpretation of flame spectra is the ultimate goal of this
effort. However, it requires scalar field fluctuation statistics, and this important topic will
be considered in future work.
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3.3 Experimental
The experiment consisted of the Telops Hyper-Cam IFTS, two calibration blackbod-
ies, and the flame. The flame tube is 480 mm long with an 8 mm exit diameter (D),
mounted vertically, and moveable via unislide to allow combined imaging of the entire
visible flame length without camera tilt. The flame replicates Flame DLR A from the Inter-
national Workshop on Measurement and Computation of Turbulent Nonpremixed Flames
(TNF Workshop) with a jet exit Reynolds number of 15,200 and exit velocity of 42.2 m/s.
Mass flow rates were 313 mg/s, 59 mg/s and 1105 mg/s for CH4, H2, and N2 respectively.
Flow rates were calibrated using a dry turbine meter and controlled by setting the pressure
upstream of three choked orifice plates [54].
The TNF Workshop flames are well characterized and designed for collaborative
comparisons of measurements and models. A library of local velocities and scalar
values (temperature, species mole fractions) measured simultaneously using laser doppler
velocimetry, Raman, Rayleigh, and LIF techniques is available for download [46, 75].
The IFTS is based on a traditional Michelson interferometer coupled to a high-speed
320×256 Indium Antimonide staring focal-plane array (FPA) via f /# = 2.5 imaging optics
[23, 28]. The spectral range covers 1800 cm−1 to 6667 cm−1, and the spectral resolution can
be selected between 0.25 cm−1 to 150 cm−1. An interferometric “datacube” is a collection
of snapshot images taken at equally-spaced OPD, and Fourier-transformation along this
dimension produces a spectrum at each pixel.
An external 0.25 X telescope expanded the field-of-view and reduced the minimum
working distance to the flame. A 45% transmission neutral density filter, used to prevent
saturation, limited the short-wavelength response to 2.22 μm (4500 cm−1). The IFTS was
located 47.5(10) cm from the flame. The imaging system has an effective focal length of
19.7 mm at this working distance. The 30 μm pixel pitch of the FPA yields an instantaneous
field-of-view (IFOV) of 1.52 mrad which translates to 0.72±0.02 mm at the flame and is
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constant across the array. The mean RMS spot size radius is 13.7 μm, and increases from
11.2 μm to 21.1 μm moving from center to corner of a 128 × 192 window. Mapping the
Rayleigh λ/4 wavefront error depth-of-focus criterion, δ f = ±2λ( f /#)2, to object space
produces a conservative estimate of the depth-of-field of ±2 cm when computed at 2.5 μm,
the shortest wavelength with appreciable energy arriving at the FPA. Throughout much of
the flame, the spectral imagery can thus be interpreted as integrated along the line-of-sight
(LOS). However, the widest part of the flame is ∼15 cm, indicating some blurring will occur
along the LOS. A detailed Zemax [77] optical model of our system indicates that more than
75% of the energy (relative to the diffraction-limited case, 86.4%) comes from the LOS for
a pixel viewing the center of the widest (±7.5 cm) flame region.
The IFTS was mounted to a gimbal with preset locations for intermittent calibration
measurements. A standard two-point calibration using the wide-area blackbodies set to
595 °C and 200 °C was performed pixel-wise to determine the system response (gain, Gi(ν̃))
and instrument self-emission (offset, LIi (ν̃)). The higher blackbody temperature produced
a peak signal at ˜90% of the detector’s dynamic range and slightly exceeding that from the
brightest part of the flame. At 595 °C, the Planckian distribution monotonically decreases
with frequency across the detector bandpass. This resulted in a nominal signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) in G(ν̃) which decreased nearly linearly from 15 to 1 between 3000 cm−1 to
5000 cm−1. Since the system response is known to vary smoothly and slowly with ν̃, a
spline was fit to each pixel’s gain curve to mitigate the impact of low gain SNR on the
calibrated spectrum.
Two sets of flame measurements were made. The first set was collected with high
spectral resolution (0.25 cm−1) in a small window (8 × 192) traversing the flame at 20 D,
40 D and 60 D above the burner to facilitate identification of various chemical species.
Interferometric datacubes consisted of 52,742 images and were collected at a rate of
0.55 Hz. 512 cubes were averaged to produce a mean, calibrated image of the flame
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radiance. The second set increased the FPA window height (128 × 192) to facilitate
measurement of the entire flame and decreased spectral resolution (16 cm−1) to simplify
data reduction. Datacubes consisted of 1,186 images and the acquisition rate increased to
4.2 Hz. Seven separate regions of the flame were imaged to produce a composite image of
the entire flame. In each set, the camera’s integration time was 20 μs, and imaging frame
rates exceeded 5 kHz. Ambient temperature, pressure, and humidity were monitored with
a Kestrel 4500 Weather Meter with averages of 25 °C, 989 hPa, and 44% respectively.
3.4 Dynamic Scene Interferometry
Fourier-transform spectrometry is typically used to study stationary scenes, so we
briefly review interferogram formation so that the impact of stochastic intensity variations
from the turbulent flame can be properly understood. The formation of an interferometric
datacube is depicted in Panel A of Fig. 3.1. Light enters the Michelson producing an
interference pattern at the FPA which encodes the spectral radiance at each pixel in the
image. This interferogram is a function of the optical path difference, x, or time, t, (the two
being related by the constant mirror sweep speed v):
Ii(x) =
∫ ∞
0
(1 + cos (2πν̃x)) Gi(ν̃)
(
LSi (ν̃) + L
I
i (ν̃)
)
dν̃ (3.1)
= IDCi + I
AC
i (x). (3.2)
Here, LSi (ν̃) is the scene spectrum at pixel i, L
I
i (ν̃) represents the instrument’s thermal
self-emission, and Gi(ν̃) is the system response. A two-point calibration determines Gi(ν̃)
and LIi (ν̃). The I
DC
i term represents the spectrally-integrated intensity and I
AC
i (x) is the cosine
transform of the spectrum produced by the Michelson. In a non-imaging FTS, the detector
is often AC-coupled, dedicating the full range of the analogue-to-digital converter to the
more useful AC piece. This is not possible with a FPA, so each pixel has a modulation
signal riding on top of the DC offset.
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Figure 3.1: Panel A: Schematic illustrating the FPA capturing infrared images at fixed
OPDs as the Michelson sweeps, generating an interferometric datacube. Panel B: Single
interferogram (green, upper curve) and corresponding raw spectrum (red, lower curve) at
flame center 20D above exit. Panel C: Time-averaged interferogram (green, upper curve)
and corresponding mean flame spectrum (red, lower curve).
For a turbulent jet, the scene radiance is stochastically fluctuating on a timescale
much shorter than the interferometer’s acquisition rate. Thus, the “DC” term is now time-
dependent and the AC term has no simple interpretation as it is the cosine transformation
of a stochastically-varying signal. This is illustrated in Panel B of Fig. 3.1 showing
a single interferogram and corresponding raw magnitude spectrum. The fluctuations in
integrated intensity dominate the signal and obscure the zero-path difference (ZPD) where
all wavelengths constructively interfere. The corresponding spectrum is dominated by
the frequencies associated with turbulent radiation fluctuation, although a feature near
2300 cm−1 resembling emission from the asymmetric stretching mode (ν3) of CO2 is
recognizable. Large intensities below the detector cut-off (ν̃ ≤ 1800 cm−1) are due to
turbulent fluctuations.
For an ergodic system, an ensemble of measurements will produce a mean
interferogram corresponding to the mean spectral radiance since Eq. 3.1 is a linear
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transformation. Panel C presents the same pixel’s mean interferogram from 512
measurements, demonstrating that the turbulent fluctuations are suppressed. The resulting
spectrum is now recognizable with rotational fine structure associated with vibrational
transitions in H2O, CH4, CO, and CO2.
3.5 Results and Discussion
Fig. 3.2 presents uncalibrated broadband imagery in Panels A and B, dividing the
flame along the axis of symmetry into single-snapshot and time-averaged quantities. Each
segment is temporally independent from the others. In Panels A and B, the images were
acquired at a common OPD near x = 370 μm. Away from ZPD, the imagery is similar
to what an infrared camera would measure (Ii(x) 	 IDCi ) since the broadband nature of
radiation ensures
∣∣∣IACi (x)∣∣∣  IDCi . At the burner tip, the distance traveled by the jet during
the FPA’s integration time is 0.84 mm, exceeding the IFOV by approximately 12%, a
conservative estimate of blurring due to the rapid deceleration of the jet. Moreover, the
turbulence integral length scales for this flame between 20 D to 60 D are within 9.1 mm
to 24 mm [54]. Thus, the turbulent structures exceed the spatial resolution by an order
of magnitude. The time between repeated observations at a particular OPD is 240 ms,
greatly exceeding the turbulence integral time scales (2.3 ms to 5 ms between 20 D to 60 D).
Repeated observations at each OPD are statistically independent.
Also shown in Fig. 3.2 are calibrated images (via the time-averaged interferometric
cubes) resulting from integration over spectral bands corresponding to CO2 (Panel C) and
CH4 (Panel D). The imagery provides a qualitative impression of the distribution of these
species throughout the flame. For example, CO2 emission is low near the burner tip but
increases axially as air is entrained to fuel the combustion reaction. The CO2 band radiance
peaks at 55 D, in agreement with previous narrowband 4.34(10) μm measurements of the
same flame [54]. Temperature, species concentration, and the LOS distance through the
flame all affect the band-integrated radiance. For example, the initial increase in CH4
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Figure 3.2: Panel A: Single broadband images from the lower spectral resolution (16 cm−1)
datasets with 128 × 192 FPA window. Panel B: Corresponding time-averaged broadband
images. Panel C: Time-averaged radiance spectrally-averaged over a prominent CO2 band.
Panel D: Time-averaged radiance spectrally-averaged over a prominent CH4 band. (Last
spatial region limited due to unislide range.)
intensity with distance from the tip is due to increasing temperature and despite decreasing
concentration. Proper interpretation of the spectrum will enable the deconvolution of these
interdependencies.
The mean high-resolution spectrum acquired from a diametric path at 20 D is
presented in Panel A of Fig. 3.3. Emissions from CH4, CO, CO2, and H2O are resolved,
and major vibrational transitions are annotated using common spectroscopic notation [60].
Individual lines associated with the P-branch of CO are visible between 2000 cm−1 to
2150 cm−1; lines from the R-branch overlap with the strong CO2 emission band associated
with the asymmetric stretching mode.
The mean low-resolution spectra from diametric paths at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D are
compared with previous (non-imaged) LOS measurements of Flame A by Zheng et al. [78]
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in Panel B of Fig. 3.3. A spatial average over a 3×3 window was performed to approximate
the 2 mm resolution of Zheng’s data. The solid lines represent the apparent (i.e. at-sensor)
radiance. For proper comparison, atmospheric correction was performed (dashed lines)
using measured lab conditions and assuming 500 ppm CO2 concentration. Agreement is
excellent at 40 D and 60 D. However, the CO2 peak near 2300 cm
−1 is 20 % below the
previously reported value at 20 D. Radiance uncertainties (95% confidence interval) are
shown and include the effects of both systematic errors in calibration and noise. Noise is
estimated as the root-mean-square value of the imaginary component of the time-averaged
spectrum. Turbulent fluctuations are minimized in the time-averaged interferogram, so the
error band does not quantify the large variance in flame radiance. At 20 D and 60 D, the
mean uncertainty between 2200 cm−1 to 2350 cm−1 is 5% and 4%, respectively. Between
3000 cm−1 to 4000 cm−1, the uncertainty increases to 20% and 10%, respectively, at 20 D
and 60 D.
3.6 Conclusions
This work makes two key contributions. First, it validates the use of IFTS for studying
turbulent flames and provides complete time-averaged hyperspectral imagery of Flame
A. Segments of the flame were imaged with spectral resolution an order-of-magnitude
better than previous measurements, and this data could be used to evaluate and improve
narrowband radiation models. Second, it demonstrates the potential of IFTS for combustion
diagnostics. Mean hyperspectral images contain information about the distribution of both
temperature and many major gas species throughout the flame. Additionally, the high-speed
broadband imagery comprising each interferometric measurement contains information
about the fluctuation statistics. High resolution in all three domains — spectral, spatial,
and temporal — is extremely valuable in the study of turbulent combustion, and is captured
in IFTS measurements. Having demonstrated the validity of time-averaged spectra in this
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Figure 3.3: Panel A: Diametric, high-resolution (δν̃ = 0.25 cm−1) apparent flame spectrum
at 20 D with spectroscopic transitions annotated. Panel B: Apparent (—) and atmospheric-
corrected (· · · ) low-resolution diametric flame spectra (δν̃ = 16 cm−1) at 20 D, 40 D and
60 D (black, red, blue) compared with previous measurements (◦). Radiance uncertainty
(95% confidence interval) presented as a translucent band around each apparent spectrum.
The CO2 and CH4 bands used in Fig. 3.2 are identified.
work, our efforts will now turn to leveraging the high-speed imagery contained within
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IFTS measurements to understand scalar fluctuation statistics, a key step in the quantitative
interpretation of turbulent flame hyperspectral imagery.
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IV. Forward modeling and simulation of a turbulent, multilayer source
T
he following is a draft manuscript prepared for submission to the Journal of
Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radiative Transfer presented in its entirety. The
focus is on describing flame radiance and interferogram formation in the absence of time-
averaging, deriving flame properties via IFTS for TASS analysis and simulation, and it
introduces the quantile analysis method for turbulent flames. The work is significant for
the following reasons:
• It presents the first-ever IFTS acquired flame properties (PDF, PSD, spatial and
temporal auto-correlation coefficients, and integral time and length scales) validated
against published narrowband IR results.
• It provides unprecedented high-resolution (0.25 cm−1) on axis spectral comparisons
between IFTS acquired and TASS simulated spectra. This demonstrates the utility of
IFTS for the verification and validation of combustion and radiation models.
• It introduces and demonstrates the quantile interferogram analysis method for
turbulent flames. Successful demonstration of the sorting method is necessary to
establish quantile spectra as suitable for future inversion and scalar retrieval.
• It compares on-axis, quantile-sorted IFTS acquired and TASS simulated spectra.
• It demonstrates that RMS spectra can be estimated from quantile spectra with
favorable comparison to directly-measured RMS spectra from FIAS.
This paper is important to the inversion and scalar retrievals performed in Chapter
5. The TASS simulated spectra are anchored to experimentally acquired spectra, and the
viability of the quantile method is established.
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As the first author and primary contributor I was responsible for data capture, data
reduction and analysis, and the initial draft of the article. Dr. Kevin Gross is a contributor
and will be the primary editor. Dr. Brent Rankin is an ongoing source of collaboration and
will be a secondary editor.
4.1 Background
Turbulent fluctuations introduce many complications in combustion radiation mod-
eling, and experimental diagnostic methods for the evaluation and improvement of nar-
rowband radiation models are extremely valuable. A diagnostic method is even more
useful if scalar statistics—beyond simply the mean values—can be reported throughout
the flame. Infrared (IR) imaging, Fourier-transform spectroscopy (FTS), and a litany of
laser based methods have been applied to the study of turbulent flames, all with success
[6, 38, 54, 65, 74, 80]. Imaging Fourier-transform spectroscopy (IFTS) is a relatively re-
cent option and has previously achieved good results reporting lower resolution 16 cm−1
mean spectra [31]. Here, the diagnostic method is advanced significantly further: (1) IFTS
derived flame properties are calculated and compared to previously reported IR imagery
results; (2) an established stochastic TASS method and a line-by-line radiative transfer
model featuring the latest high-temperature spectroscopy databases are used to simulate
LOS spectra which are compared with measurements at 0.25 cm−1 resolution; (3) quantile
spectra are introduced as means of quantifying turbulence-radiation interaction (TRI) and
measured and TASS-modeled quantile spectra are compared. This sorting method demon-
strates a powerful link between stochastic interferometric fluctuations and the associated
scalar fluctuations driving the turbulence. The intensity sorted quantile spectra are sen-
sitive to the non-linearities driven by the turbulence and are excellent descriptors of the
turbulence-radiance interaction (TRI). Stochastic fluctuations would initially seem to make
IFTS a futile diagnostic method for the analysis of turbulent flames [40]. However, the cou-
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pling of these intensity fluctuations with the interferograms at each pixel presents a dataset
rich in the spectral, spatial, and temporal regimes.
4.2 Experimental
A complete experimental description has been documented previously [31], therefore
only a brief description of the flame, instrument, and calibration procedures will be
provided here. The flame is a reproduction of Flame DLR A (Flame A) from the
International Workshop on Measurement and Computation of Turbulent Nonpremixed
Flames (TNF Workshop) with a jet exit Reynolds number of 15,200 and exit velocity
of 42.2 m/s. There is good agreement between IFTS spectral measurements from this
experiment with previously published Flame A on-axis measurements [31, 78]. The flames
are not experimentally identical, and some spread in the Purdue flame (likely due to the
lack of outer coflowing air) has been noted [53], therefore comparisons made here are only
for the diametric path.
The TNF Workshop flames are ideal for the verification and improvement of
mathematical models and collaborative comparisons of measurements. The flames have
been shown to be reproducible through independent measurements at separate laboratories
and are extremely well characterized [2, 46, 64]. An internet library of experimental results
characterizing each flame in the series is available for download [75].
The IFTS disperses the signal from a traditional Michelson interferometer onto an
Indium Antimonide (InSb) 320 × 256 focal-plane array (FPA). It has a spectral range
from 1800 cm−1 to 6667 cm−1, and a selectable spectral resolution between 0.25 cm−1 to
150 cm−1. An interferometric “datacube” is a collection of images taken at equally-spaced
optical path differences (OPDs). The Fourier-transform of the datacube along the OPD
produces a spectrum at each pixel.
The two sets of measurements emphasized either spectral or spatial resolution. The
first set was collected at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D above the burner with high spectral resolution
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(0.25 cm−1) but small window (8 × 192, H×W) size. The 512 datacubes at each pixel
consisted of 52,742 images and were collected at a spectral acquisition rate of 0.55 Hz.
The second set increased the FPA window height (128 × 192) to increase the amount of
flame imaged and decreased spectral resolution (16 cm−1) to simplify data transfer, storage,
and reduction. The 512 datacubes at each pixel consisted of 1,186 images and the spectral
acquisition rate increased to 4.2 Hz. Seven separate regions of the flame were imaged to
capture the entire flame, which was moveable via unislide. Imaging frame rates exceeded
5 kHz throughout, and the camera’s integration time (20 μs) was the same for both sets. A
standard two-point calibration using two wide-area blackbodies set to 595 °C and 200 °C
was performed to determine the system response and instrument self-emission at each pixel.
A complete description of calibration procedures is documented elsewhere [31, 57].
4.3 Theory
4.3.1 Turbulent multilayer flame radiance.
The LOS radiance due to a turbulent flame of n layers at instant k is represented as
Lk(ν̃) =
n∑
i=1
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
1 − τ
(
ν̃, Ti,k, ξi,k
))
LBB(ν̃, Ti,k) ×
n∏
j=i+1
τ
(
ν̃, T j,k, ξ j,k
)⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (4.1)
Here, the photons born at layer i are expressed as the product of the emissivity (shown as
one minus the transmittance, τ (ν̃, T, ξ)), and Planck’s blackbody function, LBB (ν̃, T ). The
transmittance is expressed via
τ
(
ν̃, T, ξ
)
= exp
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝−lN
∑
m
ξm σm
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (4.2)
where l is the pathlength through layer i, N is the number density, ξm is the mth species mole
fraction at layer i, and σm is the corresponding absorption cross-section. As they travel,
the photons from layer i are then attenuated by the transmittance in the remaining n − i
layers of the flame. Both τ and LBB are wavenumber dependent and non-linear functions of
temperature, T , while τ has an additional non-linear dependence on species concentration,
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ξ, where species concentration is expressed as a vector representing all the relevant species
at a given layer. Accordingly, the radiance has a non-linear response to changes in the
unique temperature and species profiles across the flame at each instant, k. The expression
for the time-averaged radiance due to this flame is
L(ν̃) =
N∑
k=1
Lk(ν̃) P
(
Tk, ξk
)
, (4.3)
where each of the N total instantaneous configurations of Lk(ν̃) are weighted appropriately
by the joint scalar probability distribution, P
(
Tk, ξk
)
. This distribution weights the
instantaneous radiance profiles, Lk, by the likelihood of the flame configuration which
produced it. Here, temperature is now expressed as a vector representing the profile
across the multiple layers, and species concentration as a matrix representing the profiles
of the relevant species. The non-linear relationship between the scalar field values and the
instantaneous radiance ensures the mean radiance is not equal to the radiance generated
by the mean scalar values, i.e. L(ν̃)  Lk
(
ν̃, T , ξ
)
. Properly interpreting or modeling the
radiance due to a turbulent flame is highly dependent on a reasonable model for the scalar
profiles and their probability.
4.3.2 Instantaneous flame profile modeling.
It has been shown a turbulent flame’s scalar profiles can be reasonably represented
via TASS analysis [53, 81]. The complete details of the method are fully described in
the literature and will only be briefly summarized here. This technique employs Gaussian
statistics to model flame behavior while accounting for spatial and temporal correlations
between scalars and allowing for a (turbulent) random shock. A simple mapping procedure
is then employed to determine the non-Gaussian scalar flame realizations from the model
results.
Here, the TASS model is driven by two primary inputs: the multipoint scalar
measurements from the DLR experimental archive and the turbulent time and length scales
measured in this work. The DLR data provides the mapped non-Gaussian scalar statistics
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and anchors the modeled flame profiles to experimentally validated data. The integral time
and length scales measured in this work drive the Gaussian statistics at the front end of the
model and influence the degree of temporal and spatial correlation throughout. The integral
values are determined by the expressions [51],
τ =
∫ ∞
0
ρ(Δk) dk, (4.4)
and
l =
∫ ∞
0
ρ(Δi) di. (4.5)
Here, the autocorrelation coefficients, ρ(Δk) and ρ(Δi), are measured directly from the
interferometric imagery (described in more detail in the Measured flame characteristics
section below).
It should be pointed out the method for building the complete scalar profile used
in this work is modified from that of the literature. Here, the documented TASS
method is used to determine only the flame’s temperature profile realizations, and the
remaining concentration values are chosen based on their correlation with temperature.
The temporally correlated scalar measurements found in the DLR archive data show
a strong correlation between temperature and species, providing a simple method to
generate physically viable concentration values for a given TASS generated temperature.
Temperature correlated species profiles were assembled by leveraging this relationship.
Instantaneous scalar profiles were modeled using this modified TASS method and
combined with Equation 4.1 to simulate the instantaneous radiance due to Flame A. Spectra
are modeled by computing cross-sections directly in accordance with Rothman et al. [63].
LTE is assumed for the population Boltzmann statistics. The Voigt profile is used for
the line shape, and a constant pressure is assumed throughout the flame. In computing the
profile, only broadening rates for dry air are used, and the line mixing and continuum effects
on the line shape are ignored. To reduce spectral simulation and fit computation time, cross-
sections for each species are pre-computed between 300 K and 3000 K at 50 K intervals. A
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quadratic interpolation is used to account for temperatures between those pre-computed
points. The HITEMP spectroscopic database provides parameters for the computation
of the H2O and CO cross-sections, the HITRAN database provides for the CH4, and the
CDSD-4000 database provides for the CO2. The HITEMP database incorporates CO2 lines
from the more dated CDSD-1000 database[68], therefore the more recent CDSD-4000 with
additional lines is used [61, 67]. This database has shown some discrepancies at higher
temperatures but is still an improvement when compared to purely HITEMP generated
spectra [1]. It is known the HITRAN database used to provide the CH4 parameters is not
ideal for Flame A temperature conditions and does not contain the necessary hot bands
to predict lines above 600 K [50, 60]. Various comparisons between the simulated and
experimentally captured spectra are provided in the results below. The interpretation of the
scene radiance and the response at the detector is now provided.
4.3.3 Interferometric analysis.
A brief description of a Michelson interferometer-based IFTS is beneficial. Light
enters the Michelson and is split—one beam encounters a movable reflector, the other
follows a fixed path. As the moveable reflector is scanned the light is forced in and out
of phase, resulting in an interference pattern dispersed onto the detector. The resultant
interferogram encodes the spectral radiance at each pixel in the image.
This interferogram at a given pixel is described by the equation:
I(xk) =
∫ ∞
0
(1 + cos (2πν̃xk)) Lk(ν̃, T, ξ ) dν̃ = IDCk + I
AC(xk), (4.6)
where the optical path difference (OPD), xk, is related to time, tk, via the constant mirror
sweep speed, v. To simplify discussion of Equation 4.6 the instrument’s thermal self-
emission is omitted and the system response is treated as unity. LSk (ν̃, T, ξ ) is the scene
spectrum described by Equation 4.1 and is itself a dynamic quantity subject to the stochastic
fluctuations in the flame’s scalar profiles. The IDCk term on the right side of Equation
4.6 represents the spectrally-integrated total intensity (a quantity which varies with Lk),
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and IAC(xk) is the cosine transform of the total spectrum produced by the action of the
Michelson. In a non-imaging FTS the DC term is filtered out. Here the FPA makes this
separation impossible, therefore each pixel contains both the modulated signal and the
offset. This outcome proves to be advantageous for flame study, as demonstrated in Figure
4.1.
In Panel A of Figure 4.1, a high pass filter (HPF) and low pass filter (LPF) have
been applied at 1600 cm−1 to a single interferogram at 60 D (center pixel). The lower
frequency broadband intensity fluctuations due to turbulence, IDCLPF , are clearly seen in the
upper LPF interferogram centered near 30,000 counts. The filtering has removed the high-
frequency signal content due to the scanning Michelson and isolated the lower frequency
turbulence, essentially converting the signal to that of a kHz frame rate IR imager. The HPF
interferogram centered about zero is the modulated signal encoded by the Michelson—the
IAC(xk) term from Equation 4.6—which contains the spectrum upon Fourier-transform.
In Panel B, the unfiltered instantaneous (grey) spectrum is the absolute value of the
FFT of a single interferogram to frequency space. Here, the impact of the turbulence
on the spectrum is obvious. Only the most prominent spectral features are discernible
amongst the “noise” of the intensity fluctuations. The improved (black and inset) spectrum
is the absolute value of the FFT of the mean interferogram from 256 measurements. The
lower frequency response due to the turbulence has mostly dissipated prior to the start of
the detector response near 900 Hz (1800 cm−1), and the uncorrelated fluctuations in the
spectral region is suppressed. The inset CO spectrum demonstrates the precision of species
identification via hi-resolution (0.25 cm−1) mean spectra, where individual rovibrational
transitions within the fundamental v1 → v0 P branch have been isolated.
Panel C of Figure 4.1 demonstrates the utility of recording an interferogram at each
pixel. The left image is a spatial map of the coefficient of variation (Iσ/Iμ) generated
from the broadband intensity fluctuations—of the type shown in Panel A—found in each
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Figure 4.1: Interferometric behavior in the presence of turbulence Panel A: A high and low
pass filter (HPF and LPF) applied at 1600 cm−1 to a single interferogram. Panel B: Absolute
value of instantaneous (grey) and mean (black) spectra after fast Fourier-transform (FFT)
of a single interferogram and a mean interferogram, respectively. Inset is an expanded
view of the CO fundamental (v1 → v0) P branch from the 0.25 cm−1 mean spectrum. Panel
C: Left is a map of the coefficient of variation (Iσ/Iμ) captured from the interferometric
statistics at each pixel. Right is a time-averaged intensity map of a prominent CH4 spectral
band.
interferogram after low pass filtering. The right image is a map of the time-averaged
integrated intensity from the CH4 spectral pentad. The integrated region is annotated in
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Panel B—although few CH4 spectral features remain at 60 D above exit. The broadband
spectrum at each pixel opens the door to the imaging of select species as desired, while
the high-speed imaging associated with the capture of each interferogram complements the
spectral information with rich statistical data to further characterize the flame.
Broadband fluctuations captured by LPF interferograms of the type seen in Panel A
are an integrated response to Lk(ν̃) as the scene changes with each instant, k. As such, these
fluctuations contain information about P
(
Tk, ξk
)
from Equation 4.3. As demonstrated by
the imagery in Panel C, this information is contained at each pixel, providing statistical
information for the entire flame. The joint nature of P
(
Tk, ξk
)
and the nonlinear response
of Lk(ν̃) to concentration and temperature make the detangling of the statistics problematic
and requires a unique method of analysis.
4.3.4 Quantile interferogram analysis for turbulent flames.
The method of quantile sorting by IDCLPF has previously been applied with some success
[43, 71]. The previous efforts relied on the monotonically increasing nature of Lk(ν̃) with T .
In the present work, the joint distributions of scalars at different layers of the flame and the
associated various pathlengths no longer guarantee that monotonic relationship. However,
temperature along the LOS remains the dominant driver of intensity, and it is believed the
quantile sorting method remains applicable to turbulent flames.
In this work the experimentally captured scene radiance is first sorted by DC
component at each OPD in interferogram space. The quantile-sorted interferograms are
then Fourier-transformed to quantile spectra. The simulated spectra are sorted by their
integrated intensity—essentially the DC component—and the equivalent quantile spectra
are selected from that sort.
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Figure 4.2: Broadband (solid line) and narrowband (points) [54] flame property
comparisons at 60 D for representative diametric (r/x = 0, left) and chord-like (r/x = 0.08,
right) paths. Panel A: Probability density functions of the radiation intensity. Panel B:
Temporal auto-correlation coefficients. Panel C: Power spectral density functions of the
radiation intensity. Panel D: Spatial auto-correlation coefficients for the radial (left) and
axial (right) directions.
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4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Measured flame characteristics.
Various Flame A properties derived from IDCLPF at 60 D are compared with narrowband
IR imagery data previously reported by Rankin et al. [54] in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1.
The narrowband measurements were acquired using an IR camera (InSb detector) with a
narrowband 4.34±0.1 μm filter to measure the radiation emitted by carbon dioxide. The
broadband autocorrelation and PSD functions were computed in the same manner as the
narrowband measurements described by Rankin et al. [53, 54]. Comparisons solely at 60 D
are presented here, but additional comparisons have also been made at 20 D and 40 D with
similar results.
The normalized PDFs in Panel A of Figure 4.2 compare well for both diametric
(r/x = 0) and chord-like (r/x = 0.08) paths. The broadband PDFs were generated from the
stochastic fluctuations in a single hi-resolution raw interferogram. After low pass filtering
at 1600 cm−1 each 52,000+ point interferogram was then cropped by 3,000 points on each
end to remove any artifacts from the filtering. There is little skewness for the diametric
path, while the chord-like path produces a perceptibly skewed PDF. This is a result of
intermittency off axis [22] and in agreement with previous studies of turbulent flames [79].
The PDFs at additional heights (not shown) confirm the increase of skewness with r.
Temporal autocorrelation functions are compared in Panel B. The narrowband points
were generated from 6,400 measurements while the broadband data is the mean of the 512
separate high-resolution interferograms, each filtered and cropped in the manner described
above. The band of grey is the standard deviation about the mean results. For comparison,
the separation time (Δt) is normalized by the integral time scales (τ) of the radiation
intensity fluctuations calculated via Equation 4.4 and reported in the lower left of each
plot. The broadband computed time scales exactly match the narrowband results for
both the diametric and chord-like paths at 60 D, and the autocorrelation plots are in good
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agreement. Table 4.1 contains the additional time scale comparisons at 20 D and the IFTS
measurements at 40 D (IR measurements at that height were not reported). The excellent
agreement (at or below 4 %) between IFTS and IR at both 20 D and 60 D indicates the IFTS
measurement at 40 D is likely accurate. The IFTS measured values for τ from Table 4.1 are
used in the TASS simulated spectra found below.
The broadband PSD plots in Panel C have been scaled to overlap the narrowband,
allowing for a comparative emphasis on functional behavior. The logarithmic y-axis is
therefore an arbitrary, unitless scale. The shape of the plots agree well and the broadband
PSD confirm the steady energy-containing region at low-frequencies, the normalized break
frequency near 0.1, and the ( f · τ)−5/3 normalized decay behavior in the inertial-like region
at intermediate frequencies [51, 54].
Spatial autocorrelation functions and integral length scales calculated via Equation
4.5 for the radial (left) and axial (right) directions are presented in Panel D. As with
the temporal results, the x-axis has been normalized by the computed integral scale. To
calculate lx a larger window height was needed than that provided by the high-spectral
resolution dataset. Therefore, the broadband axial data was computed from the 512
low-resolution interferograms, each with less than 1,200 measurements, and the standard
deviation is much larger for these results. The autocorrelation functions for both paths are
in excellent agreement, but the computed length scales for the narrowband differ more than
expected. Table 4.1 contains the IFTS and IR comparisons between length scales at 20 D
and 60 D. The IFTS results agree with the IR results within 14 % and 12 % for 20 , and
60 , respectively. The FIAS measurements of lr at 40 D are reported by Zheng et al. [81].
These values stem from varying lr radially within the TASS model until good agreement
between FIAS and simulated spectra for both mean and RMS spectral radiation intensities
was reached. The 2.4 mm to 11 mm reported in Table 4.1 span from r/x = 0 to r/x = 0.14,
with the peak 10.8 mm occurring at r/x = 0.12. Varying lr had little affect on the mean
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spectra, but the RMS spectral values for the chord-like paths greater than r/x = 0.3 were
very sensitive to the length scale. In the present work the single IFTS measured lr value for
each height is used in the TASS computation, therefore spectral comparisons are made at
r/x = 0 to avoid complications due to off axis lr sensitivity.
Table 4.1: Comparison of computed Flame A integral length and time scales at 20 D, 40 D
and 60 D. Properties computed from broadband IFTS measurements made in this work,
narrowband IR measurements made by Rankin et al. [54], or FIAS/TASS comparisons
made by Zheng et al. [81]. Narrowband IR results were not reported at 40 D, IFTS lx
measurements were not possible at 20 D and 40 D due to the alignment of the flame and
FPA at those heights, and radial variations of l were only carried out at 40 D.
Property
τ [ms] l [mm]
r/x = 0 r/x = 0.08 Radial (lr) Axial (lx)
x/D IFTS IR IFTS IR IFTS IR FIAS IFTS IR
20 2.2 ± 0.2 2.3 2.3 ± 0.3 2.4 5.7 ± 0.4 5.0 N/A N/A 9.1
40 4.2 ± 0.6 N/A 3.6 ± 0.3 N/A 11.7 ± 1.0 N/A 2.4 − 11 N/A N/A
60 5.0 ± 0.8 5.0 5.7 ± 0.7 5.7 15.7 ± 1.6 17.8 N/A 20.8 ± 4.8 24
4.4.2 Mean high-resolution spectral comparisons.
Figure 4.3 presents a comparison between high-resolution (0.25 cm−1) mean exper-
imental (black) and TASS simulated (red) spectra through the diametric path at 20 D,
40 D and 60 D. The residuals from data and model and the imaginary part of the data—
representative of the instrument noise—are included at each height (gray). Previous com-
parisons between TASS simulated spectra and Flame A did not exceed 16 cm−1, therefore
this comparison examines the simulation’s performance at a much higher fidelity. The spec-
tral comparison is excellent at all three heights with only one expected exception. The sim-
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Figure 4.3: High-resolution (0.25 cm−1) comparison of experimental (black) and TASS
simulated (red) spectra through the diametric path at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D. Residuals (grey)
at each height have been offset for easier interpretation.
ulated spectrum underpredicts the intensity of the CH4 pentad seen near 3000 cm
−1. This
is likely due to the lack of high temperature CH4 lines available in the spectral database,
and an effort is being made to supplement the CH4 lines accordingly. The CH4 disparity
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is more evident within the inset plot from 2800 cm−1 to 3300 cm−1 at 20 D. The domi-
nant species in the midwave spectral region are CO2 and H2O, both of which compare
very well. There is some structure in the CO2 residuals near 2400 cm
−1 and throughout
the H2O region from 3300 cm
−1 to 4100 cm−1 at all three heights. This is possibly due to
inaccuracies with the parameters used to compute the contribution from the atmospheric
pathlength between sensor and flame. Atmospheric measurements were taken near the in-
strument but may not have accurately reflected the warmer conditions between sensor and
flame. The P and R branches of the CO fundamental transition are in excellent agreement.
The inset spectrum at 40 D is an expanded region of the P branch near 2100 cm−1 and pro-
vided to emphasize the good agreement. Upon closer inspection, individual rovibrational
transitions are resolved and compare very well. The mean relative error between data and
simulation is 17.4 %, 18.6 % and 13.5 % at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D respectively. This was
computed using only lines at or above ten times the RMS of the instrument noise (at or
above 50 μW/(cm2srcm−1) in all three cases).
4.4.3 Quantile spectral comparisons.
In Figure 4.4 (left), comparisons between the 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 quantiles from the
DC sorted experimental (solid) and simulated (dashed) spectra through the same diametric
path at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D are presented. The experimental spectra are intentionally
chosen from the lower resolution (16 cm−1) data to ease plotting and interpretation, and
the simulated spectra have been convolved to match. At 20 D and 40 D the median (0.50)
quantiles match particularly well in the CO2 region near 2300 cm
−1, while the peak 0.75
and 0.25 simulated quantiles are both within approximately 10 % of the data. At 60 D the
simulated 0.50 and data 0.75 lines nearly overlap, while the 0.25 match quite well. It is
unclear why the simulation overpredicts the upper two quantiles, but given the sensitivity
of TASS to the choice of lr, the use of a single length scale in the present work could
be impacting the comparison. This was shown to have little effect on the mean spectrum
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Figure 4.4: Left: Comparison of quartile measured (—) and simulated (- - -) 16 cm−1 spectra
selected after a sort by integrated (DC) intensity for the diametric path at 20 D, 40 D and
60 D. The water region about 3100 cm−1 to 3800 cm−1 is expanded at each height for better
interpretation. Right: Comparison between IFTS and FIAS generated RMS spectra at 20 D,
40 D and 60 D, r/x = 0. IFTS RMS values were derived from the 0.75 and 0.25 quantile
spectra while the FIAS RMS values were directly measured.
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[81], but the quantile spectra are responsive to the nonlinearities driven by the turbulence,
and the impact of lr on RMS values would likely show up in the quantile sorts. In the
H2O region near 3500 cm
−1 (expanded inset plots) the comparison is not ideal at 20 D.
However, at this convolved lower resolution the impact of the reduced number of CH4
spectral lines will be more pronounced causing the model to underpredict intensity near
3300 cm−1, a conclusion reinforced by the improved comparison in that region at 60 D
where the CH4 footprint is greatly reduced. The comparison across the entire spectrum
does indicate reasonable agreement between TASS and experimental spectra in all three
quantiles at the three heights.
It is known the nonlinear relationship between temperature and radiance makes the
spectra sensitive to TRI driven changes in the scalar field. The quantile-sorted spectra are
thus assumed to be indicative of the TRI and the governing scalar statistics. Figure 4.4
(right) is a comparison between the FIAS acquired RMS spectra and IFTS RMS spectra
derived from the quantile sorting approach. The 0.75 and 0.25 quantile difference is related
to the standard deviation of the distribution simply by a scaling factor. Here, the upper
and lower quantiles were converted at each spectral channel to produce an equivalent RMS
spectrum. The results demonstrate a useful application of the quantile sorting method. It
should be pointed out the FIAS measurements were taken with a well established prism
spectrometer capable of sampling a given wavelength at up to 6250 Hz, but only at a single
LOS. Comparable RMS spectra via quantile sorting of IFTS spectra produce those spectral
statistics at every pixel and provide a map of the TRI in the flame.
The axial integrated intensity profiles in Figure 4.5 are presented to provide additional
comparison between simulated and experimental spectra. Any disparities found within the
spectral comparisons from Figure 4.4 are obvious here. The integrated results at 20 D are, in
fact, misleading as the reasonable agreement is mostly due to the offset CO2 (overpredicted)
and CH4 (underpredicted) comparisons at that height. These results further reinforce the
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utility of spectral information at each pixel to prevent any misinterpretation of a spectrally
integrated signal.
Figure 4.5: Comparison of experimental and TASS axial integrated intensity profiles at the
three quartiles.
4.5 Conclusions
The present work further establishes IFTS as a viable passive combustion diagnostics
tool. Comparisons have been made between IFTS measured flame properties and
previously reported narrowband results. These measured flame properties indicate the
utility of the high-speed broadband imaging capability of IFTS. The spectral comparisons
between TASS modeled spectra and experimental data at 0.25 cm−1 resolution were
not previously available, and the enhanced spectral fidelity allows a window into the
performance of the TASS model as it pertains to each species across a broad spectrum.
In addition, the higher spectral resolution provides insight into the performance of
various spectroscopic databases at elevated temperatures. The lower resolution quantile
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comparison reveals an opportunity to leverage the stochastic fluctuations in the IDCLPF
component to describe the scalar statistics driven by TRI at every pixel.
Nonintrusive diagnostic methods are valuable and highly desirable techniques in the
realm of turbulent combustion study. The combined capabilities of IFTS to capture both
high-speed imagery based flame characteristics and high-resolution spectra at each pixel
make it an extremely versatile option. The added possibility of quantile spectra describing
scalar statistics greatly expand that versatility.
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V. Retrieval of scalar statistics from a multilayer turbulent flame via imaging
Fourier-transform spectrometry
T
he results in this chapter are presented in a more traditional manner and not as a
document prepared for journal submission. It is anticipated the results will warrant a
submission to a reputable combustion journal in the future. As such, the analysis and results
in this chapter are not preceded by the fundamental theory describing the quantile sorting
method and the inversion algorithm. The applicable theory is presented in its entirety in
Chapter 2. The focus is on presenting a successful inversion method for a stationary LOS,
framing the complications brought about by integrated intensity sorting, and reporting
retrieved scalar profiles and statistics from TASS simulated and IFTS experimental spectra.
The work is significant for the following reasons:
• It demonstrates an onion-peeling inspired inversion method for IFTS which does not
require an optically thin source or a priori knowledge of the source, and is suitable
for both laminar and turbulent study.
• It firmly establishes the correlated link between LOS intensity sorting and temper-
ature. The understanding of which is vital to the interpretation of scalars retrieved
from quantile sorted spectra.
• Scalar profiles are retrieved and presented from a TASS simulated flame and quantile-
based statistical temperature profiles are compared to published DLR Flame A data.
• Scalar profiles retrieved from first-ever IFTS measurements of Purdue Flame A are
presented and discussed.
Building upon Chapters 3 and 4, this chapter fully validates the use of IFTS for
combustion diagnostics. These results warrant the additional study of TNF type sources
via IFTS.
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5.1 Understanding the flame
Prior to examining any retrieval results, it is important to become oriented with the
flame. Therefore, the DLR measured median radial profiles for temperature, CO2 and CH4
at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D are presented and discussed. The equivalent LOS spectra due to
those stationary profiles are then presented at several locations with a discussion of the
spectral behavior.
5.1.1 Median scalar distributions.
Figure 5.1 contains the medial radial DLR sample point profiles for temperature, CO2
and CH4 at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D. The temperature profile at 20 D suggests the chemical
interactions are occurring near 1.5 cm, where the temperature peaks. This is to be expected
at this height in a TNF where oxygen is just beginning to be entrained into the flame. The
plots of CO2 and CH4 at this height are consistent with this view of the flame chemistry. As
a product of the combustion, the profile for CO2 is very similar to that of temperature. The
CH4 profile, as expected, has a strong presence near center at this height, where the oxygen
has not yet been entrained to allow for combustion. At 40 D the turbulence has entrained
much more oxygen and the profiles have changed. The peak temperature is still off axis,
but is much closer to center temperature. The CO2 profile shape is again similar to that of
temperature, and the CO2 concentration is clearly increasing. With the increase in CO2, the
CH4 profile decreases in both peak and width. Finally, at 60 D there is complete mixing
and the temperature and CO2 profiles indicate peaks near center while the CH4 is nearly
depleted.
5.1.2 Stationary spectra.
The simulated LOS spectra for the stationary median scalar profiles are presented in
Figure 5.2. The left column is the LOS through flame center, the middle column is an off
axis LOS dominated by turbulence at r/x = 0.0625 (r = 1 cm, 2 cm and 3 cm for 20 D,
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Figure 5.1: Median radial scalar profiles for temperature, CO2, and CH4 at 20 D, 40 D and
60 D as found in the DLR archive [75].
40 D and 60 D, respectively), and the right column is further off axis at r/x = 0.125 (r =
2 cm, 4 cm and 6 cm for 20 D, 40 D and 60 D, respectively).
The CH4 spectral feature at 3000 cm
−1 has been highlighted as a function of flame
height at r/x = 0 and as a function of radius at 20 D. Both radially and axially the CH4
spectrum is representative of the CH4 concentration profiles seen in Figure 5.1. Radially, at
20 D, the CH4 spectral feature is strongest at r/x = 0, still evident off axis at r/x = 0.0625
(r = 1 cm), and not present at r/x = 0.0125 (r = 2 cm). Axially, at r/x = 0, the spectral
feature falls off with height and is not evident at 60 D, where species concentrations are on
the order of 10−4.
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Figure 5.2: Simulated stationary LOS spectra (from median scalar profiles) at 20 D, 40 D
and 60 D, r/x = 0, 0.0625, 0.125
The CO2 spectral feature centered near 2300 cm
−1, evident in all panels, is not as
obviously representative of the CO2 concentration profiles. The LOS spectra are path
integrated, and as such are impacted not only by the off axis peak behavior of the CO2
(and temperature) profiles but also the total path through the flame. This is most evident at
40 D where the peak CO2 intensity falls off radially. The off axis r/x = 0.0625 spectrum
has passed through the peak of both the CO2 and temperature profiles at r = 2 cm, but
the CO2 spectral feature is approximately 100 μW/(cm
2 sr cm−1) less than that of the CO2
feature at r/x = 0. The center LOS passes through the entire diameter of the flame and
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includes radiance not just from the r = 0 configuration but from the entire scalar profile, to
include the off axis peak temperature and CO2 concentrations. This results in a center LOS
CO2 radiance larger than any of those off axis. Effects of the path integration are also seen
at 20 D, r/x = 0 and 0.0625, where now the off axis LOS is passing predominantly through
the temperature and CO2 peaks near r = 1.5 cm and the resultant CO2 spectral feature is
more intense than that of the diametric path.
5.2 Inversion of non-turbulent multilayer profiles
The intensity sorting and selection of quantile spectra introduce several unique
complications and unknowns of their own. Therefore, prior to the retrieval of scalars from
quantile spectra associated with a turbulent flame, the inversion method is validated against
less complicated stationary LOS spectra. Good comparison between retrieved scalars and
the known input scalar profiles from several stationary flame configurations will alleviate
any concerns with regard to the performance of the algorithm when retrieving from the
more complicated quantile spectra.
Here, scalars from 6000 radial flame configurations generated via TASS analysis at
40 D were sorted individually at each radial location (every 0.5 cm to coincide with the DLR
sample locations at that height). The three quantile scalar profiles were used to generate
three quantile flame profiles along each LOS. These flame conditions would only occur
if every scalar in the flame were to be at the same particular quantile at a given instant.
The unlikelihood of this scenario is irrelevant as this was merely a check of the inversion
algorithm in the absence of turbulence, therefore any instantaneous flame profile would
suffice. These three were chosen due to their relevance in the present work.
The quantile flame profiles were combined with the multilayer radiative transfer model
to generate three spectra at each LOS. These spectra were then fit in accordance with the
inversion method described in Chapter 2. Comparisons between retrieved temperature and
CO2 profiles are presented in Figure 5.3. Radial plot points are bounded by temperature
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Figure 5.3: Scalar sorted temperature (left) and CO2 (right) retrieval results at 40 D
for 0.25 (blue), 0.50 (black), and 0.75 (red) stationary profiles. Dashed lines are the
profiles resulting from a sort of the TASS generated scalars at each radial sample location.
Retrieved profiles from the stationary LOS spectra are marked with the points and solid
lines.
and intensity constraints described in more detail in the turbulent retrievals discussion
immediately to follow. The remaining concentration profiles are found in Appendix C.
Retrieved temperatures are in excellent agreement with the input profiles at all three
quantiles. The RMS of the residuals between retrieved and measured in the 0 cm to 5 cm
range are 40.2 K, 45.7 K and 37.2 K for the 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 profiles, respectively. In
relation to profile peak temperatures, this is an average error (TRMS/Tpeak) of 2.4 % between
the three profiles. The retrieved CO2 profiles are not as ideal as the temperature, but the
input profiles are nevertheless well represented in the results. The RMS of the residuals
for these profiles are 0.0033, 0.0042, and 0.0036 for the 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 profiles,
respectively. These values give an average error (χRMS/χpeak) of 10.4 % between profiles.
It bears mentioning this inversion algorithm was developed as a simple, straightfor-
ward method to retrieve scalar profiles for the present work (the intended focus of the effort
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being on the intensity sorting and management of turbulent effects). Therefore, these results
are indicative of a suitable inversion method. With such excellent agreement between input
and retrieved temperature profiles this method may be applicable in other IFTS analysis
where inversion of the source is required. Future development with properly chosen opti-
mization techniques can improve the algorithm, but this stationary LOS study demonstrates
it is suitable for the inversion of the quantile spectra.
5.3 Retrievals from a simulated turbulent flame
5.3.1 Intensity sorted scalar profiles.
Prior to examining results of the quantile spectra fits, the intensity sorting method is
revisited. As described in Chapter 2, quantile spectra are averages over a small (relative
to the total) subset centered about a particular quantile. This idea is presented again
in the upper half of Figure 5.4. The lower half of the figure extends the sorting to
the corresponding temperatures from the TASS generated instantaneous profiles used in
modeling the integrated spectra. The gray points are the unsorted temperature samples,
the red line is the result of sorting those points directly, and the black line is the result
of applying the sort index from the corresponding LOS intensity sort. The black line has
been smoothed via moving average with a width equivalent to the quantile bins (4 % of the
total sample number). If intensity and temperature were perfectly correlated, the black and
red lines would match. The left plot contains the TASS generated temperature points from
flame center, r/x = 0. Sorting these values by the intensity index from the LOS spectra
for the diametric path does not produce an ideal match. Further off axis, at r/x = 0.11, the
plot on the right produces a much closer match between the two sorted plots. This would
indicate LOS intensity and temperature are more correlated off axis, a concept explored
further in Figure 5.5.
The left side of Figure 5.5 depicts the plume geometry and relationship between radial
location and LOS. The colored rays representing the various LOS coincide with the plot on
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Figure 5.4: Upper: Unsorted (left) and sorted (right) intensity values at the r/x = 0 LOS.
Quantile locations are annotated with 4 % bin width. Lower: Unsorted (gray), intensity
sorted (black), and temperature sorted (red) plots of temperature samples at r/x = 0 (left)
and r/x = 0.11 (right). Intensity sorted lines were smoothed within a 4 % width consistent
with the quantile bins.
the right side of the same figure, where the degree of correlation between temperature and
intensity at multiple locations is presented. The points on the plot designate the correlation
between the intensity at that LOS and the temperature at that radial location in the flame
(i.e. the red dot at r = 0 is the temperatures from center flame correlated with the intensity
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Figure 5.5: Left: Flame geometry. Right: Radial temperature versus LOS intensity
correlation plot at 40 D.
from the diametric LOS). The lines of equivalent color drawn to the right of the points
are the correlation of the intensities from the initial LOS with the temperatures at the radial
location where the line is drawn. The results indicate the LOS intensities near the diametric
path are far more correlated with those at approximately 2.5 cm (r/x = 0.08). This explains
the disagreement between the red and black sorted plots in the lower half of Figure 5.4. The
temperature and intensity have a correlation coefficient of approximately 0.33 at r/x = 0,
and this limited correlation is shown when temperature is sorted with the LOS intensity
index. Whereas, intensity and temperature have a correlation coefficient of nearly 0.8 at
r/x = 0.11 (3.5 cm), and the sorted plots at that location are in much better agreement.
Considering the nature of the TNF, these results are not surprising. The greatest
temperature fluctuations are going to occur in the more turbulent off axis regions, and
the intensities from the LOS that look primarily through these regions will thus be well
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correlated with the temperature. The diametric path, however, looks through all layers of
the flame. The smaller fluctuations at flame center are thus dominated by the fluctuations in
the turbulence still being probed along that LOS. This will have an impact on the retrieved
scalars and the inversion process near flame center.
5.3.2 Spectral fits.
The 6000 instantaneous spectra were modeled and sorted in the manner described in
Chapters 2 and 4, combining the TASS generated profiles, the multilayer radiative transfer
model, and the quantile analysis method. The onion-peeling inspired inversion method
described in Chapter 2 was then used to fit the appropriate LOS spectra and return the
estimated scalar profiles. Prior to fitting, artificial noise was added to the spectra to test
the robustness of the method. A noise parameter was generated by dividing the RMS
of the simulated spectrum by 250. The noise parameter was then multiplied by a vector
of psuedorandom numbers drawn from a standard normal distribution and added to the
radiance. A more complete parametric study of noise effects on the inversion method is
presented in Appendix C for reference. As an example of the magnitude of the noise in this
instance, the RMS of the artificial noise at 40 D, r/x = 0, was 0.432 for the 0.50 quantile,
or 0.5 % of the mean spectrum. It should be pointed out the simulated spectra were initially
generated at width equivalent to that of the data, but early model results indicated the width
needed to be extended. The fit was sensitive to starting well out in the noise where the initial
atmospheric input was accurate. This point becomes relevant in the retrieval of scalars from
the data presented in the next section.
Results of the spectral fits from the inversion are reported at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D for
three LOS in Figure 5.6. Only the input and modeled spectra for the 0.50 quantile are
shown, but residuals (the difference between input and modeled spectra) are shown for the
0.25, 0.50, and 0.75. RMS values were computed for the residuals and are presented in
corresponding color. Agreement is, in general, excellent. The RMS of the residuals for the
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Figure 5.6: Spectral fit results at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D for r/x = 0, r/x = 0.0625, and
r/x = 0.125. Data and model comparisons are only for the 0.50 quantile with residuals
for all fits presented and colored accordingly. Residuals are offset for comparison and on
the same scale as the spectra. The RMS of the residuals (in y axis units) are reported and
colored to match the appropriate quantile.
0.50 quantile at 40 D, r/x = 0, is approximately 5 times that of the simulated instrument
noise detailed above. Comparison locations were selected using the integrated intensity
profile. The r/x = 0.125 LOS was chosen to examine the performance of the fit off axis
where little spectral signal is available. Integrated intensity profiles as a function of r/x for
the three heights and the three quantiles are provided in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Integrated intensity as a function of r/x at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D for the 0.25
(blue), 0.50 (black), and 0.75 (red) quantiles.
The relative error (RMS/mean) at 40 D is presented in Table 5.1 and is indicative of
the performance of the model at other heights and LOS. The extremely high error for the
r/x = 0.125 fit is the result of very little spectral signal at this location (4 cm off axis).
This is verified in Figure 5.7, where it can be seen the integrated intensity is almost zero
for the 0.25 quantile at 40 D. As the intensity increases with the 0.50 and 0.75 quantiles at
that same location, the error is reduced significantly. It is also worth noting the residuals
contain the most structure in the 2150 cm−1 to 2400 cm−1 range, and in that same spectral
range at r/x = 0.125 the relative error is only 6 %, 1 % and 0.3 % for the 0.25, 0.50, and
Table 5.1: Relative error (RMS/mean) from spectral fits at 40 D, r/x = 0, r/x = 0.0625,
and r/x = 0.125 for the three quantiles.
r/x = 0 r/x = 0.0625 r/x = 0.125
0.25 2.5 % 4.0 % 56 %
0.50 2.3 % 2.7 % 23 %
0.75 1.5 % 2.3 % 9.1 %
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0.75 quantiles, respectively. This indicates the fits are reasonable (as the spectral plots
indicate), and the majority of the RMS error is in regions where there is little to no actual
spectral activity.
5.3.3 Retrieval of scalar profile statistics.
Retrieved temperature profiles and their associated RMS values are reported in Figure
5.8. Plots are presented from r = 0 to a temperature and intensity driven cutoff unique
to each height and quantile. The entire 2 μm to 5 μm band was fit during inversion, and
considering the impact to spectral fit results in regions of low intensity, points below 500 K
and 1000 μW/(cm2sr) were considered unreliable and omitted from the plots. Fit point
spacing was in general consistent with the same sampling accomplished in the DLR Flame
A diagnostics (0.25 cm at 20 D, 0.50 cm at 40 D, and 1.0 cm at 60 D) with the exception
of 60 D, where the sampling was increased for ease comparison with the upsampled TASS
plots. The dashed comparison profiles are the individually sorted TASS scalar profiles used
in the stationary LOS study above.
The temperature profile comparisons in Figure 5.8 demonstrate the inversion method
has captured the functional behavior of temperature in all cases. As expected, the diametric
LOS is problematic at 40, and—to a much greater extent—20 D. This is consistent with
the intensity and temperature correlation study above. For the diametric path, the model is
attempting to estimate temperatures at flame center which are dominated by temperatures
in the turbulent layers along the LOS. At 20 D this is extremely evident due to the large
difference between center and off axis flame temperatures. The effect is less evident at
40 D, where off axis temperatures are not as dominant, and at 60 D there is good agreement
at center as temperature mostly drops with radius at that height. For nearly all points the
retrieved temperature slightly overpredicts that of the sorted scalars. This is likely due to
the combination of the averaging over the subset of spectra to determine Lq(ν̃) and the LOS
profile effects already described. As pointed out in Chapter 2, the nonlinear relationship
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of radial quantile temperature profiles at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D.
Dashed lines are the profiles resulting from a sort of the TASS generated scalars at each
radial sample location. Points with solid lines are inversion retrieved profiles from the
intensity sorted quantile spectra. (RMS values in y axis units)
between L(ν̃) and scalars (particularly temperature) does not allow for an averaged L(ν̃) to
represent the the averaged scalars. This relationship could be driving temperature estimates
up, despite the smaller bin width used in the selection of the quantile scalars. The LOS
profile effects impact what is being interpreted as “truth” in these comparisons. The
dashed lines representing the sorted temperatures are the results desired from this study,
but do not represent the actual profiles seen along the various LOS after intensity sorting
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Figure 5.9: Radial profiles of DLR and IFTS measured Tstd/Tmed at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D.
The IFTS standard deviation was converted from the retrieved 0.25 and 0.75 temperatures.
and selection of quantile spectra. Certainly the retrieved profiles appear indicative of the
statistics describing the scalars, but the exact relationship between the retrieved quantiles
and pure sorted quantiles is not known. Despite these complexities, the RMS values are
mostly excellent. The largest disparities are found in the 0.25 and 0.50 quantiles at 20 D,
but these are driven by the highly over estimated temperatures at center. The RMS of
the residuals at 0.25 from 0.25 cm to 2 cm, for instance, is 122 K. Average peak relative
error (TRMS/Tpeak) for the three heights is 20 %, 8 % and 7 % for 20 D, 40 D and 60 D,
respectively. The 20 D calculation includes the entire plotted range.
The utility of having statistically based quantile estimates of scalars is demonstrated
in Figure 5.9. Here, the upper and lower temperature quantiles have been converted to a
standard deviation as in the manner used to generate the RMS spectra in Chapter 4, and
the ratio of the standard deviation to the median is plotted for all three heights. The dashed
lines are the statistics from the experimentally gathered DLR points and compare very well
to the statistics retrieved from the simulated data. The disagreement near center at 20 D
is, again, driven by the elevated estimates in that region. Qualitatively, these plots indicate
IFTS retrieved scalars and scalar statistics may provide results comparable to more well
established and verified methods.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of radial quantile CO2 concentration profiles at 20 D, 40 D and
60 D. Dashed lines are the profiles resulting from a sort of the TASS generated scalars at
each radial sample location. Points with solid lines are inversion retrieved profiles from the
intensity sorted quantile spectra. (RMS values in y axis units)
Species concentration profile comparisons for CO2 are presented with their RMS
values in Figure 5.10. The remaining concentration profiles can be found in Appendix
C, but considering the large footprint in the spectral band, it is reasonable to assume CO2
will have the greatest correlation with integrated intensity. The radial plot constraints from
the temperature profiles have been applied, and—as with the temperatures—comparisons
are against the radially sorted scalar values from the TASS generated set. The inversion
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once again captures the behavior of the scalar as a function of radius. The median quantiles
compare particularly well at all three heights. Average peak relative errors (χRMS/χpeak) of
14 %, 12 % and 10 % from 20 D to 60 D are not ideal, but are not unreasonable for an initial
application of both the unique inversion method and quantile analysis approach. It can be
expected advancements in both techniques will improve on this error.
5.4 IFTS measurements
5.4.1 Examination of the data.
Prior to reporting retrieved scalars from the IFTS measured spectra, the data is first
examined and described. The spectra presented in Figure 5.11 are from the 0.50 quantile
at 40 D, and are indicative of the behavior at all three heights and quantiles. To depict the
spectral behavior moving radially away from flame center (top to bottom in the figure), the
red lines indicate the spectra from the LOS at the current r location, while the gray are the
previous spectra from r = 0 to the current location. The left plots are the spectra isolated
at specific radial locations. The right plots are the equivalent spectra peak normalized by
the CO2 feature near 2300 cm
−1. The behavior of the CO2 feature in both indicate optical
trapping between r = 0 cm and 2.0 cm. At these inner LOS there is more pathlength through
the flame which should coincide with more integrated signal. However, in the median
spectra on the left there is very little change to the peak intensity, which should be dropping
with the reduced pathlength through the flame off center axis. Concurrently, the peak
normalized spectra show no change in the spectral shape of the CO2 feature through that
same region, where changes in temperature along the LOS should be impacting the width of
the feature. This indicates their are photons at these wavelengths being trapped near flame
center and not reaching the detector. Additionally, the H2O feature near 3500 cm
−1 shows
little change in shape from r = 0 cm and 2.0 cm. At r = 3.6 cm the median spectrum has
dropped significantly in intensity, but the normalized relative spectral shape is only starting
to change. Only at r = 5.0 cm is there observable change in the width of the normalized
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CO2 peak. The final plots at r = 6.5 cm indicate little to no spectral features remain, but the
equivalent normalized spectrum shows significant systematic error. There is a strange non-
zero mean noise pattern about the baseline which appears to vary with wavelength. This
is perhaps not unexpected at lower wavenumber, but not at higher wavenumber since this
is at flame edge and the spectrum is due mostly to atmospheric background. In addition,
there is an unexplained baseline increase at both ends of the spectrum, and the width of the
CO2 feature is at or beyond the width found at r = 0 cm. The effects are explored further in
Figure 5.12.
The mean radiance plots in Figure 5.12 capture the integrated behavior of the CO2
feature across all LOS, from center pixel to edge. The left plot of the mean radiance in
the CO2 band (1950 cm
−1 to 2450 cm−1) roll off to nearly zero at the wing. In contrast, the
right plot of the peak normalized mean spectra reveals the otherwise unnoticed systematic
error seen in the r = 6.5 cm plot in Figure 5.11. Some systematic error and measurement
noise is to be expected, and the model and inversion method must be robust enough to
overcome them, but the behavior beyond r = 5 cm is excessive. The model and algorithm
were proven capable of overcoming some artificial noise against simulated spectra in the
previous section, but the levels of systematic error seen here affected the implementation
of the scalar retrieval method for the IFTS measured data, and the simulated data did not
test for such conditions. The effects seen beyond r = 5 cm in Figure 5.12 are likely due
to a combination of low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and systematic errors in that region.
Certainly there was a substantial statistical under-sampling which impacted the SNR across
all LOS. After sorting the 256 interferograms, a quantile bin width (sample size) of 4% was
used. This resulted in approximately 10 samples at each quantile, which is going to have
a negative effect on the SNR. In addition, the impact of non-Gaussian noise sources on
quantile sorting have not been explored. This, too, could impact the spectra and is expected
to be improved if the SNR is much higher than both the measured and systematic noise.
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Figure 5.11: Left: Median (0.50) spectra at 40 D for various radial locations (red) and
spectra from zero to current location (gray). Right: Median (0.50) CO2 peak normalized
spectra at 40 D for various radial locations (red) and spectra from zero to current location
(gray).
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Figure 5.12: Left: Mean radiance of the median (0.50) quantile (40 D) in the CO2 band
(1950 cm−1 to 2450 cm−1) as a function of radius. Right: Mean radiance of the median
(0.50) CO2 peak normalized quantile (40 D) in the same band. The peak normalized plot
indicates strong systematic error beyond r = 5 cm.
5.4.2 Retrievals from IFTS data.
The results of the spectral fits from the inversion at 40 D, q = 0.5, are presented in
Figure 5.13, with the residuals between data and model shown offset but on the same scale.
As has been discussed in the previous figures, random and systematic errors were much
larger, and the resultant RMS fit errors seen here are an order of magnitude greater than
those seen in the simulated spectral fits. The relative error (RMS/mean) is 20 %, 23 % and
64 % for r/x = 0, 0.0625, and 0.156, respectively. The absorption region of CO2 around
2350 cm−1 shows much structure in the residuals, but the emission region below 2350 cm−1
does not.
The inversion algorithm’s sensitivity to radial starting position was known from the
analysis of the simulated spectra. Initial fits of the IFTS data were performed using the
halfwidth of the centered data window (97 pixels, 7 cm). Considering the additional width
needed for the simulations, this was already less than ideal. The early retrieval results were
poor. They indicated little separation of quantiles and were erratic throughout. However,
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Figure 5.13: Spectral fit results for IFTS data at 40 D, q = 0.50. (RMS values in y axis
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analysis of simulations indicated error at low signal could cause significant problems as
well. The spectral behavior at the edges of the flame (beyond r = 5 cm) seen in Figure
5.12 indicated the algorithm may be more adversely affected by the systematic error than
the ideal starting location. Thus, the retrieved profiles reported here are the results of fits
which began well inside the available radial range at r = 5 cm, where the normalized plot
indicates the systematic error has not yet begun to creep into the spectrum.
Retrieval results for temperature and CO2 at 40 D are presented in Figure 5.14. As
expected from the observations of the experimental data, temperature results are impacted
at flame center and flame edge. The temperature results from 0–2 cm show no noticeable
separation between quantiles. This is consistent with the unchanging spectral shape of
the normalized CO2 feature seen in Figure 5.12. That width is driven by the rotational
population and as the dominant spectral feature should be indicative of flame temperature.
Notice beyond r = 3.6 cm—where the CO2 feature begins to contract—the temperature
profiles display the separation expected between quantiles. The dashed line indicates the
0.5 quantile from the individually sorted TASS data. Ideally, this line would coincide with
the black 0.50 retrieved scalars, but the gross overprediction seen here is likely driven by
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Figure 5.14: Retrieved temperature (left) and CO2 quantiles at 40 D. The 0.50 TASS (- - -)
profile is provided for reference.
the starting location of the fit. Early modeling efforts of the simulated data indicated similar
behavior when the fit was not started at a radial location just beyond the flame edge.
The CO2 profiles seen in Figure 5.14 (right) are an improvement over the temperature
results. There is a general separation between quantiles across the profile, indicating the
intensity sorting methodology holds for measured data. In the problematic region from
center to r = 3.6 cm the retrieved CO2 values drift well below the sorted TASS profile.
This is perhaps to be expected considering the behavior of temperature in this same region
and the correlation between the two scalars. In the remaining region from r = 3.6–5.5 cm
the small sample of CO2 retrieval points do indicate some promise. Initial estimates are
high, again likely due to the nonoptimal starting location of the fit. Additional scalars and
heights are not presented as they all suffer from the same systematic error and therefore
retrieve similar profiles.
The impact of systematic error on these results has been emphasized, and it is likely
an important factor in the poor performance of the model. In addition, the data sample size
was more than 20 times below that of the simulated set. It is believed a larger dataset would
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simultaneously increase the SNR across the spectrum and have the greatest mitigating
effect toward the impact of the systematic error, and limit the inaccuracies due to finite
sampling of quantiles. An improved SNR could improve retrievals near flame center by
increasing the sensitivity of the model to changes in the H2O spectrum near flame center,
providing temperature information not available from the optically trapped CO2 lines. As
mentioned above, at flame edge the improved SNR would reduce the spectral effects due to
the measurement and systematic error and likely improve fit results in that region. The SNR
at flame edge could be improved further by collecting two sets of overlapping flame data
at each height. At flame center, a set with low integration time and high optical attenuation
would be taken, similar to the data in this work. At flame edge, an overlapping set with
a higher integration time and little optical attenuation would capture high SNR spectra.
These two sets could then be combined in post processing. Lastly, it is also possible the
SNR could benefit from smoothing the LOS variation of each spectral channel.
In addition to an improved SNR, there are several other possible opportunities to
improve retrieval results. One factor likely impacting results at flame edge—present in the
data but not incorporated into the model—is background radiance. The pathlength behind
the flame, particularly at the edges, would contribute to the radiance at the sensor. This
was irrelevant when performing the fit under simulated conditions, as the background was
absent in both the input and modeled spectra, but it could cause significant problems with
the fit under the real physical conditions being input by the IFTS measured spectra. This is
not an insurmountable problem and would require a modification to the developed model
and additional testing under simulated conditions. Temperature estimates near flame center
should benefit from the addition of high temperature CH4 lines. This would minimize
systematic errors in the CH4 spectral region and should improve temperature estimates
in the interior of the flame where CH4 concentrations are large and the dominant CO2
spectral feature is optically trapped. Finally, a more sophisticated retrieval algorithm,
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which contains smoothing parameters and simultaneously fits scalars in multiple layers,
may improve results in low SNR conditions. The results from the simple onion-peeling
inspired method developed here would become starting input scalar parameters for the
more sophisticated algorithm.
5.5 Conclusions
This chapter presented the results of several different inversion and retrieval scenarios.
First, temperature and CO2 profiles were retrieved for three stationary flame configurations.
Results were excellent and demonstrated the inversion method developed for this work
is well suited to the task. Although the initial intent was to employ a simple inversion
algorithm with a focus on the quantile analysis, the robustness of this technique on the
simulated data stands out as an achievement.
Spectral fit results and the retrieved profiles were also reported for simulated TNF
spectra. Fits were excellent at all heights and radial locations, even well off axis where
signal was low. In some low signal cases the relative RMS error was high, but within the
CO2 band the error was at or below 6 %. Subsequent simulation retrievals were excellent as
well. The inversion algorithm proved susceptible to some problems estimating temperature
at center. The simulations revealed the LOS intensity for the diametric path was more
correlated with off axis LOS, and this proved accurate. This was most evident on the
diametric path at 20 D, where the cooler flame center was dominated by the hotter outer
layers along the LOS. The consistent overestimation of temperature along the profile
is likely related to the averaging within the quantile bins and can be minimized with
additional study of an ideal bin width. Retrieved CO2 profiles were also acceptable. This
is as expected, considering the strong correlation with temperature and the overwhelming
presence of the species in the spectral band. Perhaps the most powerful demonstration
of this technique was found in the radial plots of temperature standard deviation over the
median temperature. The choice of 0.25 and 0.75 quantiles was arbitrary, and the two
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were simply converted to a standard deviation of temperature at each point. Statistics of
this type are not trivial and, considering they are being retrieved from 2D imagery and
path-integrated spectra, are another significant achievement of this work.
The retrieved IFTS temperature and CO2 profiles at 40 D are not ideal but do not
invalidate the results put forth by the inversion of the simulated spectra. Analysis of the
simulations indicated the algorithm was sensitive to both radial start location and initial
spectral conditions. The high systematic error in the outer regions of the IFTS data imposed
less than ideal fit conditions. In addition, the behavior of the dominant CO2 feature from
r = 0–3.6 cm further muddied the results. Despite these complications, the results did
indicate the retrieval method was performing as desired in the r = 3.6–5.5 cm range. The
proof of concept is demonstrated with the simulated data, and the question of whether IFTS
data can be analyzed with respect to turbulence and quantiles has been answered there. It
is believed a larger data sample set with higher signal to noise will demonstrate the method
with measurements.
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VI. Conclusions
P
rior to this work, no IFTS measurements of turbulent flames existed. Due to the
impact of the scene fluctuations on the formation of an interferogram, it may
have even seemed counterintuitive to attempt such measurements—IFTS is designed to
measure static scenes. The combination of high spectral and spatial resolution make IFTS
particularly attractive for combustion diagnostics, since multiple species concentrations
and the flow field temperature can in principle be discerned throughout the flame, artifacts
from intensity fluctuations notwithstanding. This work demonstrates that IFTS is, in
fact, a useful diagnostic for turbulent combustion. The simplest approach uses ensemble
averaging to obtain spectral images free from fluctuation-induced artifacts. This is
useful for qualitative assessment of flames, e.g. identifying where reactants and products
are within the flame. This is also useful for quantitative comparison of time-averaged
measurements with model predictions. This work showed favorable comparisons of
IFTS mean measurements with TASS simulations, and this can easily be extended to
spectral images produced from scalar fields generated by reactive-flow computational fluid
dynamics. In fact, IFTS could be readily used to both benchmark numerical predictions
and help identify specific improvements needed by these predictive codes.
While ensemble averaging yields useful flame spectral images, quantitative interpreta-
tion, i.e. inferring 3D scalar fields via direct inversion, is difficult if a priori knowledge of
the scalar fields’ probability distribution functions is unavailable. This is due to the highly
nonlinear nature of radiative transfer. The most significant achievement of this work is the
demonstration that the intensity fluctuations—previously viewed as a “noise term” to be
averaged over—can be used to generate quantile spectra which contain information about
the underlying scalar field fluctuation statistics. A quantile spectrum represents a condi-
tional average over the limited set of scalar field configurations which produce a common
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integrated intensity. This removes much of the nonlinear effects present in a standard en-
semble average, and consequently makes spectral inversion less problematic in the absence
of a priori scalar PDFs. In this work, an onion-peeling-like spectral inversion method was
developed to estimate radial scalar distributions from each quantile spectrum. The accu-
racy of these retrievals is a function of several measurement parameters, including SNR,
spectral resolution, optical thickness of the flame, and the presence of systematic errors.
Inversions of TASS simulated quantile spectra yielded scalar estimates in good agreement
with their underlying statistical distributions. For example, the non-dimensional RMS-
to-mean temperature ratio estimated from retrievals from multiple quantile spectra was in
good agreement with the underlying temperature statistics driving the TASS model. Spec-
tral inversions were also performed on the Purdue Flame A measurements. A combination
of systematic errors, insufficient SNR, and optical trapping within the strong CO2 band
made retrievals difficult near flame center. However, the qualitative behavior of temper-
ature and CO2 across quantiles was consistent with the elevated turbulence at the flame
edge.
This work establishes IFTS as a combustion diagnostic which is complementary
to myriad laser-based methods. Moreover, this work demonstrates the applicability of
IFTS for estimating scalar fluctuation statistics in turbulent flames. Additional work is
required to bring this capability to full fruition; however, this work justifies a substantial
continued effort. Having summarized the significance of this work, a more detailed list of
accomplishments is now documented.
1. Captured the highest spectral resolution (0.25 cm−1 across a wide channel band-pass)
IFTS measurements of canonical flame (Purdue Flame A) at comparable spatial
(0.72 mm) and temporal (5 kHz) resolutions of the best IR camera measurements
to date.
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(a) Provides the combustion and spectroscopic communities with high-resolution
spectral data suitable for testing radiation models and assessing high tempera-
ture spectroscopy databases.
(b) Provides the computational fluid dynamics flame modeling community with
highly-constraining measurements against which predictions from current and
next-generation codes can be tested.
2. Validated both the spectral and imagery data regimes with previously acquired non-
imaging spectral and narrowband IR measurements.
(a) Demonstrated that IFTS turbulent flame spectral measurements agree to within
10% of published FIAS measurements at 40 D and 60 D; comparison degraded
to 20% at 20 D.
(b) Demonstrated that IFTS imagery measurements can be used to estimate
turbulent integral time and length scales, intensity PDFs, and PSDs; integral
length scales agree to within 14% at 20 D and 60 D; PDFs and PSDs exhibit
nearly identical behavior.
3. Implemented stochastic TASS analysis to model instantaneous flame scalar profiles;
developed a more robust approach to handling multiple species concentrations and
their correlations with temperature.
4. Developed a multilayer spectral radiance model incorporating the latest high-temperature
spectral databases suitable for modeling inhomogeneous axi-symmetric flames; cou-
pled with TASS-generated stochastic scalar fields to simulate instantaneous flame
spectra along arbitrary LOS.
5. Demonstrated good agreement between observed and simulated mean, diametric-
path, high resolution (0.25 cm−1) spectra at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D with RMS
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fit errors between 13.5-18.6%; simultaneously validates the multi-layer radiative
transfer model, extended TASS model, and sufficient quality of the high-temperature
spectroscopy databases (excepting the methane line list).
6. Performed the first quantitative interpretation of quantile spectra for turbulent flames.
(a) Demonstrated that quantile spectra can be used to estimate RMS spectra in
turbulent flames due to the strong correlation which exists between integrated
intensity and spectral channel intensity. Validated estimated RMS spectra
against direct RMS measurements previously reported.
(b) Compared measured and modeled quantile spectra at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D for
diametric and chord-like paths; observed decent agreement between measured
and modeled diametric-path spectra; poor agreement observed for chord-like
paths.
(c) Demonstrated utility of quantile spectra for assessing how well stochastic time
series analysis predicts TRI.
7. Developed a simple spectral fitting inversion method capable of retrieving scalar
profiles in an inhomogeneous, axi-symmetric flame; motivation for novel approach
stemmed from non-optically-thin nature of Flame A, which precluded many standard
inversion techniques such as onion-peeling and Abel inversion.
(a) Demonstrated good agreement between retrieved and known scalar profiles for
stationary (i.e. non-turbulent) simulated spectra.
(b) Parametric study with spectral resolution suggests only moderate resolution
needed to retrieve temperature and species concentrations.
(c) Showed that inversion method could be used to estimate scalar profiles for
simulated turbulent quantile spectra.
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(d) Established that fitted temperatures from TASS-simulated quantile spectra
could be used to estimate a key, non-dimensional measure of turbulence,
Tstd/Tmed, with a favorable comparison to the results from DLR Flame A data.
8. Presented a subset of these key results at a conference ([32]) and in the archival,
peer-reviewed literature ([31, 59]).
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Appendix A: Expanded experimental discussion and time-averaged analysis
T
he four page maximum imposed by Optics Letters limited the number of figures and
discussion which could be reasonably included for publication, therefore additional
relevant details not included in Chapter 3 are found here. Details regarding the experimental
measurements not pertinent for the Letter, but relevant to future IFTS TNF analysis, are
discussed. Uncropped spectrally integrated imagery maps of the broadband and relevant
species are presented. Additional high-resolution spectra (published only at 20 D on axis)
are presented on and off axis with the approximate noise level of the instrument in each
case. Finally, the low-resolution off axis spectral comparisons with data reported by Zheng
et al. (previously compared only on center axis) are presented [81].
A.1 Experimental Measurements
The Purdue Flame A experiment was not originally intended to be the primary
experiment in this dissertation. It was thought to be an excellent opportunity to acquire
data comparable to the TNF workshop Flame A housed at the Sandia National Laboratories
CRF in Livermore, California. Measurements from a future IFTS experiment on site at the
CRF was expected to be the primary data analyzed in this work. Flame experiments of
this sort had not been accomplished via the IFTS prior to this work, and any insight into
ideal setup configuration, expected intensity values, optimal calibration points, etc. was
welcome. The proximity of the Purdue laboratory also greatly simplified the logistics of
the experiment (as compared to the cross-country shipment of the equipment to Sandia).
This—coupled with the need to understand the many experimental unknowns—made it an
obviously worthwhile endeavor.
The IFTS was originally developed for long-range (> km) remote sensing and has
only recently been used for indoor, short-range (< m) experimental use. The minimum
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unaltered focal distance is 3 m and not ideal for smaller laboratory settings. For this reason
an external 0.25 X telescope was developed to expand the field-of-view and reduce the
minimum working distance of the system to approximately 33 cm. The Purdue experiment
was the first laboratory use of the IFTS with the fore-optic. The new estimated spatial
resolution for the system calculated prior to the experiment was 0.88 mm/pix, which was
off by nearly 20 % of the final post processing value of 0.72 mm/pix. This incorrect spatial
resolution impacted the spacing of the imagery datasets as seen in the imagery analysis
below.
The experimental setup is depicted in Figure A.1. The camera fore-optic was 50.8 cm
from the center of the exit orifice providing a spatial resolution of approximately 0.25 mm2
per pixel. The camera was mounted level to the optical bench on a computer controlled
Gimbal mount. Preset swivel locations allowed for the camera to turn and face external
blackbodies (for intermittent calibration points) while ensuring it always returned to
the same center plume orientation. The close proximity of the 500 °C blackbody was
problematic as the IFTS got extremely warm during the experiment. A spacer was placed
between the two during data capture to alleviate some of the heat stress, but the combination
of flame and blackbodies made heat mitigation an issue. Calibration points were taken often
to account for the drift in FPA response under such conditions.
The flame under consideration was run with operating conditions designed to simulate
Flame A from the International Workshop on Measurement and Computation of Turbulent
Nonpremixed Flames. These conditions are described in Table A.1 and resemble those
of Flame A established at the Turbulent Combustion Laboratory at Sandia National
Laboratories with the exception of the slow co-flowing air. The flame tube was 480 mm
long, mounted vertically, and moveable via unislide to allow for imaging of nearly the
entire plume without camera tilt. The absence of the outer co-flowing air was not expected
to have an impact on the IFTS experiment, nor was it expected to alter the footprint of Flame
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A in any way. However, some differences between the Purdue Flame A and the Sandia CRF
Flame A have been noticed and bear pointing out. IR imagery (2.77±0.12 μm) comparisons
made by Rankin between the Sandia and Purdue Flames showed a slightly larger spread in
the Purdue Flame A. The entrainment boundary conditions differences, which can create
changes in flame size and shape, were deemed a plausible cause [53]. This may partially
explain the disagreement between off axis comparisons of IFTS and FIAS spectra as well
as the off axis comparisons between IFTS and TASS modeled spectra.
Table A.1: Conditions for the Purdue laboratory non-premixed turbulent jet diffusion flame
configured to closely resemble Flame A from the DLR TNF flame series (without the slow
air coflow).
CH4 [% by vol] 22
[mg/s] 313
H2 [% by vol] 33
[mg/s] 59
N2 [% by vol] 45
[mg/s] 1105
Uexit [m/s] 42.2
Dexit [mm] 8
Reexit 15,200
Data was gathered over a two day period with relatively consistent atmospheric
conditions. A Kestrel 4500 NV Weather Meter was used to intermittently capture ambient
temperature, pressure, and humidity just behind the camera. It is likely the atmospheric
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conditions along the pathlength between fore-optic and flame were different than those
at the Kestrel. Day one had an average ambient temperature of 24.9◦C, pressure of
990.18 hPa, and humidity of 46.9 %. Day two had averages of 23.8 ◦C, 989.51 hPa, and
45.4 %. During day one, high spectral resolution (0.25 cm−1) datacubes were taken at 20,
40, and 60 diameters (D) above exit. The day two experiment was at a lower spectral
resolution 16 cm−1 but a much larger window size (128×192 [H×W]) for increased spatial
resolution. The goal was to individually image seven separate overlapping regions of the
flame to allow for a final “stitched” image of the entire flame, however the miscalculated
pixel resolution caused small gaps between final images. Despite the larger FOV, the lower
spectral resolution of the spatial dataset greatly reduced the acquisition time per datacube
0.238 s and provided an excellent imaging frame rate of nearly 5 kHz. Integration time
was set to 20 μs for all cases, and an optical filter (with ∼ 45% transmission in the 1.9 μm
to 4.5 μm region) was in place to prevent saturation. Due to throughput complications
between camera and PC controller, spatial resolution was partially sacrificed (8 × 192
[H×W]) to reduce file size, and the number of samples was reduced at each height. The
512 interferograms gathered at the higher spectral resolution were adequate for producing
averaged spectra, but the same sample size on the low resolution sets intended for quantile
analysis is unfortunate. Time constraints and the persistent throughput problem made this
necessary, and it was thought much larger datasets would be acquired at Sandia.
Aside from the need to acquire a dataset devoid of the problematic behavior seen here,
some lessons learned in the Purdue experiment would warrant changes to how future data
is acquired. Certainly the window size must be chosen carefully. The sensitivity of the
inversion algorithm to starting well outside the flame cannot be overstated. To prevent
excessive data reduction issues (a relevant issue with IFTS data), the window width can
likely be kept at or near the current (192 pixel) value, and the alignment of camera to
flame can be adjusted. Capturing the full width of the flame would be ideal, but is not
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necessary. Imaging a few centimeters beyond flame center (much in the same way the
DLR data is reported) would allow for r/x = 0 to be located in post processing, and the
majority of the FPA could be dedicated to providing ample space beyond flame edge for
fitting. Comparisons between IFTS data and other sources, both measured and simulated,
requires a precise understanding of flame location and alignment. It is paramount both
the spatial resolution per pixel be as exact as possible, and the region of the flame being
imaged is absolutely known. The Purdue experiment was the first experimental use of the
external telescope, and some unknowns regarding spatial resolution existed prior to the
experiment. This issue is mostly since resolved, but an imagery spatial reference before
or after data capture is still recommended. To most accurately control flame behavior, it
is recommended future experiments take place in a facility with a dedicated digital flame
control setup of the type used at the Sandia CRF.
A.2 Imagery analysis
The left side of Figure A.2 contains the complete mean broadband image of the low-
resolution data. The upper region has been cropped due to the large overlap caused by the
bottoming out of the flame’s unislide mount. The image is framed by the axes used in the
published work, but the sides are now intentionally uncropped. Great care was taken in
aligning and leveling both the unislide and the Gimbal mount, but the imagery suggests
some misalignment still occurred. The shift between the bottom and top panels is obvious.
Along center axis it appears the flame is not exactly axisymmetric, this is also likely due to
the undetected tilt to the flame (or camera). The gaps between windows is necessary due
to the incorrect pixel size estimated prior to data capture. During the experiment it was
thought a 14 pixel overlap between windows would occur with each shift of the flame. The
spacing between imagery was discovered during post processing. Fortunately, the gaps
are small (less than the equivalent of 3 pixels) and do not overlap any of the heights of
interest. The alignment and spacing determined using the broadband imagery was applied
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to the remaining imagery figures. The right side of Figure A.2 is the complete map of
the coefficient of variation (σ/μ). This imagery was combined with the integrated CH4
species map in Figure 3.1 and not found in the Optics Letter submission, but nevertheless
is presented here for a complete discussion of imagery. There is a noticeable disparity at
the interface of the image windows between 40 D and 50 D at both flame center and the
outer edge of the flame. It is unclear why this is so pronounced, but it does not appear in
the mean integrated maps and is likely related to the standard deviation in this turbulent
region of the flame.
The complete species integrated maps for H2O (left), CH4 (middle), and CO2 (right)
are presented in Figure A.3. Imagery is again presented with published axes but with no
cropping of the edges. Unsurprisingly, the slight asymmetry to the center axis is seen in
these figures as well. These are path averaged spectra, therefore color maps of radiance
do not equate directly to species concentration, but there is still a qualitative usefulness to
imagery of this type. A sense of the chemistry in the flame can certainly be gleaned from
such qualitative analysis.
A.3 Spectral analysis
A.3.1 High-resolution mean spectra.
Spectra from the 0.25 cm−1 data set at 20 D are presented for r/x = 0 in Figure A.4
and for r/x = 0.12 in Figure A.5. These spectra (black) are across the entire band, and the
imaginary component of the spectra (offset, gray) is included. The imaginary component is
considered representative of the noise of the instrument. The RMS of the noise is reported
in both cases. With respect to the mean of the spectrum, the RMS of the noise to the
real spectra (iRMS/Lmean) is 33 % at center and 28 % off axis. These are extremely high
percentages, but nearly a third of the noise lies in the wings below 1900 cm−1 and above
4500 cm−1 where no spectral analysis was performed. The percentages of noise in the
1900 cm−1 to 4500 cm−1 range are 12 % at center and 10 % off axis. Spectra at 40 D are
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presented in the same manner for r/x = 0 in Figure A.6 and for r/x = 0.11 in Figure A.7.
Here, the RMS to mean across the entire band is 19 % at center and 24 % off axis. In the
1900 cm−1 to 4500 cm−1 range the percentages improve to 5 % at center and 8 % off axis.
The final pair of high-resolution spectra at 60 D are presented for r/x = 0 in Figure A.8 and
for r/x = 0.11 in Figure A.9. The RMS to mean across the entire band is 18 % at center
and 32 % off axis. In the 1900 cm−1 to 4500 cm−1 range the percentages again improve to
6 % at center and 11 % off axis.
In the 1900 cm−1 to 4500 cm−1 spectral region of interest, the high-resolution spectra
are excellent. It is worth pointing out the 20 D data has twice the percentage of noise as
the remaining two heights at r/x = 0. This is likely due to the bleeding of the lower
frequency turbulence into the spectral region of the IFTS. The topic is addressed further in
the supplementary interferometric analysis in Appendix B.
A.3.2 Low-resolution off axis spectral comparisons.
The mean low-resolution spectra from chord-like paths at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D are
compared with previous (non-imaged) LOS measurements of Flame A by Zheng et al. [78]
in of Figure A.10. A spatial average over a 3 × 3 window was performed to approximate
the 2 mm resolution of Zheng’s data. The solid lines represent the apparent (i.e. at-sensor)
radiance. Atmospheric correction and uncertainties were handled in the same manner as
for the diametric comparison in Chapter 3. In contrast to the diametric spectra, agreement
is not excellent at any height. This is likely due to a combination of factors. The pixel
resolution of 0.72 mm/pix was used to determine the r/x locations. This resolution was
chosen based on an analysis of imagery (measurement of flame exit tube exit width), a
Zemax model estimate, and comparison between IFTS and narrow band IR axial integrated
intensity profiles from Sandia Flame A. No pixel resolution gave a complete agreement
between axial profiles at all heights (perhaps due to the lack of the outer co-flowing air),
but 0.72 mm/pix gave the closest agreement and was used from that point forward. Any
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error with the pixel resolution would impact the comparisons off axis. This is likely a
minimal effect, especially considering the 3 × 3 averaging used for the IFTS spectra, but it
is a possibility. Another likely contributor is the increase in flame spread due to the lack
of co-flowing air. However, it would seem this would have greater impact further from the
exit, and comparisons improve with height. Additional spectral and integrated intensity
profile comparisons found in Appendix B explore this idea further.
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Figure A.1: Top: Overhead rendering of experimental setup. The IFTS was mounted to a
PC controlled Gimbal mount and placed on a level optical bench with blackbodies mounted
on either side for the capture of intermittent calibration data. Bottom left: Photo of the IFTS.
Bottom right: Photo of the experiment as seen from the rear of the camera.
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Figure A.2: Uncropped imagery. Mean broadband (left) and coefficient of variation (right).
A slight shift is evident as the flame was lowered via unislide. White border represents the
framing of the imagery as presented for publication. Upper segment has received a vertical
crop to remove overlap with segment 6.
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Figure A.3: Uncropped mean species imagery. H2O (left), CH4 (middle), and CO2 (right).
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Figure A.4: High-resolution 0.25 cm−1 spectrum (black) at 20D through the diametric path
at r/x = 0, center pixel (4, 96). Imaginary component of the spectrum (gray), representative
of the approximate noise level (offset for ease of interpretation, RMS in units of spectral
radiance).
Figure A.5: High-resolution 0.25 cm−1 spectrum at 20D through the chord-like path at
r/x = 0.12, pixel (4, 123). Imaginary component of the spectrum (gray), representative
of the instrument noise level (offset for ease of interpretation, RMS in units of spectral
radiance).
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Figure A.6: High-resolution 0.25 cm−1 spectrum at 40D through the diametric path at
r/x = 0, center pixel (4, 96). Imaginary component of the spectrum (gray), representative
of the approximate noise level (offset for ease of interpretation, RMS in units of spectral
radiance).
Figure A.7: High-resolution 0.25 cm−1 spectrum at 40D through the chord-like path at
r/x = 0.11, pixel (4,145). Imaginary component of the spectrum (gray), representative
of the approximate noise level (offset for ease of interpretation, RMS in units of spectral
radiance).
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Figure A.8: High-resolution 0.25 cm−1 spectrum at 60D through the diametric path at
r/x = 0, center pixel (4, 96). Imaginary component of the spectrum (gray), representative
of the approximate noise level (offset for ease of interpretation, RMS in units of spectral
radiance).
Figure A.9: High-resolution 0.25 cm−1 spectrum at 60D through the chord-like path at
r/x = 0.09, pixel (4,56). Imaginary component of the spectrum (gray), representative
of the approximate noise level (offset for ease of interpretation, RMS in units of spectral
radiance).
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Figure A.10: Apparent (—) and atmospheric-corrected (· · · ) low-resolution off axis
flame spectra (δν̃ = 16 cm−1) at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D (black, red, blue) compared with
previous measurements (◦). Radiance uncertainty (95% confidence interval) presented as a
translucent band around each apparent spectrum.
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Appendix B: Additional Flame A properties and TASS analysis
E
xpanded analysis of interferometric behavior, flame properties, and spectral compar-
isons from Chapter 4 is included in this appendix. In the interest of brevity, analysis
and comparisons were made only at 60 D for the published work. The figures and discus-
sion below include spectra from additional heights (diametric and chord-like), additional
flame property figures at 20 D and 40 D, off axis high-resolution spectral comparisons be-
tween TASS and IFTS, off axis low-resolution quantile spectra comparisons between TASS
and IFTS, and axial and radial integrated intensity profile comparisons between TASS,
IFTS, and FIAS.
B.1 Interferometric behavior
Figures B.1–B.5 are additional comparisons of interferometric behavior in the
presence of turbulence at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D for both diametric, r/x = 0, and chord-
like, r/x = 0.11, paths. These figures are supplemental to Figure 3.1, where the behavior
was examined at 60 D, r/x = 0. As described in Chapter 4, the lower frequency broadband
intensity fluctuations due to turbulence at 60 D have mostly dissipated prior to any spectral
response from the camera. Therefore, the turbulent effects are assumed isolated or removed
via low pass filter (LPF) or high pass filter (HPF) respectively. These assumptions are
correct at most heights and radial locations, but are not accurate at 20 D, r/x = 0. As seen
in Figure B.1, the turbulence is at a slightly higher frequency at that height and has not yet
fully dissipated prior to the spectral response near 1800 cm−1. The off axis, r/x = 0.11,
plot at that height in Figure B.2 shows that the turbulence does dissipate at—or just prior
to—the camera response. The turbulence cutoff frequency is higher for all three heights at
r/x = 0, but only overlaps spectral response at 20 D. The relative RMS error (12 %) at this
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location was twice that of the error at the remaining two heights (5 % and 6 % at 40 D and
60 D, respectively). Figure B.1 indicates this was due to turbulence.
B.2 Flame properties
Measured Flame A integral time and length scales at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D were
reported in Chapter 4, but the remaining properties were only reported at 40 D. Additional
measurements at 20 D and 40 D are presented here in Figures B.6 and B.7, respectively.
Rankin et al. report Flame A results at 20 D and 60 D (plume measurements at 100 D and
140 D are also reported, but those heights are not observed in this work), therefore only
Figure B.6 contains comparisons with those narrow band results [54]. In both cases axial
length scales could not be computed due to the windowing of the FPA at these two heights.
The necessary number of pixels were not available to allow for correlation along center
axis. However, the axial length scale reported at 60 D in Chapter 4 compared well with the
reported data, demonstrating the IFTS capability.
The remaining comparisons at 20 D in Figure B.6 are in excellent agreement with
the previously reported results. The normalized PDFs in Panel A compare well for both
diametric (r/x = 0) and chord-like (r/x = 0.08) paths. The skewness is less pronounced
as it is expected to increase with distance from flame time and with radius. The temporal
autocorrelation functions in Panel B are also in good agreement, as are the broadband
computed time scales reported in Table 4.1. The broadband PSD plots in Panel C have again
been scaled to overlap the narrowband, allowing for a comparative emphasis on functional
behavior. The shape of the plots agree well at this height as well, and the broadband PSD
confirm the expected steady, break, and decay frequencies [51, 54]. Spatial autocorrelation
plots are excellent, but the IFTS computed length scale in Table 4.1 is 14 % larger than the
reported IR value. This may be due to the pixel scaling issue as spectral comparisons at
this height have also not been ideal.
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Calculated properties at 40 D are reported in Figure B.7 without comparisons.
However, considering the excellent agreement at 20 D and 60 D these measurements are
likely reliable. The increase in skewness with distance from flame exit and radius is evident
in the PDFs, and the expected frequency behavior is found in the PSD plots.
B.3 Additional spectral comparisons
Comparisons between off axis high-resolution mean experimental (black) and TASS
simulated (red) spectra through the off axis (r/x = 0.11) path at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D are
found in Figures B.8–B.10. The residuals from data and model and the imaginary part
of the data—representative of the instrument noise—are included at each height (gray).
The results indicate the off axis spectra are not in as good agreement as the on axis
comparisons. The mean relative error between data and simulation is 14.6 %, 43.2 %
and 49.8 % at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D respectively. As with the center axis comparisons in
Chapter 4, the error was computed using only lines at or above ten times the RMS of the
instrument noise (at or above 50 μW/(cm2srcm−1) in all three cases. The improved error
from center to r/x = 0.11 at 20 D is partially due to the smaller CH4 footprint off axis.
Several factors likely contribute to the overall poor comparison at the three heights. First,
there is again some structure in the CO2 residuals near 2400 cm
−1 and throughout the H2O
region from 3300 cm−1 to 4100 cm−1 at all three heights, and this has been attributed to
inaccuracies with the parameters used to compute the contribution from the atmospheric
pathlength between sensor and flame. Second, the low-resolution comparisons between
IFTS measurements of Purdue Flame A and FIAS measurements of Sandia Flame A had
similar results. Considering the TASS model is driven by the DLR flame statistics, it should
be expected the comparisons between IFTS measurements and TASS model indicate the
same result.
The off axis low-resolution quantile comparisons between IFTS measurements and
TASS simulations presented in Figures B.11–B.13 continue the trend seen in the off axis
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high-resolution spectra. The quantile sorting has effectively generated unique spectra
which are well separated from their data or simulation counterparts, but the comparisons
between data and simulation at any given quantile is not ideal. This is certainly to be
expected, considering the results of the off axis mean spectral comparisons between both
IFTS and FIAS measurements and the IFTS measurements and TASS simulations.
B.4 Radial integrated intensity profiles
Radial integrated (1950 cm−1 to 4500 cm−1) intensity profile comparisons between
quantile sorted IFTS measurements and TASS simulations are presented in Figures B.14–
B.16. In all cases the IFTS intensity falls off faster than the TASS simulation and—due
to the results off axis spectral comparisons—this is expected. At r/x = 0, however,
comparisons are also not ideal in some cases. The results at 20 D are expected. The
impact of the missing high temperature CH4 lines from the TASS simulation is going to
be significant for the integrated intensity. This holds for the 0.25 and 0.50 quantiles, and
at the 0.75 the simulation largely overpredicts the CO2 peak near 2300 cm
−1, dominating
any problems with the CH4 comparison. At 40 D the 0.75 and 0.50 quantiles compare
reasonable well, but the 0.25 is much higher for the measured data across the entire profile.
This is again likely due to the CH4 comparison. The low-resolution spectral comparison
at r/x = 0 in Chapter 4 shows a large gap between simulation and data from 2700 cm−1 to
3500 cm−1, where the CH4 is still very present near center axis at that height. Little CH4
remains in the spectrum at 60 D, and the integrated intensity is largely dominated by the
CO2 peak seen in the spectral comparisons at all three quantiles. Unsurprisingly, the mean
integrated intensity plot in Figure B.17 closely resemble the 0.50 quantiles at each height.
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Figure B.1: Interferometric behavior at 20 D, r/x = 0.
Figure B.2: Interferometric behavior at 20 D, r/x = 0.11.
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Figure B.3: Interferometric behavior at 40 D, r/x = 0.
Figure B.4: Interferometric behavior at 40 D, r/x = 0.11.
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Figure B.5: Interferometric behavior at 40 D, r/x = 0.11.
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Figure B.6: Broadband (solid line) and narrowband (points) [54] flame property
comparisons at 20 D for representative diametric (r/x = 0, left) and chord-like (r/x = 0.08,
right) paths. Panel A: Probability density functions of the radiation intensity. Panel B:
Temporal auto-correlation coefficients. Panel C: Power spectral density functions of the
radiation intensity. Panel D: Spatial auto-correlation coefficients for the radial direction.
Calculation of axial coefficients not possible due to window geometry at 20 D.
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Figure B.7: Broadband generated flame properties at 40 D for representative diametric
(r/x = 0, left) and chord-like (r/x = 0.08, right) paths. Panel A: Probability density
functions of the radiation intensity. Panel B: Temporal auto-correlation coefficients. Panel
C: Power spectral density functions of the radiation intensity. Panel D: Spatial auto-
correlation coefficients for the radial direction. Calculation of axial coefficients not possible
due to window geometry at 40 D.
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Figure B.8: High spectral resolution data (black) and TASS simulation (red) comparison
with residuals (gray) at 20 D, r/x = 0.11.
Figure B.9: High spectral resolution data (black) and TASS simulation (red) comparison
with residuals (gray) at 40 D, r/x = 0.11.
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Figure B.10: High spectral resolution data (black) and TASS simulation (red) comparison
with residuals (gray) at 60 D, r/x = 0.11.
Figure B.11: Quartile sorted spectral comparison at 20 D, r/x = 0.11.
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Figure B.12: Quartile sorted spectral comparison at 40 D, r/x = 0.11.
Figure B.13: Quartile sorted spectral comparison at 60 D, r/x = 0.11.
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Figure B.14: Radial integrated intensity profile at 20 D.
Figure B.15: Radial integrated intensity profile at 40 D.
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Figure B.16: Radial integrated intensity profile at 60 D.
Figure B.17: Mean radial integrated intensity profiles at 20 D, 40 D and 60 D.
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Appendix C: Expanded analysis and results from scalar retrievals
T
he analysis found in this appendix is supplemental to the retrieval results presented
in Chapter 5. The remaining scalar profiles for both the stationary and turbulent
spectra are presented as well as several brief parametric studies. As has been pointed out,
the computational load for much of this work was significant, and any additional parametric
studies which involved complete profile fits needed to be scoped very deliberately.
C.1 Additional stationary LOS scalar retrievals
The remaining scalars retrieved from the simulated stationary LOS spectra at 40 D
are presented in Figure C.1 (solid lines) and compared to the sorted TASS scalars (dashed
lines). The strong spikes seen in the H2O near the edges are not fully understood, but it is
possible they are related to lower intensity at the edges. These results extend to 5 cm for
all three quantiles and were not specifically cropped at a unique temperature and intensity
value. The improved results at q = 0.75 further establish this possibility. The erratic H2O
behavior does correspond to the same region where the CO2 profile in Figure 5.3 displayed
similar behavior and appears to be correlated. The profiles for CO—in regions with any
appreciable concentration—match particularly well, with the exception of the disagreement
at center of approximately for q = 0.25 and 0.50, respectively. The CH4 displays odd
behavior at r = 0, particularly for the 0.5 quantile where it drops to zero. This seems
particularly odd considering the r = 0 spectrum at 40 D has a very obvious CH4 feature.
C.2 Additional quantile sorted scalar retrievals
The remaining scalars fit during the simulated turbulent quantile spectral retrievals are
presented in Figures C.2–C.4 for 20 D, 40 D and 60 D, respectively. Again, results (solid
lines) are compared to the sorted TASS scalars (dashed lines). As with Figures 5.8 and
5.10, points below 500 K and 1000 μW/(cm2sr) were considered unreliable and omitted
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from the plots. Results are generally not as good as those for temperature and CO2, and
this can be expected as those two scalars are the most correlated with LOS intensity.
In Figure C.2 (20 D), both H2O and CO results are erratic at flame center and edge.
This is consistent with the retrieved temperature and CO2 estimates at this height, as seen
in Figures 5.8 and 5.10. The behavior seen here is more erratic, where the scalars are less
correlated with the LOS intensity. The retrieved CH4 profiles are well below the known
values from r = 0 to 1 cm at 20 D, where the feature is most prominent. It is known the
CH4 spectroscopic lines are not accurate for high temperatures in the model, but this is a
model to model inversion and should not have an adverse effect on concentration estimates.
It is possible these results are impacted by the 16 cm−1 resolution. The convolution of CH4
and H2O lines above 3000 cm
−1 may have an adverse effect on fit results.
Results improve with height (an increase in signal), as seen in Figure C.3 (40 D). In all
cases the fits have improved. H2O again shows fluctuations near edge, but not to the degree
seen at 20 D. The CO fits improve as well, with a drift upward near center, but again more
accurate than the 20 D results. The fluctuations near edge are mostly in regions of little to
no species concentration. The CH4 results for q = 0.25 smoothly reproduce the curve of
the data, even at center and edge. The q = 0.50 and 0.75 are not as accurate, but are both
an improvement over the results at 20 D.
The retrieval results for H2O seen in Figure C.4 (60 D) display similar behavior to
that seen in the CO2 profiles from Figure 5.10. The plots show the trends of the data, but
oscillate about the dashed lines beyond approximately 2 cm. The addition of smoothing
constraints to the retrieval algorithm could alleviate this behavior and further improve
results. Aside from the excessive dip in concentration at q = 0.5, r = 0, the CO retrievals
reproduce the data in regions where CO concentration is found. Considering the trace
amounts of CH4 found at this height and the 16 cm
−1 spectral resolution, the retrieval results
for the species can be considered reasonable.
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C.3 Parametric studies
C.3.1 Spectral resolution effects.
A set of scalar profiles retrieved from 4.0 cm−1 quantile spectra at 40 D are presented in
Figure C.5. Considering the increase in processing time for this type of analysis, essentially
equivalent to the factor increase in spectral resolution, careful consideration must be taken
as to the most ideal spectral resolution. The temperature and CO2 results are essentially
equivalent to those seen in Figures 5.8 and 5.10. This is not surprising considering the
dominant CO2 feature is clearly resolved even at 16 cm
−1 and greatly influences those
two scalar estimates. However, both H2O and CO results are also largely unaffected by
the improved spectral resolution. CO RMS values are identical to those found from the
16 cm−1 results, and the H2O RMS values only improve from 0.025, 0.018 and 0.023 to
0.020, 0.017 and 0.019 for q = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75, respectively. The CH4 results are
improved for q = 0.50 and 0.75, with a factor of two improvement to the RMS values.
But the q = 0.25 RMS actually increases from 0.004 to 0.006. Considering the increased
processing time required for this higher spectral resolution, these results do not indicate
the increased spectral resolution is warranted. Additional studies are likely needed to
determine the optimal spectral resolution to return acceptable results in an acceptable time
frame.
C.3.2 Noise effects.
To test the robustness of the algorithm under several noise conditions, another
inversion study was performed on three spectral conditions. The spectra presented in Figure
C.6 are samples of the fit spectra at r/x = 0, with RMS noise levels of 0 %, 5 % and 23 %.
The same level of artificial noise was applied across a given set of spectra, from center to
edge, in the manner described in Chapter 5. Temperature profile results of the inversions are
presented in Figure C.7. The results are negatively impacted with the increase in artificial
noise, but temperature profiles are retrieved in all cases. At all three quantiles there is an
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average RMS increase of 28 % for the noise increase from 0 % to 5 %, and an average
RMS increase of 92 % for the noise increase from 5 % to 23 %. Additional noise studies
are needed to more completely test the algorithm, but these results indicate it can retrieve
profiles under significant noise conditions.
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Figure C.1: Remaining scalar sort retrieval (stationary LOS) results at 40 D for the three
quantiles. (RMS values in y axis units)
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Figure C.2: Radial profiles of input (dashed) and retrieved (solid) turbulent quantile H2O,
CO, and CH4 mole fractions at 20 D. (RMS values in y axis units)
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Figure C.3: Radial profiles of input (dashed) and retrieved (solid) turbulent quantile H2O,
CO, and CH4 mole fractions at 40 D. (RMS values in y axis units)
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Figure C.4: Radial profiles of input (dashed) and retrieved (solid) turbulent quantile H2O,
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Appendix D: Imaging Fourier-transform spectrometry for plume diagnostics and
code validation
T
he following is a published, peer reviewed journal article from the International
Journal of Energetic Materials and Chemical Propulsion presented in its entirety.
As a coauthor for this paper I acted as an editor and contributed discussion, experimental
data, and analysis. Specifically, I was responsible for the experiment and data capture used
in the jet engine quantile discussion and the experiment, analysis, and discussion for the
velocity feature tracking. This work explores some of the early analysis of radiative transfer
and quantile interferogram analysis for turbulent flows.
D.1 Abstract
Laminar and turbulent flow fields found in smokestacks, flames, jet engine exhaust,
and rocket plumes are of practical and academic interest and could greatly benefit
from spatially-resolved spectral measurements. Key physical flow field parameters such
as temperature and species concentrations can be extracted from spectral observations.
Spectral images of flow fields produce rich information for plume diagnostics and could be
used to validate next-generation plume codes. Laser-based diagnostics are typically used
to measure temperatures, concentrations, and flow velocities. Unfortunately, these laser-
based techniques are largely confined to a laboratory environment, and tracking multiple
species concentrations is complicated due to the limited bandwidth of tunable laser sources.
The advantage of a passive sensor with high resolution across a broad bandwidth would
make an imaging Fourier-transform spectrometer (IFTS) an attractive instrument for flow
diagnostics, particularly when the flow field of interest cannot be studied in a laboratory.
In this paper, we present an overview of IFTS and its uses for flow visualization and
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combustion diagnostics in various plumes. Examples from recent measurements of laminar
flames and jet engine exhaust will be presented.
D.2 Introduction
Laminar and turbulent flow fields emanating from smokestacks, flames, jet engines,
and rockets are of practical and academic interest and could benefit from spatially-resolved
spectral measurements. Spectral emissions encode important flow field parameters such as
temperature, density, and species concentrations. Laser-based diagnostics are typically
used to measure these parameters [38]. However, such techniques are a challenge to
set up and are limited to a laboratory environment. The limited bandwidth of tunable
laser sources makes tracking multiple species concentrations difficult. The advantage of a
passive sensor with high resolution across a broad bandwidth would make imaging Fourier-
transform spectrometry (IFTS) an attractive instrument for flow diagnostics, particularly
when the flow field of interest cannot be studied in a laboratory. In this paper, we present an
overview of IFTS and its uses for flow visualization and combustion diagnostics in various
plumes. Examples from recent measurements of a laminar flame [58] and jet engine exhaust
[7, 9, 32, 49, 71] will be presented.
D.3 Instrumentation
We have looked at various high-temperature laminar and turbulent flow fields using
a Telops Hyper-Cam interferometer [12, 23]. This IFTS features a high-speed 320 ×
256 pixel InSb (1.5−5.5 μm, 2 kHz full-frame) focal-plane array (FPA). Sequential scene
imagery focused on the FPA is collected while looking through a scanning Michelson
interferometer. The interferogram cube is thus a stack of broad-band infrared images
collected at fixed optical path differences (OPDs). Acquisition rate depends on spectral
resolution and mirror speed, which in turn is affected by spatial resolution and camera
integration time.
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An ideal Michelson-based IFTS produces (at each pixel) an interferogram I(x)
represented by
I(x) =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
(1 + cos (2πxν̃)) G(ν̃) (Ls(ν̃) + Li(ν̃)) dν̃ = IDC + IAC (x)
where x is the optical path difference, Ls(ν̃) is the scene spectrum, Li(ν̃) are spectral
emissions from within the instrument, and G(ν̃) is the spectral system response which
includes the quantum efficiency of the detector. Here, IDC represents the integrated
intensity and IAC(x) is the cosine transform of the (uncalibrated or raw) spectrum. Fourier-
transformation of I(x) − IDC yields the raw spectrum. This implicitly assumes the
source spectrum is stationary over the course of the measurement. For laminar flow,
this is typically true. However, the case of turbulent flow in which Ls(ν̃) may rapidly
and stochastically change throughout an interferometric measurement is addressed in
Section D.4.2.
Two on-board blackbodies permit linear calibration to remove the effects of detector
response G(ν̃) and instrument self-emission Li(ν̃). A schematic of an IFTS is presented
in Figure D.1. Also shown are an example interferogram for a single pixel and its
corresponding spectrum upon Fourier-transformation.
D.4 Theory
D.4.1 Radiative transfer for ideal turbulent flow.
The spectral radiance L(ν̃) from a non-scattering source in local thermodynamic
equilibrium along a length l LOS can be expressed as [69]
L(ν̃) =
∫ l
0
e−τ(s)κ(ν̃, s)B(ν̃, T (s)) ds (D.1)
where τ(s) =
∫ l
s
κ(ν̃, s′) ds′ is the optical depth, κ(ν̃, s) is the absorption coefficient, and
B(ν̃, T ) is Planck’s blackbody distribution at temperature T . The term κ(ν̃, s)B(ν̃, T (s))
accounts for photons “born” at the point s along the LOS, and e−τ(s) accounts for the fraction
of those photons absorbed as they travel through the remaining plume towards the source.
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Figure D.1: Left panel: Schematic of an imaging Fourier-transform spectrometer. An
interference pattern is measured at the focal-plane array detector by varying the phase
between the two light beams via the movable retroreflector. Right panel: Illustration of
an single-pixel interferogram (top) and its corresponding spectrum (bottom) upon Fourier-
transformation.
The dependence of κ on both T (s) and species concentrations ξ(s) was suppressed. For an
ideal, high-temperature, two-dimensional flow field which is homogeneous along the LOS,
Eq. D.1 can be approximated by
L(ν̃, T ) = τ(ν̃)ε(ν̃, ξ, T )B(ν̃, T ) (D.2)
where the source emissivity ε is defined by ε(ν̃, ξ, T ) = 1 − e−κ(ν̃)l and τ(ν̃) represents the
transmittance of the material (atmosphere) between the source and instrument. This model
assumes the plume radiance dominates all other sources (e.g., photons emitted behind or in
front of the plume).
In this work, spectra are modeled using the Line-by-Line Radiative Transfer Model
(LBLRTM) [14] in conjunction with the high-temperature extension (HITEMP [61]) to the
HITRAN database [62] of spectroscopic line parameters.
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Note that at all wavenumbers ν̃, Planck’s distribution B(ν̃, T ) monotonically increases
with temperature. Additionally, for many gas-phase systems in local thermodynamic
equilibrium, this monotonicity is preserved, so we assume T2 > T1 implies L(ν̃, T2) >
L(ν̃, T1) for all ν̃.
In a non-reactive turbulent flow field, the instantaneous temperature T fluctuates about
a mean temperature 〈T 〉 according to a probability distribution P(T ) [44]. Uncorrelated
fluctuations in ξ may also occur, but are ignored1. For an ergodic flow field, the average of
an ensemble of spectral measurements yields
〈L(ν̃, T )〉 =
∫
L(ν̃, T ) P(T ) dT  L(ν̃, 〈T 〉) (D.3)
where the non-equality arises due to the nonlinear dependence of L on T . To properly
interpret 〈L(ν̃, T )〉, a priori knowledge of P(T ) would be required and simply fitting a
single-T model to it necessarily results in biased temperatures and species concentrations.
To address this problem we now consider flow measurement made by an interferometer.
D.4.2 Quantile interferogram analysis for a two-dimensional turbulent flow field .
Dynamic scenes are often considered problematic for IFTS as changes in scene
radiance during the interferometric scan produce scene-change artifacts (SCAs) in the
spectrum. While time averaging can minimize the effects of this “source noise,” an alternate
method is presented which, in addition to minimizing SCAs, can provide additional
information about the fluctuation statistics in the flow field. In the case of two dimensional
turbulent flow which is dominated by temperature fluctuations and is homogeneous along
the instrument’s LOS, temperature fluctuation statistics can be recovered.
To simplify the presentation, we assume an instrument response of unity and ignore
instrument self emission. Under these conditions, an ideal Michelson produces an
1If concentration fluctuations are significant, the one-to-one mapping of quantile spectra to unique
temperatures to be described may not be valid. However, multiple quantile spectra do contain information
complementary to and different from the mean spectrum.
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interferogram I(xi, Ti) at each OPD xi of the turbulent flow via
I(xi, Ti) =
∫
(1 + cos(2πxiν̃)) L(ν̃, Ti) dν̃ (D.4)
where Ti represents a random sample from P(T ) and is assumed constant over the short
FPA integration time. With a FPA, the DC component is preserved, and this is key to the
following development. Recall that L(ν̃, T ) is a monotonic function of temperature at all
ν̃. Since 1 + cos(2πxiν̃) ≥ 0 for any xi and all ν̃, it follows that T2 > T1 → I(xi, T1) >
I(xi, T2)∀xi. If an ensemble of interferometric measurements of the ergodic flow field
are captured, then at each xi, a range of temperatures weighted by P(T ) will have been
observed. As the chain of probabilities demonstrates, the monotonicity of L(ν̃, T ) permits
sorting the ensemble of measured I(xi)’s into various quantiles
q = P
{
T ≤ Tq
}
= P
{
L(ν̃, T ) ≤ L(ν̃, Tq)
}
= P
{
I(xi, T ) ≤ I(xi, Tq) ≡ Iq(xi)
}
∀xi (D.5)
where Tq is the qth quantile, P { } denotes probability of the argument, and Iq(xi) defines
the “quantile interferogram”. So long as a sufficient number of measurements are made
to enable robust quantile estimates, Iq(xi) is a valid interferogram corresponding to the
spectrum Lq(ν̃) ≡ L(ν̃, Tq).
The limitation to an unrealistic two-dimensional flow field may appear to limit the
utility of this technique. However, the sorting of interferograms can still be performed to
yield quantile spectra. These quantile spectra contain information which is complementary
to and distinct from the mean spectrum. An example from an axi-symmetric jet is presented
in Section D.5.2 and demonstrates this point.
D.4.3 Extraction of moderate-speed imagery from interferometric measurements
.
The Michelson interferometer encodes spectral information via intensity variations
(as represented by the cosine term in Equation D.4). These variations occur at a frequency
greater than f = vmν̃d where vm is the mirror scan velocity and ν̃d is the lowest frequency
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photon (ν̃d ∼ 1700 cm−1) that the camera detects. Thus, a temporal low-pass filter can
be applied to the interferogram cube yielding moderate-speed imagery. Also, if there are
broad regions in which no spectral emissions are observed, a temporal band-pass filter can
be applied to recover imagery (with no DC level) at higher frame rates. The mirror scan
velocity varies with spatial resolution and camera integration time.
A specific example illustrates the differences between camera and spectral image
acquisition rates. For a window size of 48 × 156 pixels and an integration time
of 5 μs, the camera in the IFTS acquires images at nearly 10 kHz as the Michelson
assembly continuously varies the optical path difference (OPD) between interfering beams.
Each image corresponds to a change in OPD of 632.816 nm 2, and in this instrument
configuration, the mirror speed is 0.64 cm · s−1. To achieve spectral images at 1.5 cm−1
between 1700 cm−1 < ν̃ < 6667 cm−1 requires approximately 12, 500 sequential images
collected between −0.4 cm < OPD < 0.4 cm. The spectral image is thus acquired at 0.8 Hz.
While the camera frames at 10 kHz, intensity modulations at frequencies greater than
f = 1700 cm−1 × 0.64 cm · s−1 = 1088 Hz could occur due to the action of the Michelson,
thus the effective frame rate after low-pass imagery is approximately 1 kHz. Broadband
infrared imagery at these rates permits characterization of many types of turbulent flow.
D.5 Results & Discussion
D.5.1 Laminar flame.
To demonstrate the utility of IFTS for combustion diagnostics, measurements of a
Hencken burner were recently acquired [58] and the key results are summarized here.
A Hencken burner produces a nearly ideal adiabatic flame and is routinely used as a
calibration standard for testing new combustion diagnostics. In a series of experiments,
an ethylene (C2H4) / air flame was produced at various equivalence ratios
3 (Φ). Total
2A HeNe reference laser is used to trigger the camera to capture images at regular OPD intervals.
3The equivalency ratio is defined by the actual fuel:air ratio relative to the stoichiometric fuel:air ratio.
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volumetric flow rates were between 10.9 SLPM and 17.1 SLPM. The instrument collected
1000 spectral images at 1 cm−1 resolution on a 200 × 64 pixel array.
The observed spectra are dominated by broadband emission from CO2 between
2150 cm−1 and 2400 cm−1. Emission from H2O are spectrally structured and are found
between 3000 cm−1 and 4200 cm−1; weaker emissions can be found below 2000 cm−1.
Spectra from fuel-rich (Φ > 1) flames exhibited CO emission lines on either side of the
2143 cm−1 band center. The CO line intensities increased with Φ. An example spectrum is
presented in Figure D.2.
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Figure D.2: Mean single-pixel spectrum of an ethylene flame centered 20 mm above the
burner. The large peak at 2250 cm−1 is due to CO2 and the structured emission between
3000 cm−1 and 4200 cm−1 is primarily due to H2O. The inset color panels present (1) the
time-averaged broadband infrared image (left), difference between an instantaneous and
the mean flame image (middle), and the standard deviation of the flame intensity (right).
The inset spectrum compares an ethylene center flame spectrum at 10 mm with a model fit.
Fit quality can be judged by the residuals offset by 50 μm/
(
cm2 · sr · cm−1
)
.
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High-speed imagery was extracted from the interferometric cubes (see Section D.4.3)
and revealed that the flame was steady up to approximately 30 mm above the burner. Within
this region, the flame is stable and nearly homogeneous with a very thin mixing layer.
However, above 30 mm unsteady behavior was observed as revealed by the inset imagery
in Figure D.2. The left panel provides the time-averaged flame intensity and characterizes
the mean flow field. The middle panel shows the difference between an instantaneous flame
intensity and the mean flame intensity. Variations up to 50% of the mean signal are evident.
The standard deviation of each pixel’s intensity are provided in the right panel.
Within this homogeneous portion of the flame, the radiative transfer model (Equa-
tion D.2) can be used to simultaneously retrieve temperature and species concentrations
from the observed spectrum. To validate this approach, an ethylene flame measurement was
taken corresponding to Φ = 0.91 via fuel and air flow rates of 0.78 SLPM and 12.2 SLPM,
respectively. This was to permit comparison with measurements of an identical flame stud-
ied using a tunable diode laser absorption4 technique [47]. Flame temperature and mole
fractions of H2O and CO2 were estimated by a nonlinear least-squares fit of Equation D.2
to the the IFTS spectrum at 10 mm above flame center. These fit parameters were adjusted
using a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to minimize the sum of squared differences be-
tween the measured and model spectrum. The fit results were good as demonstrated in the
inset spectrum of Figure D.2. The spectrally estimated temperature of T = 2172 ± 28 K
was in excellent agreement with the OH laser absorption temperature of T = 2226±112 K.
Optimal concentrations for H2O and CO2 were 13.7 ± 0.6% and 15.5 ± 0.8%, respectively,
exceeding expected results by 20% according to equilibrium calculations. Relative line
heights determine the gas temperature, whereas absolute line heights determine species
concentrations. The good agreement in temperature suggest the relative instrument spec-
4The laser-based diagnostic measured the shape of a single hydroxy radical (OH) line to extract
temperature
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tral calibration is good. However, the poor agreement in concentration could be caused by
a systematic error in the absolute calibration.
D.5.2 Jet engine .
Having demonstrated the applicability of IFTS to a laminar flame, we now consider
the highly turbulent flow field produced by a jet engine. Rapid temperature fluctuations
in the flow field produce substantial changes in the instantaneous scene spectrum during
the course of an interferometric measurement. The SCAs associated with the spectrum
from a single interferometric cube appear as noise. Time-averaging reduces this “source
noise” and produces a recognizable spectrum. However, the quantile analysis discussed in
Section D.4.2 is evaluated for its utility in reducing SCAs as well as providing information
on temperature fluctuation statistics.
The exhaust plume from a Turbine Technologies SR-30 turbojet was imaged by the
IFTS. The SR-30 is a small turbojet designed for educational laboratory work. A single-
stage centrifugal compressor operating between 39,000–87,000 rpm delivers air to the 27
cm long × 17 cm diameter engine designed for combusting various fuels including Jet-A,
JP-8, diesel, and kerosene. Maximum thrust of the SR-30 is approximately 178N with a
nominal exhaust temperature of 720 ◦C. 800 spectra at 25 cm−1 were collected on a 48×156
pixel window.
The collection of interferometric measurements were sorted into quantiles Iq(xi)
corresponding to q ∈ {0.159, 0.5, 0.841}. These quantiles correspond to the m−σ, median,
and m + σ of a normal distribution characterized by mean m and standard deviation σ.
Quantile interferograms were converted to apparent radiance spectra. Plume spectra at all
quantiles feature weak broadband emission between 2000−2800 cm−1 with large emission
features arising from thermally excited CO2. A map of brightness temperature
5 TB(Lq(ν̃))
at ν̃ = 2278 cm−1 from the median quantile is presented in the top of Fig. D.3. The plume
5Brightness temperature is defined by TB(L(ν̃)) = c2ν̃/ log
(
1 + c1ν̃3/L(ν̃)
)
where c1 and c2 are the first
and second radiation constants.
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appears fairly symmetric and spans nearly the full width of the FPA. The low-emissivity,
polished metal engine appears substantially cooler. The median-quantile spectrum Lq=0.5(ν̃)
for a center pixel near the jet is also shown. The imaginary part of the spectrum is also
provided and appears as noise, indicating SCAs have been minimized. (In a properly-
calibrated FTS measurement of a stationary scene, the signal is contained in the real part
and noise is equitably distributed among the real and imaginary parts. SCAs can be detected
by examination of the imaginary part.) Kinetic temperatures could be retrieved from the
spectrum using an appropriate radiative transfer model which properly accounts for the
three-dimensional flow field.
At each pixel, the magnitude of temperature fluctuations can be characterized by
estimating the standard deviation by differencing two brightness temperature quantiles, i.e.
σ+B(ν̃) = TB(Lq=0.841(ν̃))−TB(Lq=0.5(ν̃)). A map of σ+B(ν̃) at ν̃ = 2278 cm−1 is provided in the
bottom panel of Fig. D.3.
While the map represents fluctuations in brightness temperature and not the gas kinetic
temperature, the two are connected through the effective spectral emissivity of the plume.
Thus, this image indicates qualitatively the strength of temperature fluctuations throughout
the plume and reveals asymmetry in the spatial distribution. The fluctuations are strongest
at the shear layer where the hot exhaust gases turbulently mix with the cold ambient air.
The wedge shaped core is also evident, and while turbulent, appears less so than at the
shear layer as expected. While non-uniformities along the LOS complicate quantitative
interpretation, we’ve demonstrated that IFTS can be used to study turbulent flows and have
presented a novel method to estimate temperature fluctuation statistics.
Bulk flow field characterization is also possible as demonstrated in a separate
experiment. Recently, exhaust from an F109 turbofan engine was imaged with the
IFTS[32]. Examination of the time-averaged spectra from the exhaust plume indicated that
the spectral region above 4200 cm−1 was free of spectral emissions. Since the Michelson
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Figure D.3: Top panel: Brightness temperature TB at ν̃ = 2278 cm−1 from the median
quantile (q = 0.5) spectrum. The inset figure presents the spectrum for a center pixel at
engine exit. Bottom panel: Brightness temperature standard deviation σ+B estimated by
differencing brightness temperatures from the q = 0.841 and q = 0.5 quantile spectra.
Translucent lines are overlaid to distinguish the core and shear layers.
mirror was scanned at a speed of 0.18 cm · s−1 in this experiment, intensity variations at
frequencies above 756 Hz could be attributable to fluctuations in the flow field. A temporal
high-pass filter (Butterworth, 756 Hz cut-off) was applied to the stack of images comprising
a single interferometric cube. A sequence of images is provided in Figure D.4 and reveals
the dynamic flow. Turbulent eddies are observed to move down stream at a nearly constant
velocity. Since the camera frame rate (2860 Hz) and pixel dimensions (0.26 × 0.26 cm2)
are known, frame-by-frame tracking of one eddy provides a bulk flow velocity estimate of
181 m · s−1. This compares well to the exit velocity of 176 m · s−1 computed using measured
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fuel/air mass flow rates and a thermocouple temperature measurement at the exhaust exit
[32].

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256 pixels, 0.26 cm/pixel Camera frame rate: 2860 Hz
Figure D.4: Tracking turbulent eddies enables bulk flow velocity estimation as demon-
strated in this sequential imagery of F109 engine exhaust. A Butterworth temporal high-
pass filter with cut-off frequency of 756 Hz was applied to the imagery.
D.6 Conclusions
In this paper, we’ve summarized recent efforts at developing IFTS for combustion and
flow field diagnostics. The IFTS enables highly resolve spectra across a wide bandwidth to
be captured at each pixel in an image. We’ve demonstrated how this enables simultaneous
retrieval of temperature and multiple species concentrations. Moreover, the DC information
captured by the focal-plane array in the IFTS yields high-speed, broad-band imagery
“for free” enabling characterization of the bulk flow in a dynamic plume. This was
used to successfully estimate bulk flow velocity from a jet engine. Additionally, the DC
information permits the estimation of spectra at various total-intensity quantiles. These
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quantile spectra complement the information found in the mean spectrum and enable
qualitative estimates of temperature fluctuation statistics. The wealth of information that
can be extracted from IFTS measurements of flow fields establishes it as a useful diagnostic
tool. In particular, IFTS measurements could be used to validate predictions from next-
generation plume codes.
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Appendix E: Spatially resolved infrared spectra of jet exhaust from an F109
turbofan engine
T
his conference proceeding is presented in its entirety. It summarizes analysis of a
turbofan engine exhaust via IFTS. The effort was an early attempt to demonstrate the
feasability of IFTS as a combustion diagnostics tool. It presents temperature estimates and
species volume mixing fractions (computed assuming a homogeneous flow) and leverages
interferometric imagery to estimate the velocity of a turbulent feature.
E.1 Abstract
There is a strong interest in diagnosing engine performance problems and mainte-
nance needs using optical techniques instead of expensive, time-consuming mechanical in-
spection. A Telops Hyper-Cam MWIR imaging Fourier-transform spectrometer collected
spectrally-resolved images of jet exhaust from an F109 turbofan engine operating at 53 %,
82 %, and 88 % of maximum RPM. This work attempts to discern what information con-
tent about the turbulent jet flow field is revealed in the measured spectra. The spectrum is
examined and simulated, a radial and axial temperature mapping of the plume is presented,
and a turbulent temporal and spatial analysis method is demonstrated. Spectral simulation
of a pixel centered at nozzle exit finds volume mixing fractions of 3.3 % H2O and 2.8 %
CO2 and an exhaust temperature of 560 K with the engine at 82 %. A single, high frequency
turbulent feature is mapped and tracked over several frames. Velocity of this feature, based
on the 2.85 kHz camera frame rate and 0.067 cm2 per pixel spatial resolution, is approxi-
mately 176 m/s and compares favorably with an estimate based on the measured mass flow
rate. This effort is a proof of concept and intended to justify qualitative analysis of a more
controlled and characterized turbulent source in future work.
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E.2 Introduction
Combustion diagnostics can be useful in the development and maintenance of aircraft
engines, but it can be difficult to accurately measure and determine the required parameters
due to the harsh environment inherent in the very nature of combustion. Traditional
invasive methods which involve direct measurement within the flow can be difficult,
and sometimes a non-invasive approach may be preferred. Various applied combustion
diagnostic techniques have been applied in this field [38], but due to its relatively recent
maturation imaging Fourier-transform spectroscopy has not been attempted. Laser based
remote methods have successfully been used to experimentally determine some of the most
basic features such as temperature, concentrations, flow velocities, temporal and spatial
fluctuations [38]. In separate instances, Imaging Fourier-transform spectroscopy (IFTS)
has been shown to potentially have the capability to determine many of these basic features
[28, 30, 43].
Due to its wide spectral band and high spectral resolution, Fourier-transform
spectroscopy (FTS) has been employed as an optical remote sensing tool for quite some
time [76]. With the recent advent of the imaging capability, IFTS can go beyond
temperature and species identification (and concentration estimation) in a small subsection
of a plume. The very nature of the focal plane array (FPA) provides a spatial facet which
lends itself well to flow field analyis. The generation of an interferogram at every pixel
on the array allows for analysis across a wide spectral band throughout a given exhaust
plume. A spatial map of this sort can be used to examine temperature and species profiles
as they evolve radially and axially. In addition, the combination of interferometer and IR
imager allows for temporal examination of a plume, leading to velocity and turbulence
analysis [73]. IFTS has been used to determine temperature, species concentrations,
and flow velocity of industrial smokestack plumes[30, 72]. Additionally, spatial and
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temporal fluctuations were analyzed and the potential for turbulence analysis via IFTS was
demonstrated [28, 30, 43].
In this work, a Telops Hyper-Cam midwave infrared (MWIR) IFTS is used to
observe the exhaust of an F109 turbofan jet engine at various operating speeds. The
datasets are qualitatively analyzed to determine the feasability of IFTS as a comprehensive
combustion diagnostic tool. Specifically, the data is examined for the possibilities of
species identification and concentration estimation, temperature estimation and mapping,
and turbulent temporal and spatial analysis. This work is intended solely as a proof of
concept and lays the groundwork for future projects involving qualitative analysis of a
much more characterized turbulent source.
E.3 Experimental
E.3.1 Equipment description..
Figure E.1: Left: Cutout display of the F109 Turbofan Engine. The cooler outer bypass air
mixes with the hotter combustion core prior to entering the tapered exit nozzle. Top right:
The Telops Hyper-Cam imaging Fourier-transform spectrometer. Bottom right: Diagram
of a Michelson interferometer.
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The Telops midwave Hyper-Cam (MWHC) is based on a traditional Michelson
interferometer with an Indium Antimonide (InSb) focal plane array (FPA). For reference,
the Hyper-Cam and a Michelson interferometer are depicted in Figure E.1 (right). The
full 320 × 256 pixel set of the array can be windowed to enable faster acquisition
rates. The spectral range covers 1800 cm−1 to 6667 cm−1 (1.5 μm to 5.5 μm), and the
spectral resolution can be selected anywhere within the 0.25 cm−1 to 150 cm−1 range.
Each pixel has a 0.35 mrad Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV). An interferogram is
collected at each pixel, and a complete set of interferograms collected on the FPA is
considered a single datacube. Fundamentally, the datacube is a sequence of broadband
images of the scene as viewed through a Michelson interferometer. This interferometric
datacube can be transformed into a hyperspectral image via Fourier-transformation of the
individual interferograms at each pixel. The Telops LW Hyper-Cam (LWHC) is similar
in construction and specifications to the MW, but has a Mercury Cadmium Telluride
(HgCdTe) FPA with a spectral band of 870 cm−1 to 1299 cm−1 (7.7 μm to 11.5 μm).
The F109-GA-100 turbofan engine is housed and operated at the United States
Air Force Academy (USAFA) Aeronautics Research Center (ARC). It is a dual-spool,
centrifugal compressor, high-bypass (5:1) turbofan engine flat rated at 1330-pounds thrust
at sea level static maximum power conditions. It was designed for very low fuel (JP8)
consumption and high reliability to address Air Force training needs in the Fairchild T-46
trainer aircraft. The T-46 was cancelled in 1986, and the F109 engine was discontinued
and now serves as a reliable test bed for turbofan engines. Figure E.1(a) shows a cutout
of the engine’s internals used for instruction at the ARC. The F109 resides in an engine
test cell and is remotely monitored and controlled by a technician at a control consol in
a separate room. Rakes with pressure and temperature probes are installed throughout
the engine at various locations, allowing for these values to be remotely monitored and
recorded throughout the various stages of combustion. Thrust and fuel flow is constantly
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monitored at the console as well. The inner core is where combustion occurs, and both the
inner core exit flow and outer bypass flow are labeled in Figure E.1 [17, 34, 42, 45]. The
inner core creates an annular flow due to the solid center where the outlet is closed. The
inner diameter of the core flow is 23.8 cm and the outer diameter is 34.7 cm, which nearly
matches the final outer nozzle exit diameter of 36.3 cm.
Due to the complications provided by the test cell’s dimensions and layout, a 76 × 51
cm (W × H) turning mirror was required. While the glass used in this collection was not of
optical quality and has not been entirely characterized, it did provide moderate reflection
in the midwave and was large enough to image the entire exhaust plume. To account for
this mirror’s involvement all radiance units are presented as arbitrary and peak normalized
when possible.
E.3.2 Laboratory measurements.
Data was collected over a three day period in late September within the F109 engine
test cell at the USAFA ARC in Colorado Springs. The room is 7.85 m long, 4.27 m wide,
and 3.48 m high with solid concrete walls, floor, and ceiling. The exception is the wall
on the intake side of the engine, which is actually a large door crafted out of baffles to
allow proper air flow during engine operation. The wall at the exit nozzle side of the
engine contains an outlet for gases to exhaust. While the room is ideal for contained
engine performance testing, it provided complications for the placement and operation of
the MWHC as depicted in Figure E.2. The dimensions of the laboratory made it necessary
to use a turning mirror to image the plume and allow for the minimum focal distance of
the MWHC. The mirror was placed approximately 1 m from the plume and the Hyper-Cam
was nearly 6 m away on the inlet side of the engine. While this setup may not have been
ideal, it did provide a complete view of the plume without adversely affecting the imagery
and kept the camera outside of the engine intake airflow. The LWHC was on hand as well,
but early in the process it was adversely affected by the vibrations in the room and the
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data was not included in this work. The LWHC was not subject to the same minimal focal
distance constraints as the MWHC and was placed much closer to the plume, this may have
accounted for the increased response to the vibrations due to the engine.
Figure E.2: Description of experimental setup. Left: View from the MW Hyper-Cam. The
unit was positioned behind the engine and aimed at a turning mirror adjacent to the plume.
This provided a complete reflected side view while allowing for the minimum focal distance
of the camera. Middle: View from the plume. The Hyper-Cam can be seen reflected in the
turning mirror. Right: Overhead rendering of setup.
As described above, data for this work was collected over several days, but all of
the data in the analysis below came from the larger collection during day two. Collection
began around 8:00 a.m. and went until approximately 2:00 p.m. with average atmospheric
conditions of 14.20 ◦C (temperature), 37.90 % (humidity), and 786.05 hPa (pressure).
Pressure varied little throughout the day, but temperature started as low as 10.3 ◦C and went
as high as 19.2 ◦C. Humidity began near 50 % and dropped as low as 28.4 %. Collection
was at several spectral resolutions and engine speeds with a constant spatial resolution of
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0.067 cm2 per pixel at the source. A 0.25 cm−1 resolution collect with a 70 μs integration
time was windowed tightly to 8 × 256 [R × C] and centered at nozzle exit. This data was
intended to gather higher resolution spectra of the type seen in Figure E.3, and fine spatial
resolution was not necessary in this case. The data collected at a lower 32 cm−1 resolution
and 70 μs integration time was windowed to 256 × 128 [R × C] and intended for imagery
and spatial analysis of the type seen in Figure E.4. The entire exhaust plume is imaged
at this configuration, and due to the lower spectral resolution higher frame rates were
possible. Data was collected at these two camera settings for three engine speeds: 53 %,
82 % and 88 % (of the engine’s maximum revolutions per minute (RPM)). Collections
were attempted at 98 %, but room vibrations were too high and good data collection was
not possible (and even proved detrimental in the case of the LWHC). A summary of the
pertinent engine data is presented in Table E.1. These are the day two averages of the
remotely monitored values for each engine speed. Notice the higher core temperature near
53 % (idle). The F109 is typically not considered to be running ideally, i.e. efficiently, until
it is approaching approximately 70 % max RPM, so higher temperatures and fuel flow with
little thrust is not surprising [66].
E.4 Methodology
E.4.1 Discerning the flow..
Interpreting and measuring the behavior of a three dimensional flow using two
dimentional imagery introduces complications of its own [19, 24, 28, 30, 43]. The analysis
in this work is complicated further by the layering effects that may be introduced by the
cooler bypass air. As seen in the engine cutout depicted in Figure E.1 (left), the inner core
is exhausted into the bypass stream prior to the entire flow being released into the quiescent
air of the test chamber. In addition, after initial mixing the outer nozzle is tapered inward
(nearly to the core diameter), likely increasing the mixing of core and bypass before exit.
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Table E.1: Average monitored values for F109 engine data of interest during day two
collection. The F109 is remotely monitored and controlled by a technician at a control
consol in a separate room. Rakes with pressure and temperature probes are installed
throughout the engine at various locations, allowing for these values to be remotely
monitored and recorded.
Percent Max 53 82 88 98
Thrust [lbf] 34.7 387 558 1029
Core Fan [RPM × 1000] 24.1 37.1 39.7 44.3
Core Temperature [K] 729 675 708 815
Bypass Fan [RPM × 1000] 3.9 9.9 11.6 14.9
Bypass Temperature [K] 320 319 378 389
However, for the purposes of this work, the imaged core stream is going to be treated as
unmixed at nozzle exit and the surrounding bypass flow is to be largely ignored. While this
is a known oversimplification of the flow, it will allow for the simple comparison between
this data and the behavior of a round turbulent jet penetrating a quiescent body of the same
fluid [39, 51].
E.4.2 Spectral modeling and simulation..
As discussed above, a turning mirror with uncharacterized spectral reflectance r(ν̃)
complicates the ability to estimate temperature and concentrations. The radiance at a given
pixel from the MWHC can be interpreted as
L (ν̃) =
∫
τ(ν̃′) r(ν̃′) ε (ν̃′) B (ν̃′, T ) ILS (ν̃ − ν̃′) dν̃′ (E.1)
where τ is the LOS transmittance, ε the emissivity, B is Planck’s blackbody radiation
distribution, and ILS is the instrument’s line shape function. Assuming LTE and ignoring
scattering, background radiation, and atmospheric self-emission, the spectral emissivity
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can be expressed as
ε (ν̃) = 1 − exp
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝−
∑
i
qiNσi (ν̃, T )
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ τp. (E.2)
The factor qi represents the fraction column density (a product of volume fraction and
pathlength through the exhaust), N is the total gas density, σi is the absorption cross-
section, and τp is the transmittance of the particulate. A complete explanation of the model
can be found in the literature [28, 30, 43]. Radiance values based on this simple model
will primarily drop with temperature, concentration, path length, or a combination of those
factors.
E.4.3 Expected mixing fractions..
The volume mixing fractions of CO2 and H2O expected to be found in the exhaust can
be estimated through analysis of the known combusted air and fuel flow rates. Treating the
JP8 fuel as 100 % kerosene, the basic combustion process in this case can be expressed via
the stoichiometric equation
37
2
O2 + C12H26 −→ 12 CO2 + 13 H2O, (E.3)
where the amounts of O2 and C12H26 available will be driven by the air and fuel flow rates.
The combusted air mass flow rate (ṁA) is one-fifth of the total air mass flow rate (ṁ0) due
to the bypass ratio, and 21 % of ṁA is available as combustible O2 (air is being simply
considered as 79 % N2 + 21 %O2). Assuming excess oxygen and complete combustion,
incorporation of air and fuel flow rates yields
(
0.79
VA
Vf
)
N2 +
(
0.21
VA
Vf
)
O2 + C12H26 −→
12 CO2 + 13 H2O +
(
0.21
VA
Vf
− 37
2
)
O2 +
(
0.79
VA
Vf
)
N2,
(E.4)
where VA,F =
ṁA,F
ρA,F
is the known volume fraction of the air (or fuel). The gas density ρA,F
is a function of molecular mass and temperature, with pressure being treated as constant
(altitude corrected atmospheric). Equation E.4 has been normalized by Vf to highlight the
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C12H26 −→ 12 CO2 + 13 H2O relationship. Dividing the leading coefficients of CO2 and
H2O by the coefficient total on the right side of the equation gives the expected volume
mixing fractions. With the engine at 82 %, Equation E.4 predicts volume mixing fractions
of 6.6 % and 7.2 % for CO2 and H2O respectively.
E.4.4 Expected exhaust velocity..
It is possible to estimate the exit velocity using physical quantities and monitored
values. The law of mass conservation dictates ṁin = ṁout, and the conservation of mass
equation at exhaust exit is expressed as
ṁout = ρ A ve, (E.5)
where ρ is again the (total) gas density, A is the area of the exit plane, and ve is the
exit velocity perpendicular to A [45]. Solving Equation E.5 for velocity and substituting
ṁout = ṁA + ṁF provides the means to determine an expected exhaust velocity. With the
engine operating at 82 %, the measured flow rates and core flow exit temperature of 675 K
lead to an expected exhaust velocity of 177 m/s. The area, A = 0.23 m2, of the core flow
was estimated via imagery by assuming a cylindrical geometry.
E.5 Results and Discussion
E.5.1 Spectrum..
The simulated spectrum presented in Figure E.3 is a result of employing the simple
model from above to a pixel near stack exit. It is located at row 60, column 30, as indicated
by the inset image within Figure E.5 (imagery analysis from section E.5.2 suggests a path
length of 23.2 cm at this point). Ignoring the bypass air and treating the core flow as
unmixed, the simulation corresponds to a flow temperature of 560 K and volume mixing
fractions 3.3 % H2O and 2.8 % CO2. The CO2 red and blue spikes are evident at 2280 cm
−1
and 2380 cm−1 respectively, and the water lines can be seen from 1800 cm−1 to 2200 cm−1
as well. This simulated spectrum corresponds well to the actual time averaged spectrum
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Figure E.3: Top panel: Apparent radiance spectrum of center plume pixel near nozzle
exit. Mirror reflectivity not accounted for so units are arbitrary. White box in inset image
indicates location of pixel in the plume (at 82 % engine speed). Middle panel: Emissivity
curves for H2O and CO2, modified by atmospheric transmittance profile; H2O emissivity
has been increased by a factor of 5 for improved clarity. Bottom panel: Atmospheric
transmittance profile for the 7 m path between the instrument and exhaust plume.
presented in Figure E.5, and the estimated temperature and mixing fractions are reasonable.
At 82 % the measured core temperature is 674.6 K near core exit, which is located well
within the nozzle. A cooler temperature further down stream is to be expected. The
mixing fractions are roughly half the expected values computed in Section E.4.3, but those
calculations assumed absolutely no mixing with the outer bypass stream, which is unlikely.
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Additional mixing of the bypassed air would reduce both fractions and could easily account
for the difference here.
The detection and estimation of these constituents indicates the feasability of the
MWHC as a tool for the spectral analysis of combustion performance. While this paper
is simply a cursory look at the data captured on the F109 turbofan, in future work a fit of
the simple model to highly resolved spectra like the type seen in Figure E.5 could be used
to achieve much more accurate estimations of volume mixing fractions and temperatures
throughout the plume [28, 30, 43].
E.5.2 Temperature profiles..
Figure E.4: Left: 82 % engine speed mean brightness image at the 2283 cm−1 CO2 red
spike. The 128 × 256 (R×C) image has been angled and overlayed with an engine nozzle
exhaust photo to demonstrate a sense of plume size. The axial and radial lines annotated
correspond to the intensity plots right of the figure. Top right: Normalized peak radial
intensity across the plume at column 25 near nozzle exit. Bottom right: Axial intensity
along exhaust center at row 60; included in the plot is a simple fifth order polynomial fit to
the intensity data.
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Figure E.4 provides a 128×256 [R×C] mean brightness image at 2283 cm−1 (red spike)
of the exhaust with the engine at 82 %. This image was generated by averaging each pixel’s
intensity over several hundred datacubes, with each datacube providing approximately
600 individual intensity values. This clean averaged image can be contrasted with the
turbulence evident in a single frame snapshot of the type seen in Figure E.5. The brightness
image has been overlayed with a nozzle exhaust photo and made slightly tranparent to
provide an understanding of how this flow compares to the entire exhaust nozzle. Nozzle
exit in Figure E.4 can be discerned on the left side of the figure, while on the right side of
the figure the edge of the turning mirror can be seen near column 250. The actual engine
exhaust was not angled and significant time was spent aligning camera and mirror in order
to have the imaged flow as level as possible, nevertheless a slight upward tilt does seem
evident. Only the 82 % results are presented here, but the spatial behavior was very similar
in all three engine speed cases.
As can be seen in Figure E.4 center line axial intensity for CO2 along row 60 drops
with distance from nozzle exit. Examination of the geometry in this image indicates the
pathlength through the plume is roughly the same, so intensity drop is likely due to a
reduction in temperature and concentration. This is behavior typical of a turbulent jet. As
the surrounding quiescent fluid is entrained into the exhaust flow due to the turbulence, a
reduction in core temperature and center line concentration would be expected [51].
The plot of radial intensity at column 25 near nozzle exit is indicative of the response
due to path length as described in Section E.4.2. The geometry of the exhaust plume core
is evident in the plot as the intensity is lowest near the edges where the plume is thinnest
(and little core path length is being integrated) and highest at center where the path length
through the core is greatest. Due to both the nature of the turbofan (and the flow of bypassed
air) and entrainment at the edges due to turbulence, temperature is no doubt a contributor
to the intensity behavior as well. But the sharp radial intensity dropoff near rows 15 and
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100 is likely dominated by plume geometry. These locations roughly correlate to the edges
of the inner diameter of the hotter core flow.
E.5.3 Turbulent behavior..
Figure E.5: Complete wavenumber spectrum from zero to Nyquist. The spectrum presented
in Figure E.3 has been time averaged over several hundred interferogram cubes to reduce
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The frequency spectrum inset is a product of Michelson mirror
scan velocity and wavenumber and is presented on a log y scale. The spectral response of
the camera is evident on both spectra. Low pass and high pass filters can be applied to
remove the spectral response and allow imaging and frequency analysis of the underlying
turbulent behavior of the plume.
The MWHC can be used to examine intensity fluctuations in the exhaust due to
turbulent behavior through frequency analysis. The action of the Michelson interferometer
records spectral information through variations in intensity. The frequency of these
variations is a function of Michelson mirror scan velocity (v ≈ 0.18 cm/s) and FPA
response frequency (1700 cm−1 to 6667 cm−1). Specifically, the intensity fluctuations
resulting from the Michelson’s action have a frequency, f = v ν̃, between 305 and 1200 Hz.
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Fluctuations below 305 Hz can be attributed to changes in broadband source intensity,
brought about by, e.g., turbulence. Additionally, knowledge of the plume spectrum can
be used to identify spectral regions in which radiant emissions are minimal. Thus, some
frequencies within this range might be reasonably attributed to the source if corresponding
spectral emissions are known to be absent or sufficiently weak.
As described above, an interferogram can be considered a sequential collection of
2D images. Inset within Figure E.5 (middle left) is a single 2D interferogram image (at
32 cm−1 resolution) of the engine exhaust running at 82 %. This is an unfiltered scene
which contains the camera’s complete intensity response. To bring out the lower frequency
modulations in the image, and to ensure the spectral information is removed, a low pass
filter (LPF) is applied to the data near 1250 cm−1. With a mirror velocity of 0.18 cm/s
this will pass only the behavior below approximately 225 Hz. A corresponding single
frame image of the lower frequency behavior is included in the figure (bottom left). The
slowly undulating behavior of the steadier core is much more evident in this case. Note
the lack of turbulent shedding around the edges of the plume under this filter choice.
Contrasting this low frequency behavior is the image of the plume when a high pass
filter (HPF) is applied (top left). To ensure the spectral water emission features near
3800 cm−1 were excluded, the HPF cutoff was set to 4200 cm−1. This corresponds to high
frequency behavior from approximately 750 Hz to the Nyquist frequency of 1440 Hz. A
single frame image is included in Figure E.5, and the high frequency turbulence is evident.
A complete depiction of the high frequency behavior and an example of the tracking of a
turbulent feature is depicted in Figure E.6. The spatial mapping of the high frequency
turbulence is a promising tool for analysis. The images in Figure E.6 are subsequent
frames from a 32 cm−1 resolution interferogram after the application of a HPF. A single
feature has been highlighted and tracked as it moves and evolves through the plume, but
many such features reside in the images and could be monitored as well. The combination
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Figure E.6: Top to bottom, left to right: The tracking of a turbulent feature as it leaves the
exhaust nozzle and evolves across the exhaust plume.
of spatial and temporal information provided by the MWHC as seen in Figure E.6 could
lay a foundation for turbulent flow field analysis [36]. Each pixel’s IFOV translates to
a known distance across each image, and the camera frame rate provides a reliable time
stamp between images, making estimation of characteristic turbulent length and time scales
very possible. Velocity estimation has been accomplished with the MWHC in previous
work with moderate success [30]. Typical velocity estimation of this data type would
be accomplished with automated image correlation, but a simple manual estimate has
been accomplished in this work to demonstrate the capability. For the 32 cm−1 resolution
experiments each interferometric measurement was acquired in 0.21 s and consists of 594
images, resulting in a 2.86 kHz frame rate. The turbulent feature in Figure E.6 travels
approximately 190 columns (49.2 cm) in 8 frames. This corresponds to an estimated
velocity of 176 m/s, which is in excellent agreement with the 177 m/s perpendicular exit
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velocity calculated above. Once again, the unknown impact of the bypass fan on the overall
flow field cannot be understated, but these results certainly bode well for future analysis.
E.6 Conclusions
In this work a Telops MWHC IFTS was used to observe the exhaust of a F109-GA-
100 turbofan engine at various engine speeds. The ultimate goal was to demonstrate
the feasability of IFTS as a standoff combustion diagnostic tool. Temperature and
concentration estimation have been accomplished in previous work, and it appears the same
models and methods will apply to engine exhaust. Spectral filtering and frequency analysis
of the type seen in Figures E.5 and E.6 seem to indicate the temporal and spatial turbulent
characteristics can be quantified as well. Future effort will require a more controlled,
characterized flow field ensuring analysis of the type performed in this work can be fully
computed and vetted against in situ values. While the complicated task of examining a 3D
flow field with 2D imagery was made more difficult with the bypass flow intrinsic to the
turbofan engine, this qualitative examination of the data indicates IFTS can be successfully
employed as a remote combustion and turbulence diagnostic tool.
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